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The A727 Professional Compact Disc Player
"The only true 2nd generation Pro CD Player"

The Studer A727 is exactly what
you need in a truly professional CD
player. It's that way by design.

Broadcast and production profes-
sionals from all over the world told us
what they needed. That became our
blueprint. Then Studer engineers went
to work. The result. . .a true 2nd gener-
ation professional CD Player, with a
long list of advantages over the
competition.

Listen to the Studer -engineered
A727 . . .What you hear comes from
separate 16 -bit D/A converters, 4 -times
oversampling, and proprietary Studer
digital and analog filtering. In other
words, what you hear is legendary
Studer sonic quality.

Use the features that professionals
demanded and Studer engineered into
the A727:

 very quick direct access to
tracks and indexes;
 Auto Cue (aka, "cue to
music") to find exact start of
program material;
 Auto Stop to pause at end
of any track;
 Start Review & End Review
to allow quick checks of "in"
and "out" cues;
 parallel remote with status
tallies and fader start;
 bright self -illuminating dis-
play shows elapsed and
remaining time for both track
and disc;

Studer modular full function parallel remote control with display
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 provision for RS 422 serial interface;
 rugged die-cast aluminum CD drive
assembly with quiet CD drawer;
 I/O configurations. Analog-stereo
balanced XLR, 2 sets of stereo
unbalanced RCA (fixed level and vari-
able level), and mono. Digital-
balanced XLR, unbalanced RCA.
Clock-input for vari-speed, output for
synchronization.

If the Studer A727 seems to be
everything you need in a professional
CD player, it's no accident. It was built
that way. By design.

STUDER .itiltYCIM
STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC.

1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
615-254-5651
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Sis it-Performance
Communication

In A Compact,
Maneuverable
System
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Midwest utilizes a heavy-duty
structural system to combine a 1.8M
dual offset -fed antenna with an
extended body one -ton van. The
result is a powerful satellite com-
munications system that can
maneuver easily in city traffic or on
narrow country roads.
The Vertex 1.8M antenna has a
transmit gain of 46.6 dbi and meets
the 29-25 log 0 FCC 2° spacing
curves. The standard RF package
includes a single thread 300 watt
TWT amplifier, a Ku exciter with
two agile audio subcarriers. a Ku
receiver and a spectrum monitor.
Modular dual 200 watt phase com-
bined amplifiers, providing fail-safe
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redundancy are optional, as are sev-
eral baseband equipment packages.
The S -18's spacious, acoustically
treated interior provides an opti-
mum work environment. The unit
has ample storage space, and there
is enough room for the addition of
a VTR editing system.
The S-18 is a flexible satellite com-
munications system, ideal for up -
linking news or special events, and
easily adaptable for voice and data
applications.
Contact Midwest for complete
information.
The Midwest S-18. Performance and
Flexibility. In a compact, maneuver-
able package.

MIDWEST
Communications Corp.
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
606-331-8990
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ON THE COVER
Two primary forces drive development in
digital -based equipment: speed and memory.
Our cover this month illustrates both.
Shown is a hard disk drive prior to final
assembly. The needs of broadcasters for
additional memory space and rapid ac-
cess time in computer -based equipment
are growing daily. (Photo courtesy of
Oktel, Santa Clara, CA.)
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY FOR BROADCASTING:
Computer -based equipment has reshaped the face of radio and
TV broadcasting. New technology has given our industry new
products that solve old problems and open the doors to new op-
portunities. Our examination of new directions for digital equip-
ment in broadcasting includes the following articles:

26 Disk Recording Technology
By Jerry Whitaker, editorial director
Advancements in hard disk drives have provided new
creative tools for TV and radio broadcasters.

46 Controlling Graphics Systems
By Carl Bentz, technical and special projects editor
The difference between user-friendly and user-fiendly is
an input interface.

HIGH -DEFINITION TV SPECIAL REPORT:
HDTV represents new possibilities to some and a significant threat
to others. This technology now is emerging from the lab and
beginning to affect the business and technical plans of broad-
casters, post -production facilities and the film community. We ex-
amine these aspects of HDTV in the following special report:

62 HDTV: Where It is, Where It's Going
By Jerry Whitaker, editorial director
In the world of high -definition television, you can't tell the
players without a scorecard. A related article examines:
 Film: Still Alive and Well

94 HDTV: The European View
By Howard T. Head, BE European correspondent
The subject of HDTV in Europe has become an interesting
mix of technology, politics and economics. A related arti-
cle asks:

It Can't Happen Here. Right?

OTHER FEATURES:

108 Time Synchronization for Broadcasters
Edited by Brad Dick, radio technical editor
There is more to accurate time code than the familiar
WWV tick-tock. A related article examines:
 Master Clock Systems

DEPARTMENTS 18 Troubleshooting
4 News 20 Management for Engineers
6 Editorial 122 News Special Report: Europe Enters the New Era of DBS
8 FCC Update 126 SBE Update

10 Strictly TV 130 Station -to -Station
12 re: Radio 132 Applied Technology: Adaptive Delta Modulation
14 Satellite Technology 136 Field Report: BD980 Digital Delay
16 Circuits 140 New Products
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How to get perfect camera setups in three minutes with
a single camera or up to 42 cameras. That's right, 42.

Camera setup problems always
seem to happen when there's
absolutely no time to waste.

That's why Hitachi's setup
solution is quick and easy. Our
microcomputer Zero Control auto-
matic setup of all three channels is
built into every Hitachi SK -970D
and SK -97D camera. Zero
Control totally eliminates manual
adjustment of the G channel.

Now, imagine yourself as the
engineer with this setup problem.

You're setting up three cameras
to shoot an hour of drama. It has
already taken 40 minutes to
adjust the G channels and get the

V
42111

OFF ON

Rear panel on Hitachi's SK -970D camera.
Complete controls for automatic setup and
camera operation.

color and registration right.
The talent is yawning. The
crew is telling jokes. The
director is having a fit.
Then one of the cameras
fails. You bring in another
camera and start adjusting
G channels again. But you
find yourself wishing TV
was still black and white.

Stop sweating over
G -reference setup. With
Hitachi Zero Method
automatic setup, no
adjustments are required. Just
fire up, press the auto setup
button and within minutes you're
ready to shoot. It's that simple.

CA -97D and
AP -40R2

are attached
to Camera

head

SK -97D SK -120

BSU
6U -97D

CC -97D
is beet into

BSU

900
RU -97 B/D

CCU PS
AP -110D

RCU
RU -1100

CCU
CU -1100

SK -1100 SK -9700

CCU PS
AP -1100

'Cu
SU-97D/1100

RCU
RU -1100

CCU
CU -1100 BU -97

CC -970
Is melt Into
BSU

RCU
RU -97 B/D

CA -970D
. Dail into
Camera

head.

How Hitachi's SU-97D Auto Setup Control achieves simultaneous setups on four different camera models. System can expand to set
up and control 42 cameras.

Even better, Hitachi's SU-97D
Auto Setup Control Panel can
simultaneously and automatically
set up as many as 42 cameras.
Not only does the SU-97D
achieve identical perfect setups on
SK -970D and SK -97D cameras,
it can also control auto setup of
Hitachi SK -110D and SK -120
cameras (see chart).

Another Hitachi exclusive-
you can record complete setup
and camera adjustment data on

-ID a floppy disk, and
use the disk to
check camera
status against

the original setup values. Or, for
instant automatic checking of
registration and color balance,
you can use Hitachi's "Quick
Check" switch.

What's your bottom line? You
save time and you get perfection.
You increase productive time and
picture quality.

The world's toughest customers-
major networks and major

Easy access to plug-in modules for quick service.

independent producers-
are our best customers for
SK-970D's, SK-97D's and

SU-97D's. Isn't it time you called
us for a demonstration?

Call now.

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury,
NY 11797  516-921-7200  In Canada,
Call Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. 416-299-5900
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SMPTE elects
engineering VP

Stanley N. Baron, managing director in
the technical division of NBC, has been
elected engineering vice president of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE) for a 2 -year term.

Beginning last month, Baron assumed
responsibility for the supervision and
coordination of the work of the nine
technical committees of the society. He
succeeds Richard G. Streeter, CBS, who
had held the office since 1984.

At NBC in New York City, Baron eval-
uates emerging technology and directs
the installation of new equipment in the
NBC Television Network. He has been in-
volved in the design and development of
digital TV systems for more than 21
years.

For the SMPTE, Baron has had a key
role in the development of standards for
digital video. He has been a member of
the SMPTE Working Group on Digital
Video Standards since 1977, serving as

chairman of the group from 1984 to
1986. He is currently co-chairman of the
SMPTE Standards Committee and Socie-
ty Engineering Director for Television.
He is a Fellow of the SMPTE and active
in the engineering work of the European
Broadcasting Union.

NAB department
makes changes

Changes in the NAB Science and
Technology Department are part of the
adjustments related to the formation of
the Broadcast Technology Center (BTC),
which will focus on the realization of a
high -definition TV system for U.S. broad-
casters, in addition to other broadcasting
research.

Thomas B. Keller, who has headed the
department since 1981, is the chief scien-
tist. He is located at the Broadcast
Technology Center. The NAB also is
searching for a director of the center.

Michael C. Rau, an engineer in the
Science and Technology Department, is

vice president and acting head of the
department.

1988 SBE call
for papers

Abstracts are being accepted for pro-
posed engineering papers for the 1988
Broadcast Engineering conference of
the SBE national convention. The con-
ference is being organized again this
year by John Battison.

If you are interested in preparing a
technical paper for presentation at the
conference, submit an abstract outlining
the scope of the paper, and its impor-
tance to the industry, to John Battison no
later than March 31.

The SBE will again publish a Pro-
ceedings of the conference, which will be
distributed at the convention. Authors
should be prepared to submit a camera-
ready manuscript by June 30. Send your
correspondence to: John Battison, con-
ference chairman, 890 Clubview Boule-
vard North, Columbus, OH 43085.1:t )))1
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BEAUTY
Clossic beauty is unmistak-

able. You know it when you
see it.

Like the beauty you get
with Ampex 196. Clean, clear
pictures that capture every
sparkling moment of your
production.

"Jo other video tape
de ivers such consistent low -
dropout performance. Or such
dynamic picture quality.

By focusing on critical drop-
oLts, especially in the area
nct compensated for by your
V-R, we developed a video
tope you can rely on for all
your applications.

The secret behind our
success is Ampex Process
Management. APM is a unique
manufacturing concept
enabling us to control the
consistency of the entire pro-
d iction process. From raw
rr aterials to finished producs.

So you always get the
cbanest, sharpest pictures time
after time, reel after reel,
carton after carton. That's why
top professionals around the
world specify Ampex 196.

If you'd like to know more
c bout how APM contributes
to beautiful pictures, call o -
write Ampex tocia for
f -ee brochure.

AMPEX
Circle (S) on Reply Cad

Ampex Corporation, Map lex Tape C ivision.
401 Broadway, Redwood Cit. 94063, 4151367-3809.



Editorial

The
road

t
success

The Society of Broadcast Engineers has been in existence for more than 20 years.
And, like someone entering the prime of life, SBE is emerging as a force in the broad-
cast industry. The national focus for the organization has, for the past two years, been
the SBE national convention. The staff of this magazine, which served as sponsor of
the engineering seminar portion of the '86 and '87 conventions, has been impressed
with the professionalism of the show's organizers and the people it has attracted.

The SBE national convention has-in just two years-emerged as an important event
to attend for technical managers and engineers. The exhibits have increased dramatical-
ly, and the technical sessions are top quality. The 1987 engineering seminar featured
25 hours of instruction in every area of radio and TV broadcast technology, drawing
some of the top speakers in the industry. A printed "Proceedings" of the conference
included 26 of the papers presented at the convention, numbering more than 270 pages.
The SBE national convention has become a key event for the fall.

Now, as the show matures, further improvements are on the horizon. The society
has launched an ambitious 3 -year plan for the national convention that covers all aspects
of show planning and execution. Following are some key elements of the 3 -year plan:
 Broadcast Engineering has committed to sponsor the technical seminars, with John
Battison as conference chairman. Battison's track record for formulating a hands-on
program is well-known in broadcast circles.
 Eddie Barker Associates has been retained to organize and coordinate all exhibit -
related activities. Barker is a veteran show organizer, having been involved in numerous
shows over the years, most notably RTNDA.
 Convention sites have been selected for the next three years, allowing exhibitors
and attendees to plan their participation well in advance. The 1988 show will be Sept.
22-25 in Denver. Kansas City, MO, will be the site of the 1989 show, Oct. 5-8. The 1990
show is scheduled for Oct. 4-7 in St. Louis.

SBE also has taken an unprecedented step in inviting other organizations to par-
ticipate in the society's annual national conventions. This cooperative approach begins
with this year's show in Denver. The Rocky Mountain Film and Video Expo and the
regional ITVA (International Television Association) will hold their annual conventions
in conjunction with SBE's. Also, the Society of Cable and Television Engineers has been
invited to participate in the show.

The concept of combining events is beneficial for attendees as well as exhibitors.
Most people in the business would agree that there are too many trade conventions
for the professional audio/video industry. We applaud any effort to reduce the number
of events by combining shows if it makes sense.

The Denver gathering will offer attendees additional exhibits and seminars on a
variety of topics. Cooperation is the name of the game, and in the process, everybody
wins.

The SBE National Convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference has become
the focus of the society's activity on the national level and an important force in reshap-
ing the profession of broadcast engineering. Much has been done. And more is on
the way.

We hope to see you in Denver Sept. 22-25. See for yourself how the SBE has grown
on its road to success.

6 Broadcast Engineering February 1988
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PARAMETRIC

PERFECTION

Introducing the New Orban 642B Parametric Equalizer/Notch Filter
Orban's new 642B Parametric Equalizer/Notch Filter offers unmatched versatility, superb specs,
and highly musical equalization in a new generation of our famous and widely -used 622 series. The
642B represents Orban's continuing dedication to the art of creating the "most musical"
parametric equalizers through the use of carefully designed, series -connected "constant Q"
sections which minimize ringing and stridency.

The 642B's superiority over conventional parametric equalizers is particularly apparent at the
extremes of its boost/cut parameter and at narrower bandwidths on difficult program material. In
situations like these, the 642B's performance provides consistently satisfying results without
complications or unpleasant surprises.

Band I Band 2 Band 3 Band 4

Model 642B
(Same in both channels.)

25-500Hz 80- I .6kHz 315-6.3 kHz 1-20kHz

Special Application Versions

Model 642B/SP 80- I .6kHz 80- I .6kHz 3 I 5-6.3kHz 315-6.3kHz

(Same in both channels. Limited frequency range for speech processing, forensic work, notch
filtering/feedback suppression, and similar applications.)

Model 6428/SPX Frequency ranges of 642B in channel A; 642B/SP in channel B (For
combined full -frequency range broadband shaping and restricted -range narrowband notching.)

Features include:
 Dual 4 -band or mono 8 -band configuration selectable by the front -panel Cascaoe switch

 Each band can be tuned over a 20: I frequency range; tuning ranges of bands overlap significantly
to maximize versatility; +16dB boost/-90dB cut in each band; "Q" variable from about 0.29-5.0

 Vernier frequency control to facilitate fast, precise tuning of sharp notches

 Frequency -selectable I8dB/octave high-pass filter and I 2dB/octave proprietary "Automatic
Sliding Besselworth" TM low-pass filter to provide full flexibility with maximum musicality

 Noise and distortion specs significantly better than 16 -bit digital

Call or write today to discover more about Orban's new,
ultra -quiet, 642B Parametric Equalizer/ Notch Filter-
a new generation of parametric excellence
from the leader in parametric EQ.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-1067 Telex:17-1480 FAX: (415) 957-1070
Circle (6) on Reply Card



FCC update

Focus is on tower
lighting and painting

By Harry C. Martin

Asurvey by the FCC's Field Operations
Bureau has revealed that many communi-
cations towers are not in compliance with
FCC painting and lighting requirements. Of
the 289 towers inspected, approximately
13% had some sort of lighting problem. The
FAA had been notified about less than half
of them. On approximately 27% of the
towers inspected, the paint was so faded,
peeled or otherwise deteriorated that visi-
bility of the tower was severely diminished.

The commission, in a recent public
notice, reminded licensees and tower
owners of the importance of proper light-
ing and painting to air safety. The agency
intends to continue to scrutinize towers and
to take appropriate action-including
assessment of fines-where towers are not
properly lighted or painted.

Typical forfeiture amounts for various
violations are listed here:
 All tower lights out and FAA not notified

within 30 minutes as required-$2,000.
 Majority of tower lights out and/or loss

of top flashing beacon and FAA not noti-
fied within 30 minutes-$1,000.

 Tower lights not observed at least once
each 24 hours-$500.

 Temporary warning lights not present
and operational during construction-
$1,000.

 Tower not properly painted-$750.

Obscenity and indecency policy
In November, the commission reaffirmed

its enforcement policy against obscene or
indecent programming.

Obscene material does not receive First
Amendment protection and is prohibited
at all times. The Supreme Court defines
obscenity by the following criteria:
 An average person, applying contem-

porary community standards, must find
that the material, as a whole, appeals to
the prurient interest;

 The material must depict or describe, in
a patently offensive way as measured by
contemporary community standards,
sexual or excretory conduct; and

 The material, taken as a whole, must lack
serious literary, artistic, political or scien-
tific value.

Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley
& Martin, Washington, DC.

It also is a criminal offense to broadcast
obscene programming.

The commission also made it clear that
it will apply a broader definition of
indecency than the "seven dirty words"
standard previously followed. There will be
a return to the definition affirmed by the
Supreme Court in 1978 in "FCC vs. Pacifica
Foundation:' i.e., "language or material that
depicts or describes, in terms patently
offensive as measured by contemporary
community standards for the broadcast
medium, sexual or excretory activities or
organs!'

Indecent programming may be broadcast
legally only between the hours of midnight
and 6 a.m. Prior to midnight, there is a
reasonable risk that children may be in the
audience. The focus of the commission's
enforcement efforts will be the investiga-
tion of complaints regarding indecent
programming broadcast prior to midnight.

Equipment authorization procedures
The commission is proposing a signifi-

cant change in its authorization procedures
for broadcast equipment. Under the
proposal, transmitting equipment for most
facilities authorized under Parts 73 and 74
no longer would be subject to registration.
Because equipment marketed for use in the
broadcast services has a satisfactory record
of compliance with FCC technical stan-
dards, the commission believes a further
relaxation of equipment authorization
procedures is warranted.

Since 1984 most broadcast and
broadcast -related equipment has been sub-
ject to a "notification" requirement. Under
this procedure, the commission grants an
equipment authorization based on the
manufacturer's or importer's statement that
the equipment has been tested and com-
plies with appropriate emission regulations.
The equipment then appears on an FCC
authorization list and is considered suitable
for the uses for which notification was
made.

Under the current proposal, manufac-
turers, importers and other parties respon-
sible for marketing a radio frequency
device are not required to file any material
with the commission. Rather, such parties
would be required only to retain in their
own files sufficient measurements and

other data demonstrating compliance with
the rules.

The proposal places special attention on
equipment used in the newer broadcast
services, such as LPTV. Continuation of
notification requirements still may be
necessary in such services because of the
lack of experience with some of the equip-
ment now being manufactured.

Expansion of the verification procedure
to cover most broadcast equipment may
require additional paperwork for broad-
casters. Currently, an applicant for a broad-
cast authorization is required only to list the
authorization number for the equipment
being proposed for use, or to indicate that
the equipment is type -accepted. Because
the commission would no longer maintain
lists of type -accepted equipment for many
uses, it would be up to individual broad-
casters to verify and demonstrate that the
equipment they are using is in compliance
with applicable emission regulations.

In most cases, this could be done by sim-
ply referencing the manufacturer's verifi-
cation data. Presumably, manufacturers
would issue certificates of rule compliance
to all customers so they could make the req-
uisite showings in their FCC applications.

Must -carry rules rejected
On Dec. 11, the U.S. Court of Appeals in

Washington, DC, struck down must -carry
rules imposed by the commission. The
rules had required cable systems to carry
the signals of broadcast stations in their
areas. In a unanimous option, the court
declared that the rules violate cable oper-
ators' First Amendment rights and held
that they are not necessary to advance a
substantial government interest. The court
struck down the commission's original
must -carry rules in 1985, also on constitu-
tional grounds.

The decision leaves the door open to the
possibility that yet another set of must -
carry requirements will be enacted by the
commission or Congress. It also spurs
debate on the issue of how programmers
should be compensated for the broadcast
material cable systems carry.

1:I:)))11
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STOP
adding master control panels

to your routing switcher.

Wait until you see
us at NAB '88,
Booth 2928.

Grass Valley Group

A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

.A.a.THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC.
P.O. Box 1114
Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-3000
TRT: 160432

OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia
(301) 622-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931;
Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447;
Los Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680;
GVG International Ltd. (UK) + 44-962-843939; Grass Valley
Group Asia (HK) +8S2-3-7396632
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Strictly TV

Prepare for graphics
hardware repair

By Rick Lehtinen,
TV technical editor

As a result of the popularity of computer
graphics, broadcast engineers eventually
will have opportunities to repair these sys-
tems. Before you can make the repairs,
however, you must understand what the
modules do and how they interconnect.

The heart of a graphics system is a com-
puter, either a proprietary or an existing
product with custom cards to make video
(see Figure 1). Some systems use two
computers-one for operator interface and
design station work, and the second work-
ing in the background, drawing frames and
controlling the recording machine.

Input/output
Operators can enter input data from a

keyboard, but artists are not always num-
bers people. They work with art tools, simu-
lated by a sketch tablet and stylus or a
mouse. These tablets seldom are made
by the vendor of the graphics system, so if
you need repair assistance, go directly to
the tablet manufacturer.

Video from the system is made with
digital -to -analog converters (DACS), by
changing a stream of digital bits to an
analog video output signal. Adequate
documentation on the converters is essen-
tial. Too much gain in one channel is easy
to fix if you know what to adjust and
where to connect an oscilloscope.

The graphic video must be timed to the
switcher for use in production. A sync
generator solves the problem of timing. In
freestanding systems feeding only a tape
machine, the generator provides stable
sync for recordings. For integrated systems,
the generator locks to outside equipment
with advance or delay timing adjustments.

VTR
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Figure I. Modules forming a graphics system.

The generator also produces drive pulses
for the encoder, cameras and related
hardware.

The sync generator should be a separate
unit so that if it fails, it can be replaced or
repaired without shutting down the entire
system. Graphics people know about
graphics system design, and sync genera-
tor people know about sync generator
design. Companies that know both fields
well commonly keep the two products
separated.

Storage
Graphics systems need off-line storage as

a filing system to hold pictures that are not
needed right away, so that they do not use
system memory. Storage also provides a
backup for work that is valuable or hard to
recreate. Finally, it gives a method to trans-
port images to other systems or to provide
some security for proprietary images.

Storage systems include removable hard
disks, floppy disks or streaming tape
media. An axiom of bookkeeping sys-
tems-that the interval between backups
should not exceed the amount of work
one cares to do over-applies in computer
graphics, but even more so. An account-
ant can reconstruct accounts receivable
from invoices. An artist has no paperwork
to fall back on. Just matching a color can
mean hours of repeat work.

Interface
Communication with the computer can

be through prompts and icons on the moni-
tor screen and points on the graphics tablet.
Most systems also have a terminal and key-
board for entry of alphanumeric text, file
names, passwords and system -level com-
munications with the computer. Operation
menus may appear on the terminal or the
monitor used for painting. Instructions
regarding choice and mixing of color must
be displayed in color, so every system uses
some icons or palettes on the color monitor.

The computer output is usually in red,
green and blue (RGB) channels, sometimes
with a fourth for sync (RGBS). Some put
sync on green (SOG), and others forget
about it. The RGB signals must be changed
into the format used in the plant. For NTSC
systems, an encoder converts RGB compo-
nents to composite video. For component

systems, a transcoder converts between
RGB, Y/R-Y/B-Y, YIQ and others.

Hand -drawn images take time. A more
efficient method to put images into the
computer is by using a camera and analog -
to -digital digitizing hardware. Later, the
artist retouches images as necessary. Logos
and trademarks often are difficult to recre-
ate, but a camera and copy stand near the
operator's console simplify the process.

Using a studio camera for scanning or
retiring an ENG camera to the art depart-
ment is tempting, but neither is really cost-
effective. A better solution is a new camera
from the top of the industrial range. The
artist gets clean, crisp images with auto -
centering and color balance, and the
engineer won't be in a constant state of
tweak for registration and shading.
Although less expensive than a broadcast
unit, such a camera should perform well on
a copy stand. In adding the camera, plan on
analog -to -digital (A/D) conversion cards
and, perhaps, software updates.

If an image is already in a video format,
then NTSC-to-RGB decoding enters the sys-
tem. Like the sync generator, a decoder is
probably best left to decoding experts.

A likely source for graphics is a VTR,
probably the one used to record animation.
Computer control of the VTR is convenient
for scanning images from tape, but auto-
matic machine control becomes essential
for animation and its many single -frame
edits. Choices include a serial interface card
in the computer and a 9 -pin cable con-
nected to the VTR or an external controller
for machine tending.

Photographic copies of graphics are
useful in cataloguing the image inventory
as well as creating art materials for print or
projection. Plan on a video printer or film
recorder for this function.

Graphics system components will vary.
However, if you compare what we have
discussed here to the equipment needing
service, it will help you to understand your
system and its operation and to increase
your effectiveness in servicing graphics
products.

1:1:))111
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STARFLEX: The Dawning of a
New Age in Broadcast Electronics.
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the market with superior digNir
performance and unmatched
modular flexibility.

Lenco introduced the concept of
frame -mounted modular terminal
equipment in 1971. Today, with
Starflex, Lenco maintains its quality
technology leadership position in the
broadcast industry proving once again
that there is more to broadcast
electronics than a Silicon Valley address.

Unmatched Flexibility

The entire Starflex System is designed
with more total flexibility than any
other frame system. Only Starflex
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Value -Packed Mainframe
and Power Supply

The innovative, yet economical frame
design is where the Starflex advantage
begins. It has a high performance
power supply with nine bays available
for any Lenco functional module. The
frame contains a single half -height
motherboard with twelve buss lines
available. The 18 gauge steel Starflex
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STARFLEX. The New Age
in Broadcast Electronics.

Call toll free: 1-800-325-8494.

300 N Maryland St.
PO. Box 348

Jackson, MO 63755
Phone: 314-243-3147

Fax: 314-243-7122
Telex No: 910-760-1382
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Bring your DA back
with phaser rocking

By John Battison, P.E.

Atechnique often employed to return a
wandering directional antenna system to its
licensed parameters is phaser rocking. Car-
ried to its ultimate conclusion, phaser rock-
ing involves the stationing of personnel
equipped with field measuring sets and
mobile radio equipment at each of the
points to be monitored. The process is not
something to be undertaken lightly or
without making the proper preparations.

Because phaser rocking must be done
carefully if it is to be useful, it also is time-
consuming. After each change is made in
a phaser setting, the fields measured at the
monitor points are reported by radio to the
engineer performing the adjustment.
These values then are recorded in the
appropriate columns against the specific
adjustments.

If an operating bridge is available, it
should be connected at the common point
to ensure that abnormal departures from
the licensed common -point impedance,
hence current, do not occur. Normally,
small variations in the common -point
impedance will be noted and can be
recorded as the phaser controls are rocked.
But unless any wide variations are noticed,
which would indicate severe misadjust-
ment of the phaser, these readings are not
too important at this time. Of course, if a
new set of phaser control settings is
obtained, it will be necessary to measure
and correct the common -point impedance
as required.

Careful adjustments
A good way to proceed with phaser con-

trol rocking is to vary the controls systemat-
ically in turn, commencing with the
magnitude control for tower No. 1 and
advancing it about three quarters of a turn
clockwise, depending on the gear ratio. All
phase -monitor readings are then recorded
along with the reported monitor -point read-
ings. The actual change in phaser settings
will depend on individual preference and
the conditions.

The No. 1 tower magnitude control is
then retarded one and one-half turns coun-
terclockwise from its last setting, so that it
is actually three quarters of a turn counter-
Battison, BE's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns
John H. Battison & Associates, a consulting engineering
company in Columbus, OH.

clockwise from the original setting. Again,
all phase monitor -point readings are
recorded. This magnitude control is now
returned to its original setting. All readings
should be the same as they were prior to the
first movement of this control.

Next, the phase control of tower No. 1 is
moved in a similar manner, as are all the
other controls in turn. When the exercise
has been completed, the results can be
tabulated. Analysis of the data should show
that specific adjustments to certain towers
cause changes in the desired direction in
monitor -point and phase -monitor readings.
It usually is possible to determine from the
tabulated data the direction in which the
phaser controls should be moved to obtain
the desired results.

It is absolutely essential to record the
phaser settings before any knob is turned
and to keep an accurate and concise record
of every adjustment you make. If you don't,
you are liable to end up with an array that
is completely out of adjustment.

Transverse radials
In the adjustment of a directional

antenna, an unwanted null or lobe may
sometimes appear. It frequently happens
when the monitor points have failed to
show incorrect adjustment of the antenna,
that is, the monitor points are within FCC
limits. Unfortunately, however, when a
skeleton proof of radials is run, it is some-
times found that the inverse fields along
these radials are higher than you would
expect from the monitor -point values. Or,
the monitoring points could be a great deal
lower than the licensed monitor -point
values. This also would be a cause for
suspicion.

If an unwanted lobe or null is suspected,
run a transverse or cross radial. This fre-
quently will show the unwanted effect. The
technique of making a transverse radial is
a little different from running a regular
radial.

Example
In the case of a transverse radial, it is a

good idea to select an arc or radius of a
suitable value, perhaps two miles. Draw this
arc with a radius covering the entire sus-
pected area. In one case, we had four radials
with an arc at a radius of about 1.9 miles

crossing all four. Good measuring points
were picked at intervals of approximately
one -tenth of a mile or less along this arc,
and a series of measurements were made.

These measurements were plotted on
linear paper with the azimuth plotted in
degrees along the abscissa, and the field
strength in millivolts along the ordinate.
The licensed pattern called for a null at
277°. To our surprise, we found the null to
be at 287 °!

The transverse radial could be run as a
straight line in any desired direction.
However, the distance from the antenna
would then vary from each point, and a
third variable would be introduced into the
problems. Use of a transverse radial is not
common in normal directional antenna
work. However, it is a tool that can be
extremely useful at times.

Weeds be gone
The antenna field should be kept clear of

all brushy vegetation, and grass and weeds
should be kept cut to a low level. Within
the area around the tower base, crushed
rock-and only crushed rock-should be
used as a ground cover. The area must be
kept clear of weeds and vegetation. Apply
weed killer to the area at regular intervals.
Allowing tall brush to grow around the
tower bases is a sure way to encourage
varying DA meter readings.
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THE NEW CRL IS

Stereo Gain Controller

FM Stereo Modulation Processor

FM Stereo Generator
 OOOOO

The Third Generation "800" Series

MEM
Unix
SYSTEMS

Since the first Compact Discs became available over three years ago, CRL engineers have
been working to perfect circuits that would make it possible to get that exciting digital sound
through the transmission system to your listener's receivers.

Our totally new STEREO GAIN CONTROLLER was designed for digital. It has to be heard to
be appreciated. It includes Dynafex® noise reduction for a S+N/N ratio greater than 80 dB!

The new STEREO MODULATION PROCESSOR uses our exclusive transfer function limiter
for maximum transient quality and impact. Add to that, the new Stereo Soundfield Enhance
circuit for maximum separation, and a new filter design for superb baseband protection.

Top it off with our newest version SG 800A STEREO GENERATOR with high resolution
digital modulator and you have the loudest, most transparent "on air" sound yet! We call it
DIGITAL FRIENDLY.

For a DYNAMIC sound that will thrill your audience and intimidate your competition call
now to audition these great new processors on our SATISFACTION GUARANTEED sale plan.
Cost is just $4995 for a limited time.. .

800-535-7648
Dynafexe is a registered trademark of Circuit Research Labs, Inc.

THE
PROFESSIONAL'S

CHOICE

CRL Systems
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(800) 535-7648 (602) 438-0888
TELEX: 350464 CRL TMPE. UD.
FM (602) 438-8227



'Satellite technology!

About waveguide
components

By Elmer Smalling III

The most common waveguide devices
used in satellite communications include
isolators, directional couplers, circulators,
power splitters and dc blocks. Many of these
passive devices appear to be simple lengths
of waveguide, so it is worth investigating
each of them and understanding how they
are used in a system. Some systems employ
coaxial cable as transmission line rather
than waveguide, but the same information
applies, because the coax devices are
waveguide elements fitted with coax-to-
waveguide adapters.

Isolators
Isolators are transmission -line sections

that have been inserted with the magnetic
substance ferrite. The ferrite absorbs power
that is reflected from the antenna but passes
power going toward the antenna. Ferrite
isolators are based on the Faraday effect,
which describes radio wave transmission
and attenuation in a magnetic field. An iso-
lator includes a small permanent magnet
that is mounted on the waveguide section
next to the ferrite element. Depending
upon the position and polarity of the per-
manent magnet, the ferrite element
absorbs the phase -shifted reflected waves,

Smalling, SE's consultant on cable/satellite systems, is presi-
dent of Jenel Systems & Design, Dallas.
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while appearing almost transparent to inci-
dent (forward) waves.

Reflected power can damage transmis-
sion components as well as the front end of
a satellite receiver. For this reason, isolators
are employed in all earth -station systems to
protect other elements of the system.

Directional couplers
Directional couplers pass a signal in one

direction with little attenuation (0.5dB to
3dB), while exhibiting 20dB to 40dB attenu-
ation in the opposite direction. These
devices usually are constructed of stripline
circuitry and mounted in housings not
much larger than waveguide.

The basic directional coupler consists of
a straight -through section of transmission
line with an adjacent loop section closely
coupled and terminated to ground or to the
outer conductor or case. The reflected sig-
nal is 180° out of phase with the incident
or forward signal. Measuring the voltage on
the probe loop with the loop terminated at
one end, then reversing the termination
and measurement, achieves a voltage ratio.
This ratio is called the voltage standing -
wave ratio and indicates how well the trans-
mission line couples the signal from the
transmitter to the antenna.

A poorly matched antenna or transmis-
sion line may show maximum power on the

FILTER - Ft

RECEIVER 2 TRANSMITTER 2

Figure 1. A system with three circulators allows two receiver/transmitters per antenna.

transmitter output meter when, in reality,
only a small percentage of the signal is
being delivered to the antenna. In the case
of a mismatch, power is reflected back
down the line or dissipated in the isolator.

The voltage standing -wave ratio (VSWR)
may be calculated with the formula:
VSWR = Wout -Vref 1)/(Vout +Vref 1)
Maximum SWR limits are usually included
as part of transmitter specifications. Earth
stations should include a permanently
mounted directional coupler, so the
VSWR can be checked as a part of routine
maintenance.

Circulators
A waveguide circulator has multiple ports

feeding from a central unit that includes an
internal ferrite phase shifter. The circulator
allows for multiple use of one port by the
other ports. Like the isolator, the circulator
employs a permanent magnet to change
the characteristics of the ferrite at the hub
of the unit and, therefore, the phase of the
incoming and outgoing signals.

Under normal operating conditions, one
port (output) of the circulator is connected
to the antenna, while the remaining ports
(inputs) are connected to transmitters or
receivers using that antenna. Because of
the characteristics of the ferrite noted
under isolators, the circulator offers little
attenuation to the input port signals in one
direction while offering high resistance
(attenuation 20dB) to signals reflected
from the output or antenna port.

Power splitters
Waveguide devices that divide an input

signal between two or more output ports
are called power splitters. It is standard
practice to feed multiple receivers or test
and monitoring devices from one transmis-
sion line using splitters. Splitter designs
have two basic parameters: input/output
impedance (normally 509) and port loss. As
the number of outputs increases, the port
loss increases until a usable lower limit is
reached. For each 2 -way split a loss of 3dB
from the input to each output occurs. A 4 -
output device will have a port loss of about
6dB. If higher input /output losses are
desired to limit signal levels to a particular
output, attenuation can be integrated into
each output port. I :r: -))))I
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FOR NEWS EDITING, ON -AIR, AND PRODUCTION

For news editing, on -air, or in the production studio, Otari has exactly e equipment
and features to fit any application, or budget.

When you are ready for a multitrack recorder, you can choose from our B011, MKIII/4,
MKIII/8, MTR-10, or the MX -70 with 8 or 16 tracks. Need a 2 -track? Choose our famous
'Workhorse" MX5050 BII, MKI11/2, or the brand new MX -55! Looking for top -end performance?
The MTR-10 has all the features you need to stay ahead in the competitive world of broadcast.
We also offer three models of our CI M-10 cart machine, and if yours is an automated radio
station, our ARS-1000 reproducer is the most popular in the world.

So you see, whatever you need for today, or for the future, Otari can provide it from a
complete line of high quality, ultra -reliable tape recorders. Call your nearest Otari
dealer today, or contact Otari at (415) 592-8311 for "Technology You Can Trust". EL
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Inside digital circuits

By Gerry Kaufhold II

A digital equipment designer usually will
strive to minimize the number of parts used
to implement a circuit. For this reason, most
digital decoder circuits work with true
binary or hexadecimal datastreams,
because fewer gates and digital IC packages
are needed if data is represented in binary
form.

Decoding thumbwheel switches
One practical application in which you

are likely to see the need to convert decimal
digits into binary digits occurs whenever
thumbwheel switches are used to control
a device.

For example, the remote channel select
thumbwheel switches used on your sta-
tion's satellite receiver will present choices
for up to 99 channels, by using each of the
digits 0 through 9 twice. The receiver cir-
cuit may bring in the 10 wires from the
remote thumbwheel switch through an
input/output printed circuit module. The
information from the decimal -coded
thumbwheel switches is buffered through
an interface circuit, then decoded into
binary.

The numbers 0 through 99 (decimal) can
be expressed with only seven binary bits,
so a smaller edge -connector can be used to
interconnect the input/output module to
the tuner circuit if the information from the
decimal thumbwheel switches is converted
into binary. A smaller connector will cost
less, and the system will be more reliable
if the number of interconnection points is
minimized.

If the thumbwheel switches are decoded
into binary right at the switch, then fewer
wires need to be run from the studio back
to the satellite control room. You can see
how the decision to convert decimal infor-
mation into the binary is based on
common-sense business logic, in addition
to basic engineering.

Doing the decoding
The circuitry for converting inputs from

two decimal thumbwheel switches into
their binary equivalent is called a decimal -
to -binary converter. Recall from last
month's column that four bits of digital data
can represent up to 16 possible unique logic
states. In order to represent the 10 logic
Kaufhold is an independent consultant based in Tempe, AZ.
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states of the decimal system, four is also the
minimum number of bits that must be used.

The technique of using four bits to
represent only 10 unique states is called
binary coded decimal (BCD) notation. Even
though you could use four bits to represent
up to 16 unique combinations, the BCD
notation "wastes" the logic states
represented by the hexadecimal digits A,
B, C, D, E and E

The 74184 and 74185 TTL-integrated cir-
cuit packages are examples of devices that
convert BCD into binary numbers.

Decoding using ROM
One technique used for converting BCD

to binary uses read-only memory (ROM).
The BCD inputs are used to select memory
locations inside the ROM chip. The ROM is
programmed so that the true binary equiva-
lent of the BCD number is stored at the
address defined by the BCD data. Almost
half of the addresses in the ROM are wasted
using this method, but the conversion is fast
because no active operations must be per-
formed inside the chip.

When the output of the converter circuit
is activated by its output enable line, the
binary signal is used in place of the BCD
data at the input of the converter.

Shift, subtract and shift
Another decoding scheme that does not

waste storage addresses in ROM, and there-
fore costs less, performs several active steps
in the conversion. Flip-flops are used as shift
registers, and a simple 4 -bit subtract circuit
is gated on and off by the data of the BCD
number being converted.

Because the least significant bit (LSB) of
a binary number is either a logic one or a
logic zero, and has the same value as the
LSB of a BCD number, it can simply be
passed through from the input of the con-
verter to the output.

Odd BCD or odd binary numbers will
have a one for the LSB. The LSB of an even
BCD or even binary number will be zero.
The rest of the BCD number is examined
in groups of four bits each. Any 4 -bit group
that has its leftmost bit set has a binary 3
subtracted from it.

As soon as all the groups have been
adjusted, the process is repeated by shift-
ing the LSB to the right. The remaining bits

of the BCD number once again are adjusted
in groups of four, until all bits of the BCD
number have been shifted and adjusted,
and the leftmost bit is a zero.

The converted BCD -to -binary number is
made up of the bits that have been shifted
out of the converter, plus the final three bits
left in the converter shift register.

This active process of shifting right,
grouping into 4 -bit elements and subtract-
ing binary 3 can be implemented into an
integrated circuit with less complexity than
you might guess. The shifting is accom-
plished by a shift register based on flip-flops,
and the decision to subtract is controlled
using the fourth bit of each 4 -bit group.

Mathematical conversion
In a purely mathematic sense, the circuits

just presented convert numbers from the
decimal numbering system into equivalent
numbers of the binary numbering system.

If you are given a decimal number that
you want to convert into a straight binary
number, the easiest way is to use a calcula-
tor that has decimal -to -binary or decimal -
to -hexadecimal functions. If your calcula-
tor works only with decimal numbers, the
best way to convert from decimal to binary
is by using an intermediate step:

Convert the decimal number into its
hexademical equivalent, then convert the
hexadecimal number into binary using the
rules presented in last month's column. For
example:
 To convert a decimal number into hex-

adecimal, start by dividing the decimal
number by the lowest hexadecimal value
(from the table in last month's column)
that will work.

 To illustrate the point, if the decimal num-
ber is 5,000, dividing 5,000 by 4,096
yields 1, with a remainder of 904.

 Divide 904 by 256 to get 3, with a
remainder of 136.

 Divide 136 by 16 to get 8, with a
remainder of 8.
Now you have converted the decimal

number 5,000 into the 4 -digit hexadecimal
number of 1,388 hex. By referring to the
figure from last month's column, and con-
verting each hexadecimal number into its
binary equivalent, you'll get the binary
number 0001 0011 1000 1000 = 1,388 hex
= 5,000 decimal. I :I:)))11
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THE NEW OPTIMOd-AM 9100B

Audio processing for AM improvement.

In the several years
since its introduction,
OPTIMOD-AM Model
9100A has become one
of the most -often used
tools for improving
AM audio.
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Now there is a new opportunity for AM improve-
ment. Over a year ago, the National Radio Systems
Committee brought broadcasters, equipment manufac-
turers, and receiver manufacturers together to talk about
a voluntary national transmission standard that would
make wideband high-fidelity AM radios practical.

Today, after hundreds of hours of discussion and
study, the standard finally exists that will allow receiver
manufacturers to increase and flatten their frequency
response without risk of increased interference. But for
them to do this, broadcasters must implement the
standard: a "modified 75µs" pre -emphasis specification
brightens up the sound on older radios while minimizing
interference to adjacent stations, while a sharp -cutoff
10kHz low-pass filter specification protects the second
adjacencies by limiting occupied bandwidth.

Receiver manufacturers have stated their willingness
to replace their current AM receiver designs (with their
telephone -quality fidelity) with AM receivers having full
10kHz frequency response-but only if and when the
NRSC standard is fully adopted by broadcasters. For the
NRSC standards to be successful, broadcasters must
change over quickly. If the new high-fidelity receivers
generate complaints of interference caused by stations
not complying with the new standard, the receiver
manufacturers will revert back to the present low fidelity
3kHz designs! Everyone will lose.

Orban was the first to propose and implement AM
pre -emphasis and low-pass filtering, and we were heavily
involved in the Committee work and research. We
strongly endorse the new NRSC standard. It's good
engineering and good business, and we are making it
easy for all OPTIMOD-AM owners to comply.
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Introducing the new Model 9100B:
It complies fully with the NRSC standard while

retaining the features that have made OPTIMOD-AM
Model 9100A the choice of so many stations concerned
about competing with FM. The 9100B increases coverage,
improves source -to -source consistency, and yields superb
quality on both voice and music. And, the new standard
allows us to make the new OPTIMOD-AM even louder!

Like its predecessor, the new 9100B can be
configured to operate optimally in mono, C-QUAM®
stereo, or Kahn stereo. Mono units can be field -upgraded
to stereo by simply plugging in additional cards.

For owners of OPTIMOD-AM Models 9100A
and the older 9000A:

We underscore our commitment to the new standard
with low-cost Field Upgrade Kits to add the NRSC-
standard pre -emphasis and filtering. They are available
through your authorized Orban Broadcast Products Dealer.

To find our more about the NRSC standard, and
about Orban's new 9100B OPTIMOD-AM, or the Upgrade
Kits for the 9100A and 9000A, please call or write.

Why not copy this ad for others at your station who
would like to know what's in store for AM radio.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA

Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498 Telex 17-1480

oiban
OPTIMOD is a registered trademark of Orban Associates Inc.
C-QUAM. is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
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'Troubleshooting,'

Maintaining computer
storage devices

By Allan Hughes

Floppy disk drives, the mechanical mar-
vels of most computer systems, do require
periodic maintenance. Because a drive
usually is ignored until a problem arises, it
is subject to both mechanical wear and pos-
sible circuit degradation throughout its life.

Although you can test drives in most
computer systems using a software pro-
gram, you're limited because the drive has
to be working properly to load the program.

Most drive -test programs available today
are designed only to tell you if the drive
needs servicing. The actual servicing is not
performed with the software program.

Levels of service
With the drive removed from the system,

two distinct levels of service are
necessary-head alignment and drive
functional (read/write) testing. Head align-
ment refers to the five most common adjust-
ments on every drive: radial alignment,
azimuth adjust, motor speed, index and
track 0 sensor position.

Functional testing determines whether
the drive reads and writes properly with a
minimum of errors. A drive can be perfectly
aligned and adjusted and yet not be capa-
ble of reading and writing data when
installed in the system. Conversely, a drive
may have excellent system performance
and yet be so far out of alignment that other
disks cannot be interchanged with it.

Selecting the right test equipment is
straightforward once you have identified
the level of service you wish to achieve.
Head alignment can be performed easily
with a simple drive exerciser, analog align-
ment diskette and a dual -channel oscillo-
scope. Functional testing is best performed
by a disk -drive tester. It has many test capa-
bilities not available using system diagnos-
tics, such as measurement of window
margins, asymmetry and step rates. All
testers on the market duplicate the func-
tions of an exerciser for head alignment.

Head alignment
The block diagram in Figure 1 illustrates

the test setup to perform a head alignment
on a 5% -inch floppy disk drive. With
the possible exception of the dc power -

Hughes is president of AVA Instrumentation,
Ben Lomond, CA.
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supply voltages, all sizes of drives use this
same setup.

Typical oscilloscope waveforms from an
analog alignment diskette are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The actual adjustment
procedures and specifications vary from
drive to drive and can be found in the drive

Figure 1. Connection of a floppy disk drive to an
exerciser and oscilloscope for head alignment.

Figure 2. The "cat's eye" pattern seen on the oscil-
loscope during radial alignment.

Figure 3. A scope trace showing the time from
index to burst with the scope triggered on the
leading edge of the index pulse.

maintenance manual.
Figure 2 shows the cat's eye radial align-

ment pattern, in which the ratio of lobe
amplitude determines the adjustment
needed. Here the lobe rate is approxi-
mately 75%. Perfect alignment is 100%, or
both lobes equal.

Figure 3 shows the time from index to
burst, with the scope triggered on the lead-
ing edge of the index pulse.

Exerciser vs. tester
There is much confusion about the use

of the terms exerciser and tester. Funda-
mentally, exercisers do not process or ana-
lyze the read data coming from the disk
drive. Although they may or may not be
microprocessor -based, their primary func-
tion is to allow a service technician to select
a track or head, start/stop the drive motor,
and complete other exerciser functions for
the purpose of head alignment and/or
troubleshooting. Most exercisers also are
capable of writing simple IF or 2F (unfor-
matted) data on a blank diskette to verify
the operation of the drive -write circuitry.

Testers, also called analyzers, are micro-
processor -based instruments that can for-
mat and read an entire diskette and report
errors as they are found. Most can test
multiple drives automatically and show
the results with a hard -copy printout. In
addition to their read/write capabilities,
testers can perform read (window) margin
checks and other parametric testing to
determine whether the drive meets
manufacturer's specs.

Most testers can measure head alignment
without an oscilloscope, either by duplicat-
ing the analog functions of a scope or by
using a digital alignment diskette. The
advantages are a greatly simplified setup
and the capability for recording on a printer
the results of all tests.

Although few broadcast facilities would
have the need to purchase a floppy disk -
drive exerciser (prices range from $200 to
$500) or a tester ($1,000 to $8,500), it is
reassuring to know that drives can be
accurately checked and reliably repaired.
As with hard disk drives, the key is finding
a computer maintenance shop with the
right test equipment-and people who
know how to use it.

I:174)fli
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IManagement I
for engineers

Time management

By Brad Dick,
radio technical editor

Apopular management theory states
that 80% of what you achieve is accom-
plished in 20% of your time. The
experiences of many management experts
support this ratio. After completing the time
audit outlined in the last two columns, you
may be able to provide first-hand confirma-
tion of this theory.

If, like many engineering managers, you
are working 40 to 50 hours a week, then
according to this ratio, only eight to 10
hours of that may be quality work time.
(How would you like to admit that to your
boss?) The solution to improved produc-
tivity lies not in working harder, but in
working smarter. Armed with the results of
your time audit, you are in a good position
to do just that.

Four mistakes
The majority of a manager's time often

is spent resolving crises instead of prevent-
ing them. When was the last time you
planned a thorough preventive main-
tenance program? The key here is to plan
for such events, then work to see that
problems don't develop.

The second most common mistake is let-
ting frequent interruptions destroy plan-
ning incentives and momentum. Close the
office door, and don't answer the telephone.
Don't be afraid of seeking time away from
the office hassle to plan for effectiveness.

A third mistake managers make is spend-
ing too much time on unimportant objec-
tives. It is crucial to work on things that
matter. Unfortunately, it is common to find
managers spending time in activities they
consider fun, rather than on tasks that
produce results.

Do you have a favorite task that you
prefer to complete, although it could be
delegated to another person? I know
several engineers who take it upon them-
selves to take weekly transmitter readings,
even though they have fully qualified staffs
capable of performing this task. Why do
they do it? Because they enjoy it. Another
engineer insists on sorting and distributing
all the station mail. Tasks such as these
could be handled by others, freeing the
manager for more important jobs.

Another mistake is spending your most
productive time on tasks that don't require
the most creativity. When are you per-

sonally the most productive-in the morn-
ings or afternoons? If you are at your best
in the morning, then don't waste that time
reading the mail. Instead, tackle a complex
or important project. Use your creative
energies on tasks that matter. Later, as your
energy wanes, you can read the mail or
work on less strenuous or less critical tasks.
Some typical barriers to effective time

 TELEPHONE INTERRUPTIONS

 SPENDING TIME ON LOW -
PRIORITY ACTIVITIES

 EXECUTIVE HOBBIES

 OFFICE TRADITIONS

 UNSCHEDULED VISITORS

 LACK OF PROPER
COMMUNICATION

 INABILITY TO SAY "NO"

 CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Table 1. Typical barriers to effective time
management.

 SCHEDULE AROUND KEY EVENTS

 PLAN EARLY -DAY ACTIONS

 ALLOW FOR GROUP -RELATED
ACTIVITIES

 MATCH WORK TO YOUR ENERGY
LEVEL

 SET ASIDE ENOUGH TIME FOR
EACH TASK

 AVOID "EXECUTIVE HOBBIES"

 CONFIRM YOUR APPOINTMENTS

 WATCH YOUR TIME

Table 2. These guidelines can help you to
manage your time better, improving your over-
all job effectiveness.

usage are listed in Table 1.

Solutions
The time audit has shown you how you

are spending your time. You are now aware
of some common time robbers and know
that a typical manager is effective only
about 20% of the time. So what can you do
to improve your productivity?

First, identify the major objectives of your
job. What are the most important tasks that
must be completed to reach these objec-
tives? When you've identified them, write
them down. These are the tasks on which
you should be spending your time.

Second, block out committed time over
which you have no control. This might
include scheduled meetings and confer-
ences. After all, it doesn't make sense to
plan on completing a budget report on a
day when you will be out of town or tied up
in all -day meetings. You now have a calen-
dar on which to base your efforts.

Third, using the calendar, set deadlines
for completion of the major tasks you have
identified. Estimate the amount of time
needed to meet these deadlines, and work-
ing backward, determine when you must
begin each project. Be sure to allow for
unforeseen circumstances. Remember,
Murphy's law is always at work. Some
projects may take weeks or months to com-
plete. Others, such as a budget report, may
take only a few hours or days. The impor-
tant thing is to recognize that these projects
now have deadlines that must be met.

Using the calendar and task list, spot the
important deadlines that must be met
within the week or month. Consider all
items that have to be completed within the
week as main events. These are the tasks
on which you should be concentrating your
short-term efforts. Finally, using the guide-
lines listed in Table 2, organize your day in
an effective manner, blocking out the
necessary and appropriate time slog as you
see fit.

It might sound complex, but it isn't. Time
management is actually a simple and logi-
cal process, but it does take determination
and honesty. Once you've mastered it,
you're sure to agree that the results are
worth the effort.
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...At A Down -To -Earth Price: 16 Channels, Under $10,000.

THE FEATURES YOU WANT-

16 Modular Stereo Channels.
Program, Audition and
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs.

 Telephone Mix -Minus Buss.
Full Monitoring Facilities.

 Remote Equipment Start/Stop.
 Remote Module Control.
 Standard Digital Clock and Timer.

Optional EC and Effects Modules

THE DEPENDABILITY YOU NEED-

 DC :ontrolled - No Audio On Pots
 Rugged Modular Construction
a Peniy & Giles Slide Faders.

ITT Schadow Switches
 NE5532 IC Module Design.
 External Regulated Pcwer Supply.
 Superb Audio Performance Specs.
 Most Important, Arra<is Systems

Des gned-in Ultra Reliability!

For features, performance, price and reliability,
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Call (303) 224-2248
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SYSTEMS INC
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By Jerry Whitaker,
editorial director

Digital technology
Once a novelty, computer -based equipment is becoming the
mainstay of broadcasting.

Think back to 10 years ago. You could look through this and other trade
magazines and see products offered that trumpeted in their advertising
terms such as "computer -controlled.' or "microprocessor -based:' It was a big
deal back then. And it signaled a major change in the way broadcast products
were designed. built, operated and maintained.

The digital revolution that began approximately 10 years ago in the radio
and TV industry hasn't slowed. However, we have become accustomed to the
march of progress that the digital world has given us. Each trade convention
brings with it new products, usually built around or controlled lw a
computer of some kind. We have grow to appreciate and to depend
on computers to provide equipment with greater flexibility, features,
reliability and performance than were possible with any previous
technology-and all at steadily decreasing prices.

Digital technology in the broadcast arena has been the
recipient of millions, perhaps billions, of dollars worth of
research by the computer industry. It is a marriage that
has given broadcasters new ways of solving old
problems, and it has opened doors to opportunities
that nobody dreamed about a decade ago.

This month, we examine two key areas of
digital technology for broadcasting: storage
media and user interface.
 "Disk Recording Technology'. ....page 26

How hard disk -based recording systems
operate. and what the future holds for
these storage mediums for both audio
and video.

 "Controlling Graphics Systems" ..46
An inside look at how popular
user -interface controllers and
surfaces operate.

The broadcast industry has
reached a point of sophistication
with digital hardware. We can
anticipate upcoming developments.
and we welcome them from
hardware manufacturers. The days
Ni lien computer -based gear was
distrusted or even feared are,
thankfully. behind us.

Digital technology tor broadcasting
has provided the means for radio
and 1'V stations to offer more to
their audiences, in less time, and
for less money.

.4 key frontier tn Nrr dg 'SEIM dzgaid waft. and
Ildeo pit IdUCIS IS St. Plilge
C01111111W to lit' ',hider,' magnetic disk Ie, ,,rders-.
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Only So
one-inch a

There is only one still -frame one -inch recorder, and it's a Sony. There is
only one Super Motion one -inch recorder and, it too, is a Sony. There are
just two versions of a one -inch VTR with digital audio, and they're both Sony.

We believe that when you need a VTR, you should have the widest
variety of state-of-the-art models to choose from.

It's a continuing commitment that's reflected in the new workhorse
of the industry, the Sony BVH-3000. Features like air -threading, plug-in
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takes
mile.
TBC processors and optional Dolby* SR noise reduction make it the most
advanced, user-friendly machine ever.

So, whether you need a rugged field portable, a three-hour
recording version,even a VTR with digital audio,Sony delivers.

Contact your Sony Broadcast representative for details on
the complete line of Sony one -inch VTRs. Or call us at
800 -635 -SONY. SONIC.

NY- SONY

Broadcast Products

SONY

Sony
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Disk recording
teChnOlOgYBy Jerry Whitaker, editorial director

Advancements in hard disk drives have provided
new creative tools for TV and radio broadcasters.
Data is data. Right? Well, when you're
talking about data that represents video
or audio signals, the similarities stop at
the ones and zeros. The recording and
reproduction of data for common computer
applications is not time -dependent. It is true
that the access time for a storage device has
Editor's note: The author wishes to thank the following
individuals for providing input for this article:
 Mark Rinke!, Abekas Video Systems
 Kevin Dauphinee, Digital Audio Research
 Mark Terry, New England Digital

a significant effect on the execution time
of any program. However, the only problem
for the computer operator is a few wasted
seconds or tenths of a second.

When you start recording video or audio,
however, a tenth of a second is a big deal.
A disk -based recorder must be capable of
keeping up with the sampled input, then
reproducing the signal in real time.

A video waveform presents the greatest
challenge to designers of disk recorder

From the outside, hard disk recorders appear as just so much black magic. A closer examination,
however, reveals the basic principles upon which these units operate. Improvements in design and
manufacture of disk drives promise more benefits to broadcasters. (Photo courtesy of Oktet)

hardware and software. Video is extremely
structured. A given amount of data is
needed every field, every frame, every
second. If you can't get the required amount
of data, you don't have a machine. It's
that simple.

Winchester disk
A Winchester disk drive is a historic

name commonly used to describe a class
of hard -drive systems. The exact origin of
the name is a bit unclear, but most accept
the term to represent a wide variety of hard
disk storage units, in which the head floats
over the medium on a thin film of air.

The design of a Winchester disk is ele-
gant in its simplicity. There are few moving
parts to wear out or lose their designed
tolerances. In nearly all disk drives, one
read/write head is associated with each
side of each platter. (See Figure 1.) Each
head is connected to an arm that is mechan-
ically linked to the other read/write head
arms to form a single mobile assembly. This
assembly is moved across the disk by the
head actuator, a special solenoid or motor.

Unlike floppy disk drives, hard disk plat-
ters constantly spin, at least while powered
up. The mass of a large hard disk platter
assembly can take significant time to
achieve its designed rotational speed of
about 3,600rpm. Start-up time for a hard
disk from a cold stop can range from lOs
to 30s.

Most newer read/write head actuators
use a voice coil assembly that provides fast
and reliable operation. The voice coil
approach is a substantial improvement
compared with the jerking action of
mechanical band positioner designs previ-
ously used. The voice coil mechanism oper-
ates in a fashion similar to a loudspeaker
voice coil, hence its name.

A voice coil head actuator operates in a
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AUDIO
CONSOLE
PRODUCTS
Arrakis audio console
products are design-
ed by broadcast eng-
ineers for broadcast-
ers at reasonable
prices.
Our products sell
themselves. Study our
features, specs., and
prices. Compare and
you will find what
thousands have found
- The Arrakis

Advantage -

FEATURES
 VCA Faders
 P & G Sliders
 .01% Distortion
* Solid Oak Trim
* 10W/CH Monitor
* Remote Start
* Mix - Minus
* Modular Design
 Ultra -Reliable
* Mono Mixdowns
* Stereo Cue
* Full Muting
 Dimensions-
*30"Wx 17"Dx 7"H
* Weight -55 Lbs.

MODELS
 6 Channel Rotary

150SC-6M $1895
150SC-6S $1995

 8 Channel Rotary
500SC-8M $3550
500SC-8S $3750

 12 Channel Linear
2000SC-12M $4495
2000SC-12S $4695

 12 Channel Linear
2100SC-12M $5495
2100SC-12S $5695

arraids
SYSTEMS, INC.

204 N LINK LANE, # 3
FORT COLLINS, CO
80524

(303) 224-2248
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FACEPLATE

AIR FIL TIA

HEAD FLEXURE

SPINDLE WITH
INTEGRATED MOTOR

PREAMPLIFIER CHIPS

ACTUATOR LOCK

ACTUATOR ARM
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INTERFACE CONNECTOR

VOICE
COIL

BASE CASTING

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
(DRIVE ELECTRONICS)

Figure 1. Construction of a typical hard disk drive. Note that each disk is locked together by an
integrated spindle motor. (Illustration courtesy of Maxtor.)

WHITNEY -TYPE
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. .
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HUMAN HAIR

DISK SURFACE

HARD DISK

Figure 2. A dramatic illustration of why hard disk drives are evacuated and sealed. Many commonly
occurring contaminants can destroy data or even the disk drive itself. (Source: reference 6.)

closed -loop environment. The disk con-
troller always knows where the head is by
reading data from a special, dedicated plat-
ter in the disk pack. This platter, the servo
surface, includes a special pattern that iden-
tifies each disk location. The voice coil pulls
the head mechanism against the force of a
spring, and because the current is varied
through the coil, each part of the disk can
be accessed.

The platters in a hard drive generally are
constructed of thin, rigid aluminum disks
covered with a magnetic material, such as
ferric oxide compound, coated over the alu-
minum substrate and held in place by a
binding material. The process is not unlike
that used to produce magnetic tape.

Improvements in the medium itself have
provided users with greater storage capa-
bilities. Thin-film magnetic coatings have
been applied to platters to yield disks with
greater packing density. Data tracks can be
placed closer together on thin-film disks,

meaning that the drive's read /write heads
do not need to move as far between random
bytes. This improves, to a small extent, the
data access time of the drive.

An additional benefit of thin-film technol-
ogy is the durability it gives to the disks
themselves. Thin-film disk packs are less
vulnerable to some forms of head crashes
that usually are fatal to an oxide -coated
disk. When a head crashes on an oxide -
coated platter, it actually plows a small
channel in the soft oxide coating, destroy-
ing data as it goes. When the harder thin-
film media is used, however, the head may
merely bounce off the disk, preserving
the recorded data. The benefits to users
are obvious.

Data format
When the drive reads or writes data, the

head actuator must stop its lateral motion
across the disk. Each time the platter com-
pletes one revolution, the head traces a full

circle across its surface, defined as a data
track. Each head traces out a separate track
simultaneously across its associated platter.

The combination of all tracks traced out
during one revolution at any given position
on the disk is defined as a cylinder. This
description comes from the shape that is
traced by the heads from the bottom to the
top of the disk pack.

Most hard disk drives divide each track
into short arcs, or sectors, usually 17. The
division of sectors on a disk is determined
by the formatting of the system.

Construction
The construction and assembly of a hard

disk drive is a delicate process. A typical
drive must position the head in relation to
the platter with an accuracy of 20tim or less
while the platter spins at 3,600rpm, and
these tolerances must be maintained for the
life of the product. The intricacy of the
assembly process of a hard disk is, in fact,
comparable to that of an integrated circuit.

Basically no maintenance is required for
a hard disk -storage system. The units are
assembled in a clean environment and
evacuated to protect the media from con-
tamination. Barring a break in the vacuum
envelope of the recorder, the only contami-
nation threat involves a head crash, which
usually is catastrophic anyway.

To increase the security of the data
recorded on a hard disk, better drives offer
a park and lock feature that withdraws the
read/write head from the active data por-
tions of the disk when the drive motor is
shut down. This minimizes the possibility
of damage to active data during transpor-
tation of the drive.

Disk features
Winchester drives come in a wide vari-

ety of options and capabilities. The 51/4 -inch
hard disk drives available today can be sup-
plied with at least eight platters installed,
and two heads per platter (front and back).
Disk units can be supplied with a wide vari-
ety of configurations, storage capabilities
and data -access times.

Disk drives provide data output in one of
two modes: parallel or serial. Parallel drives
permit faster writing and reading speeds
because the entire byte of data (all eight
bits in an 8 -bit system) are available simul-
taneously. Parallel disk units are more
complicated and, not surprisingly, more
expensive.

For recording video and high -sample -rate
audio, parallel data systems are used. By
definition, an 8 -bit disk drive will use a mini-
mum of four platters with heads on each
side of the platters. In actual practice, more
data channels are included in the system to
handle housekeeping functions, such as
servo tracks and operating -system program
storage.

The bandwidth requirements for a video-
disc recorder are enormous. And high-
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quality audio is not exactly a piece of cake
either. For top-quality recording and
reproduction, providing adequate band-
width requires mass storage capabilities.
Table I compares the storage capabilities
and approximate costs of various media.
In the world of mass storage, there are no
free lunches.

Advancements continue to be made in
packing densities for hard disk units. Each
year brings new improvements in disk tech-
nology, driven primarily by the computer
industry's growing needs for mass storage
and rapid random access.

Error correction
Although digital recording is, theoreti-

cally, error -free, much discussion has been
focused on error correction for various
digital recording formats. In point of fact,
there is no such thing as error correction.
More correctly, it is "error concealment:'

Error correction, however, is primarily a
concern only with media that is exposed to
the operating environment. Dust, dirt and
other contaminants can make portions of
any magnetic media unreadable, as illus-
trated in Figure 2. It is the function of error
correction to allow reconstruction of the
lost data so that the fault is not apparent to
the user.

20

- 30

-ao

- 50

00

-70

- so

- so

O SK 101( 1516 2016 2516 30K 3516 4016

FREOUDICY 04 HERTZ

451( SOK

Figure 3. A typical frequency -response plot of
an 11th -order elliptical anti-aliasing filter used in
a digital audio recorder. (Source: reference 1).

The types of media most susceptible to
errors caused by media contamination are
reel-to-reel or cassette /cartridge tape and
floppy disks. High -quality hard disk drives
are evacuated and hermetically sealed to
prevent contamination from affecting the
storage media. As a result, error -correction
schemes are rarely required for a hard
disk -based system. The result is a system
that is simpler to implement in hardware
and software.

Even with the best hard disk media,
however, some contamination can occur
during the manufacturing process. The
solution to this problem is implemented
during assembly of the disk -based record-
ing system. A software routine examines all
storage addresses on a hard disk unit prior

to shipment to look for media errors. After
those bad addresses are identified, the test
fixture burns a PROM that will reside in the
host data -management computer. The
PROM identifies all of the addresses to
which data should not be written or read.
The result is that no errors are generated
in the recording and reproduction
processes. With no errors to correct, there
is no need for error correction.

This is not to say, however, that error
correction could not be, or has not been,
implemented in disk recorders for audio or
video. Error -correction codes have been
developed by the computer industry to per-
mit reconstruction of lost data from the
remaining data, provided the errors are not
profound. Codes used in equipment today
are virtually media -independent. For
example, the Reed -Solomon code can be
found implemented in systems using
Winchester disks, compact discs and
magnetic tape.

With the continual push in the computer
industry to pack greater amounts of data
onto a given medium, the importance of
error -correction codes increases. With
higher packing density, minute media
imperfections can result in large data losses.
Higher packing densities require higher -
quality media and, in some applications,

Put the Tascam CD -501 next to any other broadcast
compact disc player, and you'll find there's no
comparison.

Nothing can compare to the purity, clarity, and accu-
racy of its sound, thanks to breakthroughs like Tascam's
proprietary ZD Digital Circuit and double oversampling.

And in the split-second, high-speed, high-pressure
world of the broadcast professional, it's the only machine
you can depend on, 100% of the time.

Which figures, since the CD -501 is not an adapted
consumer deck, but a highly -engineered system that's
built for broadcast. Nothing else offers its combination
of professional features, including 19" rack-mountability,
balanced outputs, and a hard -wired remote that lets
you completely control and program either of two
decks in any mode.

Call or write for more information on the CD -501.
Find out about a new, higher level of digital quality.
And digital toughness. TAS CAM

CD -501

Digital
defined.

©1987 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 9064(1 (213) 726-0303.

7A.5-AM AQ-501 REMOTE CON -PC., 5.1.
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The good news is...
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Figure 4. Block diagram of a digital videodisc recorder offering additional user -selected functions. In this implementation, one Winchester disk drive
provides for 50s of record time. The addition of a second drive increases recording capability to 100s and allows simultaneous record and playback.

MEDIA
51/4 -INCH FLOPPY
514 -INCH FLOPPY
31/2 -INCH CARTRIDGE
31/2 -INCH CARTRIDGE
BERNOULI DISK
OPTICAL DRAW DISK
(12 -INCH)
WINCHESTER REMOVABLE
WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE

STORAGE CAPABILITY COST

360kb
1.2Mb
750kb
1.5Mb
20Mb

2,500Mb (double -sided)
20Mb
320Mb

$1.50
3.50
1.50
3.00
100

450
100

2,000

Table I. Comparison of the storage capabilities of various media, and the approximate cost of the
media. Note that the cost ofa 320Mb Winchester drive applies to the hardware (Source: reference 1.)

more powerful error -correction schemes.

How many bits?
The resolution to which an analog audio

or video signal is coded during the analog -
to -digital conversion process involves a
number of critical trade-offs. Additional bits

mean greater dynamic range, which trans-
lates into the primary system specifications
of concern to users. Additional bits also
mean a more complicated-and more
expensive-machine.

Each additional bit in the data word dou-
bles the resolution of the recorded analog

signal. An 8 -bit system can have a theoret-
ical dynamic range of 49.76dB. A 16 -bit sys-
tem's theoretical dynamic range is 97.76dB.
A shorthand formula for determining the
theoretical dynamic range of a digital
system is as follows:

Dynamic range (in decibels) = (6 x N) +
1.76, where N represents the number of bits
in the system.

In the world of video recording onto hard
disk units, eight bits has become the current
practical standard, sampled at four times
the subcarrier frequency (4fsc). The
dynamic range possible in actual practice
in an 8 -bit system is a function of what type
of signal is being recorded.

A component signal can exhibit greater
apparent dynamic range with a given num-
ber of bits than a composite signal because
it does not have to go below blanking. With
a composite waveform, additional dynamic
range is required for accurate sampling of

On time. On budget.On air.

The Tascam 42B makes other 2 -track
recorders seem downright slow.

That's due in part to an ingeniously accurate
tape handling system, and in part to Tascam's
unique head technology. (Its heads provide sync
response fully equal to repro, so you don't waste
time rewinding to make audio decisions.)

And because the 42B probably offers more
features per dollar than any equivalent
machine, it makes everything else seem down-
right expensive, too. (+4 dBm balanced inputs
and outputs, plus easy -access calibration are
just a few of its standard features.)

For more information, call or write about the
Tascam 42B today. It's a new and vastly
improved way to keep meeting your deadlines.

And your budgets. TASCAM
©1987 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road. Montebello, CA 90640. (213) 726-0303.
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IMAC cavities cover 54 to 970 MHz
at power levels to 30 kW

our design or yours
Varian EIMAC has complete cav-
ity design and production capa-
bility. We make sure that tube
and cavity are compatible. If it
isn't an off -the -shelf -item, we
have the designers and engi-
neers for any specific job.

EIMAC has expertise in all disci-
plines including pulse, CW, FM,
and TV. We match tube, power,

bandwidth and operating mode
to achieve optimum perform-
ance.

More information on EIMAC
cavities and tubes is available in
our Cavity Capability brochure
from Varian EIMAC. Or for
prompt consideration of your
special design requirements,
contact Product Manager, Var-

EIMAC Cavity
Matching

EIMAC Tube
Tuning Range

(MHz) Power Output

CV -2200 4CX20,000A 86-108 30 kW
CV -2220 3CX1500A7 86-108 1.5 kW
CV -2225 4CX3500A 86-108 5 kW
CV -2240 3CX10,000U7 54-88 10 kWt
CV -2250 3CX10,000U7 170-227 10 kWt
CV -2400 8874 420-450 300/1250 W"
CV -2800 3CX400U7 850-970 225 W
CV -2810 3CX400U7 910-970 190 W

*pulsed power
tpeak sync, or 2.5 kW combined in translator service

ian EIMAC, or the nearest Varian
Electron Device Group sales of-
fice. Call or write today.

Electron Device Group
Varian EIMAC
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, California 94070
415 592-1221

Varian A.G.
Steinhauserstrasse
CH6300 Zug, Switzerland
Tel: (042) 23 25 75
Telex: 78 841

varian
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INPUT
SELECTOR

VIDEO
VIDEO

ANALOG
KEY

VIDEO
KEY CCIR 601 I..

OFF -DISK VIDEO

DRIVE A

DRIVE B

KEY

SELECTOR

VIDEO
FRAMESTORE FREEZE

VIDEO FREEZE
FRAMESTORE PROC.

SELECTOR

KEY
FRAMESTORE

MASK
FRAMESTORE

MIXER OUT

-01 MASK

MIXER 1

B

CONTROL

KEY/
MATTE
PROC.

FADER

OUTPUT
SELECTOR

PVW

0- PGM

0, KEY

-0- CCIR 601

Figure 5. A videodisc recorder designed for recording to CCIR 601 standards (component video). The luminance signal is recorded on one Winchester

drive, and the chrominance signal is recorded on the other drive. Simultaneous record and playback is possible with the additionof sufficient drives.

MEDIA

FINE TRACKING MOTOR OBJECTIVE LENS

READOUT LENS
PHOTODETECTOR

COLUMATOR

LASER DIODE

QUARTER -WAVE
PLATE

BEAMSPLITTER

COARSE TRACKING MOTOR

Figure 6. Major components of a WORM disk drive. The fine tracking motor is positioned to permit
reading several tracks without movement of the coarse tracking system. (Source: reference 4.)

the input video. Adding bits basically buys
improvements in signal-to-noise and
differential gain and phase performance.

In audio recording using hard disk sys-
tems, a number of variations can be found.
The current practical limitation is 16 bits,
although higher -bit -rate systems have been
produced. Because the bandwidth require-
ments of audio are small compared with
that of a video signal, disk -based audio
recorders offer users much longer record-
ing times and, in some cases, user -select-
able sampling rates. Systems are available
that allow the user to trade off recording
time for audio bandwidth.

For example, one system might provide

26 minutes of stereo recording time on a
group of Winchester drives with a sampling
rate of 50kHz. At the option of the user,
however, the sampling rate may be
switched to 100kHz, but at the penalty of
only 13 minutes of stereo recording time
available from the system. It may be
important to the user to have the wider
bandwidth when recording synthesized
sounds that exhibit extended high -
frequency information.

The bandwidth (frequency response) of
a digital audio or video system is limited by
the sampling rate of the A/D converter and
its associated filters. The Nyquist criteria
states that any sampled continuous wave-

form can be reproduced faithfully if the
sampling rate is at least twice the highest
frequency present in the sampled wave-
form. For the disk -based audio -recording
system described previously, the sampling
rate of 50kHz would provide frequency
response out to 25kHz. At the 100kHz sam-
pling rate, response would extend, in
theory, to 50kHz.

Video sampling at 4fsc (14.32MHz)
should, under the Nyquist theorem, provide
a video bandwidth to 7.16MHz. It does not,
however, in actual implementation because
of the limitations of filter design and the
complicated video signal that must be sam-
pled. In a representative videodisc recorder,
bandwidth in the composite mode extends
to 4.2MHz + 0.25dB, well within the
requirements and capabilities of the
overall NTSC video system.

Anti-aliasing filters are used in A/D con-
verters to prevent sampling of input signals
that are higher than the frequency limits set
by the Nyquist theorem. Figure 3 shows a
representative filter used in the A/D stage
of an audio recorder. The filter is designed
to exhibit zero loss at 20kHz and 86dB loss
at 22.5kHz. Not surprisingly, the design of
anti-aliasing filters is a difficult proposition.

Distortion in a digital system is the result
of inaccuracies on the quantization process
of the A/D converter. It is directly related
to the bit resolution. The greater the num-
ber of bits used to define the input signal,
the more faithful the digital representation
will be. For video systems, distortion com-
ponents show up as errors in differential
gain and phase.

Hard disks are byte -organized devices.
Data buffers, which serve to smooth the
data flow from the disk, can be used to
process the output data to provide special
functions or effects. The data also may be
modified in place by providing access to an
audio or video signal processor.

Unique features
Because disk -based video and audio

recording systems are relatively new to the
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John aid Jure Conner and Grandson Kale
Conner Famiy Broadcasting
Bearcstown, Illinois

In the farmlands of western
Illinois, people value the things that
last. That's why John Conner called
Harris when the AM transmitter at
WRMS finally gave out. After 28 years
on the air.

It had seen a lot of history. New
faces. New owners. Even its original
manufacturer, Gates Radio, had a
new name - Hanis.

Over the years, Harris experts
had kept WRMS' transmitter in top
condition. 'They were always there
when we needed them," says Conner.

So, when the old transmitter
finally wore out, an urgent call went
out to Harris, 71 miles away in
Quincy. Yes -a new transmitter
was available. Immediately.

"The next day," remembers
Conner, "it was on our pickup. And by
the following morning, we were up
and broadcasting."

From major networks to small-
town broadcasting, Harris under-
stands what commitment and cus-
tomer support are all about.

"That's why," says June Conner

with a smile, "when Kyle buys our
next transmitter - many years from
now - he'll be calling Harris."

Fmd out how Harris is leading
broadcast manufacturing into a new
century. Call TOLL FREE:

1 -8044 -HARRIS

Extension 3009

HARRIS
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broadcast marketplace, the lack of any
baseline determinations as to what such a
system should do, or how the control sur-
face should look, has given designers the
freedom to implement non-traditional
approaches. There are many ways to
present operational data to the user and
many ways for the user to control the
operation of the system.

Implementation of a disk -based recorder
in hardware varies greatly depending on
the manufacturer. Figure 4 shows a basic
block diagram of a composite videodisc
recorder. Note that the system is designed
to perform more functions than simply
record and playback, including digital key-
ing and matting, variable play speed and
sequence editing. Because disk technology
is new to the broadcast market, it has
provided manufacturers an opportunity
to define the functions such a system
should offer.

Recording a component video signal
requires more hardware and memory
space than a composite system. Figure 5
shows an implementation of such a system.
In this design, two disk drives are used and
electrically locked together in record and
playback modes. One drive stores
luminance data, and the other stores chro-
minance. The component (in this case,

CCIR 601) system requires twice the storage
capacity of the comparable composite
video recorder shown in Figure 4.

Disk -based recording systems offer the
user virtually infinite layering capabilities.
Because sealed hard disk units do not use
error -correction schemes, the full benefits
of digital recording can be realized. In any
practical digital video or audio reel-to-reel
or cassette/cartridge recorder, there is a
finite limit to the number of generations
that can be recorded of any section of pro-
gram before media -induced errors become
visible or audible. The major drawback to
a hard disk system is its limited storage
capabilities.

Within the time frame of the recording
limit of a disk -based system, access to a pro-
gram segment is fast, sometimes instan-
taneous. To improve access time, the
methods by which data is written to the disk
must be managed carefully. For example,
if one segment of a program spot on a video
recorder is stored on cylinder No. 1, and the
next segment is stored on cylinder No. 330,
only one field access time is available to
move from one point to the other if the
recording is to be played back in real time.

Access time
The factors determining the net data -

transfer rate of a disk drive are numerous
and complex. Software designers must use
ingenuity when designing for random
access. One approach involves allocation
of temporary storage positions on disk or
in RAM for duplicate portions of data to
accommodate the access times that are
required for the video or audio recorder.
These operations are performed automat-
ically without intervention by the operator.

The mechanical design of the hard disk
system and components has a major effect
on the time it takes for a disk drive to go
from one data address to another. For real-
time recording and reproduction of audio
or video, the heads must be at a given
address at a specific time.

Some of the mystery and misunderstand-
ing that occur when broadcasters shop for
a disk -based recording system is that users
look at their PC disk drives and say, "Well,
this Winchester disk only cost me $250:'
Then they look at a disk -based video or
audio recorder and see that the drives cost
much more. That extra cost goes into the
electrical design and mechanical hardware
needed to provide a system that will meet
the necessary specifications for access time
and other critical parameters.

Most disk drives have a servo system that
allows the head to lock onto the proper

The wireless system that
will never leave you speechless.

I

If thi ha ev r hap ned t yo , you weren't using a Sony
VHF wireless microphone.

Rather than a mere one, two or ten channels, the Sony
wireless system gives you up to 168. So no matter where you
are, no matter how cluttered the airwaves, the signal will
come through loud and clear. And with so many open chan-
nels to choose from, multi -microphone setups are a snap.

For added insurance. Sony wireless arms you with true
space diversity reception.1\vin tuners constantly compare

incoming signals for the strongest, clearest
signal. Sparing you the echoes, dead spots and
other horrors that plague lesser systems.

So, if you're looking for a wireless system you
can have faith in-any time, any place-contact your
Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call
Sony at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY

Professional Audio

:
k, NJ 07666. © 1988 Sony Corporation of Americo. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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The Abekas A72
Digital Character Generator.

Introducing a colorful new character
generator from Abekas, the leader in
video post -production innovation. The
Abekas A72. Size characters on-line
from 8 to 256 scan lines high, instantly.

A72 -reproduced characters are
digitally derived from over 1500 well-
known typographical faces. All fonts
have "razorsharp" edges with 256 levels
of antialiasing. Advanced RGB scan -in

gives you a powerful new means for
adding logos. Traditional style, solid -

color filled logos and full -color RGB
pictures can be freely sized, positioned
and mixed with your text.

Other advanced A72 features include:
unlimited on-line fonts and colors...
a palette of over 16 million colors ...
instant drop shadows, outlines and
italics ... macro programming ...char-
acter overlap ... variable speed rolls
and crawls ... ultra smooth character

motion ... two full bandwidth channels
... programmable wipes and dis-
solves between channels... standard
Winchester disk drive ...component
4:4:4:4 architecture and CCIR 601
inputs and outputs.

Size up all your characters instantly
with the A72. For details, contact Abekas
Video Systems, Inc., 101 Galveston
Drive, Redwood
City, CA 94063. as
(415) 369-5111.

Now Anything is Possible.

111

ERIC DICKERSONr:

-

LIVE: a. ,
rHom nfsFrT INGS , -

THE CLASSIC

Hot !III OANTS
MONDAY AT 6:00 I'M

DIGITAL CHARACTER GENERATOR

;7411CHAWAG GENE
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storage address. With any system, however,
there is some delay in the actual movement
of the head carriage. If a command is given
for the head to move to track 10, the head
generally will not land directly on track 10,
but will overshoot slightly. When the sys-
tem corrects for the overshoot, the head
may overshoot slightly in the other direc-
tion. Rapid settling of the head into a
specific track is a function of the weight of
the head and carriage and the power and
reaction time of the head -moving
mechanism.

The effective data -transfer time of a drive
is determined by the time it takes for the
heads to seek a new sector and includes the
latency time (a period of one revolution of
the medium), track -to -track access time and
full sweep time (the maximum seek time for
a new track).

The disk -controller hardware and soft-
ware play key roles in improving access
time. Important elements include the capa-
bility of the controller to transfer a track of
corrected data at a single pass and to
minimize the gap in data transfer at track
boundaries by spiraling.

Spiraling represents the degree to which
data can be transferred without interrup-
tion. Several modes of spiraling can be iden-
tified. The most rapid mode occurs when

MAGNET FOR
REC/ERASE

RECORDED
BIT

RECORDING
MEDIUM

FOCUSING
LENS

LASER BEAM

Figure 7. The data storage principle for the
magneto -optic disk recorder. In magneto -optic
recording, the medium is formed on a transpar-
ent substrate, and a laser beam usually is focused
through the substrate to accomplish the required
localized heating of the medium. (Source: refer-
ence 3.)

the sector seek at a track boundary is suffi-
ciently fast to permit continuous data trans-
fer across the boundary without incurring
a track latency delay. This is possible for
multihead drives when the heads can be
switched electrically within cylinders.

Under normal circumstances, however,
when a seek to an adjacent cylinder is

initiated, the access time caused by head
movement (typically 2ms to 10ms) will
incur a latency (typically 16ms). Skew
sectoring is a technique by which the first
sector in each cylinder is offset to anticipate
this delay and can be used to advantage in
disk systems with many tracks of low
capacity.

Interchanging media
One drawback to disk recorders is the

difficulty of interchanging media. In the
computer industry, disk packs are available
that permit moving files from one machine
to another, or from one facility to another.
However, the costs for such systems are
high. Furthermore, removal of the disk
pack from a protected environment opens
the door to possible damage and subse-
quent data errors.

Because of the inherent problems in
exchanging disks, some form of digital off-
line storage is used. Several variations of
hardware and formats are available for both
video and audio recorders, most centering
on streaming linear magnetic tape. There
is, however, a time penalty in streaming
tape off-line storage. Most systems cannot
run real time. Again, the cost of the off-line
system is a major concern. Off-line storage

Continued on page 42

TIME COMPRESSION &
EXPANSION- VS.

CUT AND PASTE_
EDITING

The Model 2400 has proven its effectiveness in fitting
films, commercials and other programming to
broadcast time slots: it also provides you new creative
possibilities in editing and post -production.

Fitting the best voice-over take to the right time
You could try to do this by physically editing the tape to

shorten or lengthen pauses. But why spend the painstaking
hours, when the Model 2400 does the whole thing in one
pass? It will read timecode from any variable speed ATR or
VTR, correcting pitch and EQ automatically. Operation is
via straightforward front panel menus and dedicated func-
tion keys.

litiloring the length of music beds
With the 2400, you can shorten or extend a bed to hit the

cue even after it's been recorded. Lexicon's breakthrough in
audio processing produces su-
perior audio quality an order
of magnitude beyond previous
devices. Advanced DSP archi-
tecture processes off -speed au-
dio in phase -coherent stereo,
without the artifacts normally
associated with pitch shifting.

Expanding your sound effects
library

The Model 2400's flawless
pitch shifting lets you create new sound effects from existing
recordings. A single door slam or tire squeal can now match
dozens of visuals.

The Model 2400 is a fast, simple, non -disruptive method of
fitting sound to image. Wouldn't a tool like that make your
editing suite a better place to work? Find out just how much
better: call Lexicon for a demo of
the Model 2400 Stereo Audio exiconrune Compressor/Expander.

Lexicon Inc., 100 Beaver Street,
Waltham, MA 02154 (617) 891-6790
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A BLEND OF PRIDE, CRAFTSMANSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY

Datatek's D-4325 Video/Stereo
Audio Switcher Features:

Program line quality video and
audic performance

 Two Video and two full perfor-
mance audio outputs per channel

 HDTV (30 MHz) compatible; high
audic output level capability
Video cable equalizing and
vertical interval video switching

 Only two rack units utilize
optin- um space
Loca or remote control panels
proviie unsurpassed flexibility-
remote control over coax line

 RS -232/422 control standard
 Wire per crosspoint and binary

paral el port control available
All ccntrol arrangements are fully
operable in parallel
Expansion provisions are included

Video/Stereo Audio Switcher

For a descriptive
brochure and DATAT E Kfurther information
call or write: MEN Mr CORP

1121 Bristol Road, Mountainside, NJ 07092  1-800-882-9100  201-654-8100  FAX 201-232-6381  TELEX 833-541
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MR.
ONE SIZE FITS ALL.
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1111,1 work. Also, since each unit
is completely compatible
with each other, you can
virtually build your own

system, feature for feature.
And upgrade at any time.

JVC's MU. The
affordable, univer-
sal format you've
been waiting for.

For literature or13 ,
w demonstration, call

toll free: 1-800-JVC-5825.
JVC Professional Products Company,

41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.

11111111 1,4 h.--.10

1.  A difibot

rang
23 ,

At JVC, we know what FINALLY! THE UNIVERSAL FORMAT Plus, by combining the
it's like to be in your THAT TAKES YOU FROM ACTION

CTCM (Chrome Time -
shoes. Every day you Compressed Multiplex)
have to tap dance TO EDITING, TO OVER -THE -AIR recording system with
between a barrage of equip- WITHOUT MISSING A STEP. high -density metal particle
ment and format changes. tape, JVC's MR format can

deliver up to 90 minutes of broadcast qualityFortunately, MII can make your job a recording/playback time in VHS -sized 1/2"
whole lot easier. It's the first truly universal cassettes. All without worrying about formatformat that answers the needs of people in switches or losing quality during editing -
the field, in the studio and in production - even several generations down the line.
while delivering broadcast quality results.
And MII delivers these results in half the Most importantly, only JVC gives you
space and with less than half the weight of a choice. This means you can
1" C systems. select a less sophisticated

As you might expect, our
Mil system, say for ENG/
EFP, and a more advanced

new MU component video ,,,,, ...
recording systems more than

MII system for studio

live up to the JVC
reputation for value.
In fact, to pack any
more value or
features into our
economical MIT units
would probably take a shoehorn.

For example, you'll find features to choose
from like four audio tracks, a time base

corrector, an integral longitudinal and
vertical time code, time/date generator

with presettable user bits, automatic
backspace editing and Dolby -C

noise reduction...to name
just a few.

JVC
ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD...
TO KEEP YOU A STEP AHEAD.
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Continued from page 38
using optical disks holds promise for future
systems.

Optical disk drives
The use of an optical storage medium is

attractive to the broadcaster because it per-
mits exchange of programming between
facilities. Most optical drives offer error
specifications that compete well with Win-
chester drives. Most WORM (write once,
read many) optical drives currently avail-
able, however, offer low data -transfer rates
and data -access times that are significantly
longer than those of their magnetic
counterparts.

For audio or video applications, the data -
transfer rate and seek time are critical per-
formance factors. High transfer rates pro-
vide the excess data needed for buffer
memory during seek periods when no data
can be read. At the current state of
development, magnetic drives hold the
performance edge in the primary specifi-
cations of interest for real-time recording
and playback.

Improvements will continue to be made
in the key specifications for optical disks.
At present, several broadcast equipment
manufacturers have introduced products
based on WORM drives that provide non -
real -time storage of images and sounds.

FOCUSING
LENS

BEAM
SPLITTER

LASER
BEAM

RECORDED BIT

A
416

\
RECORDING

MEDIUM

MAGNETIZATION
DOWNWARD UPWARD

POLARIZATION
DIRECTION OF LIGHT

Figure 8. The data -retrieval process for a
magneto -optic disk recorder. Note that the mag-
netically coded information on the disk is read
through the use of an optical process. (Source:
reference 3.)

During the recording process for a
WORM disk, a laser is used to etch a hole
in a thin metal film near the surface of the
disk. Surface tension on the film itself
causes the hole to enlarge to its final form.
Figure 6 shows a simplified diagram of a
WORM drive. The system uses an
integrated focusing scheme for reading

data from the disk. A coarse positioning
mechanism and fine tracking motor work
together to allow direct access to a number
of tracks on the disk without the need for
additional movement of the coarse track-
ing assembly.

Magneto -optic disks
Most applications in broadcasting require

the ability to record more than once on a
given medium. WORM drives, by defini-
tion, do not permit this feature. Erasable
optical disks are currently under develop-
ment to fulfill this need. Erasable disks rely
on an optically bistable medium that will
shift between two states of reflectivity
under the joint influence of a laser and a
magnetic field.

An erasable videodisc recorder has been
demonstrated by NHK (the Japanese broad-
casting company) using a magneto -optic
disk as the storage medium. A recording
time of 10 minutes has been achieved, with
an access time of less than 0.5s.

To understand the operation of a
magneto -optic disk, we must first examine
conventional magnetic disk recording. The
recording density in a Winchester -type disk
recorder is determined primarily by the
track width and the gap length of the mag-
netic head. Current technology permits
practical recording density on a magnetic

Replacement Cathode Ray Tubes
New Instant On - Low Power -
Dark Glass - Direct Etch All the
latest technology to update your
equipment - or an exact replace-
ment - Color or Monochrome.
Almost every conceivable
application. We stock 100,000
tubes 3500 types.
Your window on the
world of information
& entertainment is
your Cathode Ray Tube!
We do windows.
Call 1-800-241-5005 or
404-938-2080 Video Display

Corporation
5530 E. Ponce de Leon Ave.
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
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E'RE 10 T ES MORE
EFFICIENT WITH THE

ODETICS CART MACHINE"

W.T. `Mac" McGill
Vice President,

Director of
Engineering

KTSM
El Paso, Texas

After years of working with manually operated cart
machines, the engineering staff at KTSM is breathing a
sigh of relief. Now they rely on The Odetics Cart
Machine.

Mac McGill says that The Cart Machine has been
responsible for a dramatic reduction in errors - spots
airing at the wrong time or not at all.

"With our old cart machines, between the time the
traffic department's logs were printed and the airing of
the carts, we could count on numerous errors every
week," he explains. "Now the logs are automatically
downloaded to the Cart Machine from the traffic com-
puter. From there, The Cart Machine handles just about
everything else. As a result, we've seen a significant
reduction in lost spots."

The Odetics Cart Machine can automatically
manage, record and play -to -air all forms of spots and
programs - including events as short as one second.

An average day's play list at KTSM consists of 380
to 400 individual cart events, including repeats. Mac
cite's the Cart Machine's extraordinary storage capacity
- which includes a 65,000 cart database and 1,600
event look -ahead feature.

"The Cart Machine requires a minimum amount of
space, yet it has a library of 280 cassettes. That allows
us to store almost an entire day's worth of events."

The Odetics Cart Machine can automatically
preplan spot play lists hours, or even days, in advance
of airing. In fact, every weekend KTSM operates with
four days of play lists loaded into their Cart Machine.

And, now that KTSM is broadcasting 24 hours a
day, six days a week, The Cart Machine lets them
broadcast with just one operator during the early
morning hours.

The Cart Machine is available in your choice of
small formats.

Call us now to find out how your station can enjoy
the efficiency of the Odetics Cart Machine.

The Cart Machine
from Odetics
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Anaheim, California 92802-2907

Call toll free 800-243-2001
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disk of about 2Mb /cm2 , with a recording
capacity of about 1Gb /spindle for com-
paratively large magnetic disk drives.

A magneto -optic system can offer a sig-
nificant improvement compared with the
storage capacity of a Winchester because
of the unique way data is stored and
retrieved from the disk. Figure 7 shows the
method used to record information onto a
magneto -optic disk. A modulated laser
beam is focused on the recording medium,
which causes local heating. In the presence
of an external magnetic field, the direction

of magnetization of the irradiated area is
reversed. Upon cooling of the media to
room temperature, the area retains the
magnetic direction of the external field.

The readout principle is illustrated in
Figure 8. When a linearly polarized light is
reflected by the magnetic medium, there is
a slight rotation of the polarization plane.
This effect is called Kerr rotation. The direc-
tion of rotation depends on the orientation
of the magnetization of the medium. To
read a magneto -optic disk, a continuous
laser beam is focused on the recording

ever z stands for performance

EMULATOR
Transport Interface

...represents a revolutionary
concept that permits the direct
integration of audio tape
machines into your video edit
suite. Multi -track audio edits are
automatically performed in sync
with the video, from a common
edit decision list. Your audio
tape recorder is under
direct control of your 
editor via it's RS 232/422
control port. A separate
12 is not required for CMX
editors. Sub -frame offsets, a
built in time code generator, and
an intelligent self -adaptive
transport interface are just a few
of EMULATOR's great features.

It's everything you need to add
multi -track audio
to your video editing system!

your video editor Emulator hancles most
popular video editors!

GVG  CMX  Pa tex  Sony
Convergence  Ampex
Callaway  Videomedia

00,
Maga =

al

Your favourite multi-
track ATR goes here'

Otan  Tascam  Studer
Fostex  Ampex  Sony etc

evertz makes a wide range of chase and
multi -transport synchronizers!

ECM 4010
Edit Code Master

Plus...
...two new high performance options add even more flexibility!

 With the "Cr option, a bi-phase, quadrature pulse input tracks your telecine or
mag-tape precisely and generates properly phased time code with film footage in the user
bits.  The "EDL" option detects time code discontinuities and prints out edit in and edit out
points to a computer from your edited off-line video tape.

A VITC, LTC, Generator,
Reader, Character Inserter with
Jam -Sync for tape and film!

The ECM 4010 is
loaded with features:

Several Jam -Sync modes
allow regeneration and translation

between code formats  video character
inserter  RS 232/422 serial interface  remote

control  time of day clock in the user bits  key pad
lock -out  dual displays  and morel

-worldwide sales and service-

EVERTZ MICROSYSTEMS LTD.
3465 MAINWAY, BURLINGTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, L7M 1A9

Tel: (416) 335-3700 Fax (416) 335-3573

See us at NAB Booth 2087 and 2088.
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medium. The direction of the polarization
plane of reflected light changes cor-
responding to the recorded bits. When the
light passes through the polarizing prism,
the direction of the polarization plane is
converted into a change in light intensity,
which is decoded by a photodetector.

To erase the medium, a laser is focused
on the disk in the presence of a magnetic
field in the opposite direction. The erase
process is essentially the same as the
recording operation except for a difference
in direction of the external magnetic field.

The key to high packing density of the
magneto -optic system is the size of the
read/write laser beam. Typical recording
density obtained with a laser diode oper-
ating in the wavelength of 0.81.tm range is
about 50Mb /cm2 . This provides a record-
ing capacity of about 2Gb per 12 -inch disk.

At the current state of development, the
NHK system uses a 3:1:0 component cod-
ing scheme, which includes error-

correction coding and pulse code modu-
lated audio signals. The reproduced picture
quality is described as equal to or better
than a 1/2 -inch helical scan VTR. The num-
ber of dubbing times possible before signal
degradation is limited, to approximately
three.

The future
What does the future hold for media

storage? Optical storage of various types is
emerging and will continue to be used in
broadcast applications, first for functions
that do not require real time video or audio
playback. Streaming tape technology also
will improve, and new off-line storage
methods based on video technology will
become practical.

One concern with any new storage tech-
nology is volatility in the marketplace. In
an area of rapidly developing technology,
the lifetime of a product can be less than a
year. Broadcasters do not want to purchase
a product that may be made obsolete by a
new development before the unit is paid for.
Broadcasters demand consistency in the
hardware they buy.

Established technologies generally pro-
vide the best return on investment for the
end -user.
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Thenew standard of dependability:
VHF TV transmitters from NEC.

35kW high -band and 30kW

low -band models meet your

needs for the next decade.

High power transmitters are a
major investment. You have to
work with them, maintain them,
and profit from them over the
years. Our PCN-1400 Series trans-
mitters reward your investment.
Because they give you over a
decade's worth of daily depend-
ability, easy maintainability and
superior performance.

SINGLE -UNIT,
HIGH-PERFORMANCE EXCITER.

Our hybrid IC technology slashes
component count by 30%-there-
by boosting reliability, making it

C&C
Computers and Communications

possible to build all modules into
a single unit. Design refinements
include sophisticated circuits
to correct linearity, and stereo
capability without modification.

HIGH -POWER
_ TRANSISTOR PA.

The solid state PA uses high -

power, high -gain transistors
newly developed by NEC.

Circle (27) on Reply Card

The aural section is 100% solid
state. There's only one tetrode in
the final video amp.

The PCN-1400 Series gives you
a wide choice of models from
500W to 35kVV, high or low chan-
nels. And all models up to 10kW
are 100% solid state.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE,
1,600 INSTALLATIONS.

NEC has installed over 1,600 trans-
mitters in 30 years. We back our
customers with 24 -hour service.
So take the risk out of your next
investment. Call NEC and find
out about the new standard of
dependability in TV transmitters.

NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division,
1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, Illinois 60191
Te1:312-860-7600.

NEC
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Controlling
graphics systems
The difference between user-friendly
and user-fiendly is an input interface.

If computers had remained in offices,
relegated to word processing, accounting or
engineering calculations, things might have
stayed simple. However, when computers
moved into video production and broadcast
control environments, they introduced a new
series of numbered Excedrin headaches to
equipment designers.

The problem was not in making the corn-

puter do the desired operations-drawing
pictures and generating video type. Accord-
ing to equipment designers, that part was
easy. The difficulty was in getting a system
to do its tricks for someone who was not a
computer addict. To use a high-tech phrase,
the "control surface" of a computer -driven
system is one of the most difficult aspects of
the design process.

The work -station monitor display includes a menu for operator convenience.

By Carl Bentz,
technical and special projects editor

Let your fingers
do the talking

The capabilities of most microprocessor
devices with 8 -bit and wider bit -structure
architectures have barely been touched by
the available software. Functions may seem
limited to specific logical processes, but when
new releases of software hit the processors,
those functions seem to have undergone
changes to increase the speed dramatically.
Perhaps the programmer provided single -
keystroke function selections or another
shortcut. Whatever the change, the goal was
to make the program easier to use.

Microprocessors do not inherently under-
stand words entered into a keyboard. They
must be taught the meaning of every instruc-
tion in the programming language. The lan-
guage may be a low-level type, requiring the
user to have an intimate knowledge of the
internal operation of the microprocessor and
its support circuitry. Each step of the program
accomplishes only a small portion of the
desired action. For example, the program
might include a sequence such as:

LDX ml
LDA m2
CPX m3
BEQ THERE
STA ml
TXA

THERE ADC m4
STA m2

These steps seem to have little meaning,
but if you look closely at each, you can
see how assembly language programming
is accomplished.
 LDX ml: load the X -register with the value
found in memory location ml.
 LDA m2: load the accumulator with the
value in location m2.
 CPX m3: compare the contents of the X
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McCURDY PRESENTS
A PLATFORM

ON ECONOMICS

The stage is set for an exciting new per-
former. The McCurdy Series 'S'console.
Affordable. Innovative. Designed to

grow with you.

Here is audio engineering at its finest.
A desk top "drop in" package which can be
tailored for any size budget and broadcast
requirement.

Inexpensive by design, the Series 'S' console
provides precise audio mixing, monitoring
and control. The very latest in analog and digital
electronics is coupled with full electronic
audio switching to assure the highest quality.

11117111111111

 up to 26 input mixing modules  stereo
program and audition buses  telephone

and cue buses  solid state audio switching
 full function digital logic control  universal

module positioning  full travel Penny & Giles
conductive plastic faders  separate VU housing

section for cus-_omer provided equipment

As complete or as basic your budget allows,
the Series 'S' offers McCurdy's unsurpassed

audio quality and ultra -reliability. Simple
economics with high-tech engineering. Another

winning performance from McCurdy

hfAcCui rcly

McCurdy Radio Industries

108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, Ont

1051 Cr
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Figure 1. Many software packages allow key functions to be altered on an IBM keyboard.

You can fill in missing time code gaps
with the CDI-716A's unique multi-
function jam sync, which permits cor-
rection of errors produced by head off-
set, mistracking, and tape dropouts.

The microprocessor -based Time Code
Generator is a cost effective answer to

Sophisticated timing
The CDI-710A Time Code Reader
offers all the latest features demanded
by today's professionals.

It's completely regenerated time code
output corrects incoming code for
phase shift and short and long-term
timing error. When used with the error
bypass feature it actual y eliminates

For more details on both
of these fine products, con-
tact Cipher Digital today.
Call (800) 331-9066.

the needs of today's video, audio. pro-
duction and post production studios.
It handles both SMPTE and EBU longi-
tudinal time code formats for data, user
data, status and flag bits. And, like all
Cipher Digital products, it carries a 3
year warranty.

defective code. This feature is particu-
larly important where code fed to a com-
puter editor has been displaced in rela-
tion to the video signal, causing edit
aborts.

The CDI-710A. The answer for today's
sophisticated video production.

coher c gtc
PO 800 I 70 ,FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301)585.0200 TELEX 272065

nc

register with the contents of memory cell m3.
 BEQ THERE: if the X and m3 values are
equal, branch (a change in program flow
based on a logical comparison) to a different
point in the program. If they are not equal,
continue with the next step.
 STA ml: store the value in the accumula-
tor in ml.
 TXA: transfer the contents of the X -register
to the accumulator.
 THERE ADC m4: logically add the value of
the accumulator with the value in m4, keep-
ing the carry bit, if the new value overflows
the bit width of the accumulator. (This step
also is the destination of the branch instruc-
tion, as indicated by the label THERE.)
 STA m2: store the new value of the
accumulator in location m2.

When assembly language programmers
complete a project, they use an assembler
(specific to the microprocessor being used) to
translate the instructions into "hex': or hexa-
decimal numbers (represented as 0-9, A -F).
Once the numbers are stored in the computer
memory and instructions are issued to run
the program, each step is accomplished at
speed of electrons.

Programmers who truly understand the
microprocessor can write in microcode, tuck-
ing the correct hex numbers directly into
memory without the assembler translation.
Most people prefer the route of a high-level
language. BASIC, C and PASCAL are three
common, high-level forms.

With high-level languages, the program-
mer works with recognizable words and sym-
bols. POKE places a value into a memory
location. PEEK pulls a value from a location.
Logical operations include AND, OR, NOT
AND, EXCLUSIVE OR, GREATER THAN,
EQUAL TO, and so on. A PRINT or WRITE
command sends information to an output
device (the CRT or a line printer), and INPUT,
INKEY and GET are instructions to accept
information from an input device (such as
disk, tape, modem or keyboard). Inside the
language environment these English instruc-
tions are stored as tokens.

When the program is executed, the com-
puter must translate the tokens into usable
form. Most computer systems have a BASIC
interpreter. When the operator types RUN
and RETURN (or ENTER), the microproces-
sor, aided by the interpreter, begins to PARSE
or read the instructions. Each time it reads
a POKE token, it goes to a translation library
where POKE is a shorthand label to express
a number of machine language steps.
Because each instruction must be inter-
preted, BASIC is a slow -operating language.

Interpreters also are available for C, PAS-
CAL and others. However, utility programs
called compilers are more common. Com-
pilers read a source program and translate it
to an object or machine language form. For
execution, the compiled form of the program
is used. If changes become necessary, the
source program must be recompiled to a new

Continued on page 52
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Complex layering,
creative transitions and
digital effects control

take a powerful switcher...
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:One. Introducing Vista.
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25.

1 The new Vista switcher will absolutely change
the way you look at switchers.

Vista gives you all the power and ease -of -use of
a "big" switcher, in a third the space and at half
the price.

First of all, you get four keyers and twelve
busses with full program preset mix capability.

That makes complex layering and sophisticated
production easier. You don't have to make multiple
passes, and fewer generations means you'll get
cleaner pictures.

Revolutionary electro-luminescent display
The Vista switcher has a revolutionary display

that simplifies your most complicated produc-
tion tasks. It puts the
information you need
about operating
status and memory
setups right in front
of you, so you'll always know where you are.

And few switchers of any size have a memory
like Vista. It stores 24 complete panel set-ups and
24 sequences for fast, easy recall of any combina-
tion of switcher operations.

Unprecedented digital effects control
When it comes to inserting and manipulating

ADOTM or other digital effects, the Vista switcher
virtually doubles your capability. Effects that take
two M/Es with ordinary switchers require only
one on Vista, thanks to our new DigiLoopTM
effects circuit.

So compare. You'll find big power no longer has
to mean big size or big bucks.

Send for a Vista switcher brochure, or better yet,
give us a call today.

AM PEX
Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000

Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 365-8627
New Jersey (201) 825-9600

(On New York (212) 947-8633)
San Francisco (415) 367-2202

Washington D.C. (301) 530-88(10
Canada (416) 821-8840

987 A111111.X (711111111%11 1011
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Continued from page 48
object program.

Keyboards vs. control panels
To the computer purist, using the keyboard

is the most direct method of talking with
the microprocessor. Compared with early
methods of placing instructions and data into
the system memory through a set of toggle

Z
CENTRAL

PROCESSOR

34) GRAPHIC
RENDERING

ENGINE

ARCHIVE
STORAGE

Figure 2. This diagram illustrates the concept
of distributed intelligence.

CRT FACEPLATE

switches, a keyboard is absolute simplicity.
The keyboard, however, is a peripheral
device. That means that some method must
be provided to interpret signals from the key-
board to the microprocessor. The method
usually is called a device driver and is a resi-
dent segment of the operating software. The
term resident means it loads into memory
automatically when the computer is turned
on and remains there unless specifically
removed (or the computer is turned off).

The keyboard driver assigns specific func-
tions to each switch (see Figure 1). When the
"K key is pressed, the digital representa-
tion of the letter A is sent along to the
microprocessor. Other functions assigned
include SHIFT -A, CONTROL -A and, with
some keyboards, ALTERNATE -A. The soft-
ware driver may allow the user to program
the keys. A single key might initiate a series
of program steps.

In a computer -controlled editing system,
CONTROL -R could mean to start a video-
tape recorder with an additional number key
to determine which VTR is to be used.
CONTROL -C3 can initiate a search -for -cue

PHOTODETECTOR VIDEO HIGH-PASS
OPTICS AMPLIFIER FILTER INTERFACE CIRCUIT

SHUTTER ASSEMBLY

Figure 3. Inside the light pen.

STRONG SIGNAL RECEIVED

WEAK SIGNAL RECEIVED

TABLET SURFACE

RECEIVING GRID

AMPLIFIER

TO
COMPUTER

ELECTRONIC SIGNAL OR MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 4. Conceptual drawing of an electronic graphics tablet.

operation, then back up for the preferred
preroll time, then drop into standby condition.

Many of the current videographic art sys-
tems, production titters, editing control sys-
tems and special effects units can be operated
effectively from a typical personal computer
keyboard. Such a control approach may
present problems, however. If a large num-
ber of instructions exist, the operator must
either remember each of the instructions
or use a keyboard template to indicate
the functions.

If only one operator uses the system, it will
take only a short time to achieve proficiency
on the system. However, if there are multiple
users of the system, not everyone will have
time to learn all of the functions, and their
ability to use the system effectively will
be minimized.

A standard computer keyboard is perhaps
the most flexible of all inputs, particularly if
the computer is used for several functions.
Some manufacturers and some equipment
operators prefer dedicated control panels
compared with a generic keyboard. Such a
control panel may consist of a number of
defined function keys, each initiating a fixed
action. The editor control surface, for exam-
ple, may have one button marked RECORD.
The operator presses that button followed by
a number (n) to initiate the recording on
VTR -n.

For a given system, there may be no need
for 88 to 104 programmable keys, but cer-
tainly some soft keys enhance flexibility. Soft
keys describe control buttons that may be
programmed or assigned to a series of steps.
Assignments can be made in multiple layers
of programmability.

On the effects system, a soft key might be
set to call up a series of manipulations, such
as a zoom from full screen to an infinitely
small dot. The manipulation might move a
point from center screen along a catenary
trajectory toward the upper left corner of the
screen. In another layer, the same key might
initiate other effects calculations.

A third keyboard approach is to combine
a typical alphanumeric character set with a
variety of dedicated functions and other soft
keys. For editing controllers with edit deci-
sion list (EDL) software, the advantages of
alphanumerics are obvious for event entries,
although there are keyboard drivers that
define dedicated keys for list generation.

For a graphics/titling computer, the
alphanumeric keyboard makes complete
sense. The graphics art/paint system prob-
ably is more efficient with the keyboard as
well. Both products can use dedicated keys
and soft keys for some functions.

On the graphics system, however, creativity
is the goal. his impractical to expect an artist
to operate a computer -aided design (CAD)
system, defining lines by entering end -point
X -Y coordinates. Even engineers who be-
come adept at the CAD keyboard find that
other devices can be more efficient in com-
municating with the main computer system.
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"There's no mistaking
the value of a console

built by Centro:
Whether you're planning to build a broadcast,
teleproduction or post -production facility,
one thing is certain. You're going to need racks
and consoles to house that leading edge
technology. And, no one designs and builds
better systems enclosures than Centro.

From a single equipment rack or small console
to a complete facility, Centro will give you
both the ergonomics and aesthetics you
demand. The calibre of Centro's craftsman-
ship, from welded frame construction to
custom millwork, is without equal. If you
want total value in your new systems
enclosures and consoles, call Centro.

Centro, worldwide systems
integration specialists in
building the finest broad-
cast, teleproduction and
post -production facilities.
In short, turning ideas and
dreams into reality.

369 Billy Mitchell Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
(801) 537-7779
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An artist expects a few keys to call certain
functions but, likewise, expects that most of
the art functions are accessible by some
simpler method-an on -screen menu.

As the complexity of the system increases,
a single microprocessor is unable to handle
all of the computation. If peripheral devices
contain their own microprocessors, it is said
that the system uses distributed intelligence.
See Figure 2.

The "central processor" and its software
operating system theoretically become
managers of a group of department heads.

One is assigned to deal with the keyboard;
another interprets requests for video effects
manipulations. The effects processor may
provide instructions for another subsystem
(or engine) to handle high-speed calculations
of 3 -dimensional effects movements.

For 3-D rendering, paint systems com-
monly use multiple microprocessors to
perform at MIPS and MOPS (millions of
instructions or operations per second) rates.
Some auxiliary microprocessors may use a
RISC (reduced instruction set computer) or
ASIC (application specific integrated circuit)

AN AUTOMATED AUDIO MIXER WITH A
TRACK RECORD FOR RELIABILITY AND COMPATIBILITY.

The Model 608 Edit Suite Audio Mixer incorporates the features of our
larger mixers into a smaller package, at a significant cost savings, without
sacrificing quality or ease of operation.

Audio sources are controlled with the 608 in much the same way as video
sources are controlled using a production switcher. This concept allows you
to edit audio quickly, along with video or separately, using the same editing
system.

Our proven editor interlace, supported by most major edit system
manufacturers*, allows hands -free control of audio mixing right from the
editor. Yet, at any time the mixer may be operated manually or with a
combination of manual and editor control.

The Model 608 has eight inputs, each with its own fader, with separate
inputs for the record VTR and tone. Outputs are stereo for both the program
channels and built-in preview switcher.

Call us for a complete brochure.

mixers are currently in use worldwide with the following editing systems: Ampex Ace, CMX, Calaway, Convergence,
Grass Valley Group, PALTEX, and other systems capable of operating a video switcher

GRAHAM-PATTEN SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O: Box 1960, Grass Valley, CA 95945

Inside CA: (NO) 422-6662  Outside CA: (800) 547-2489
TWX 910-333-6065  FAX: 916-273-7458

format. Speed of processing is improved if
a microprocessor, which does not need to
deal with certain machine code instructions,
is relieved of those instructions in its
microcode set.

A 3-D rendering engine also may be capa-
ble of dividing its processes into segments or
bit slices, allowing a process called pipelin-
ing to occur. In simple von Neumann com-
puters, a single instruction must be con-
cluded before the next is initiated. Pipelining,
on the other hand, allows portions of the
next step to begin before the previous one
is completed.

Beyond keys
For art or graphics purposes, it is desirable

to be able to place a cursor on the screen at
any point and perform a function at that
point. Such functions might include: place a
red dot, create a circle, begin drawing a line
or pick up the color that exists in that picture
element (pixel) of the image to use elsewhere
in the picture.

Control of a cursor for such functions can
be accomplished with several devices, includ-
ing light pens, mice, trackballs and draw-
ing/graphic pad& Varieties of each type of
device exist, each requiring driver software.

In essence, drawing peripherals operate
through references to X and Y axes. The least
axis -oriented is the light pen (see Figure 3).
Inside the pen, an optical system concen-
trates light from the CRT screen onto a photo
sensor. One or more switches on the pen con-
trol the operation (according to driver soft-
ware). As the pen is held to the face of the

Continued on page 58

MICROPHONE

MICROPHONE

SOUND WAVES

Figure 5. Conceptual drawing of an acousti-
cal graphics tablet.

LED

LENS

MOUSE PAD (GRID ON MIRROR)

circle (id) on mem, uara
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When you're in the fast -paced
business of news, why use outdated
microphones? Time marches on,
and old habits become bad habits if
you don't keep up with the times.

The M 58, on the other hand,
proudly benefits from new technical
developments like a unique design
employing a tiny, low mass dia-
phragm. Highly sensitive and
accurate, its contoured upper fre-
quency response produces unprece-

dented intelligibility, even off axis.
A sophisticated modern internal

shock -mount system reduces han-
dling noise and vibration down to
new levels. The 58 is scientifically
"weight balanced" for greater com-
fort during lengthy interviews. Its
slim, elegant profile and special
"on -camera" finish look excep-
tional-in an understated way
-on camera. The mic's thoroughly
rugged, and reliable construction

stands out in a world of "dispos-
able" mics.

If your news microphone is old
news, audition an M 58 at your
authorized Beyer dealer and expe-
rience the sound of modern news
mic technology. Or contact:
beyerdynamic U.S.,
5-05 Burns Avenue,
Hicksville, New York 11801,
(519 935-80001.
FAX (516) 935-8018.

ACCURACY IN AUDIO beyerdynamic))))
Canada: ELNOVA Ltd. 4190 Rue Sere, St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1A6

Tel. (514) 3 41 69 33 Telex 5824086
Great Britain: beyerdynamic, Ltd., Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate

Lewes, Sussex BN86JL Tel. 2 73 479 411

Austroilia: Hi-Phon Distributors Phi. Ltd., 356A-358 Eastern Valley Wait
Chatswood N.S.W. 2067 Tel: '(02) 417 7088

Germany: Faxen Beyer Eletroteknische Fabrik GmbH & Co., Theresienstrasse 8,
Post fach 13 20, D-7100 Heilbronn Tel: (07131) 617-0 Telex 728771
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The sho
'round th

Recently, we really stuck our necks out. We claimed that
the Sony BVP-360 could outshoot anything on three legs or a
pedestal.

Well, it did. And you bought it. In fact, hundreds have been
bought worldwide.

Most people marvelled at its balance of sophisticated
features and thoughtful ergonomics. Still more were floored by its
outstanding picture quality.

Now, BVP-360 cameras are shooting in TV stations, production
houses and mobile trucks from as far west as California to as far
east as Kyoto. From the deep south of the U.S. to the deeper south

of Australia. In Illinois, Ohio and New York as well as
Britain, Italy and France. We could go on and on.

Do owners have good things to say about the
BVP-360? They could go on and on too. Contact
your Sony Broadcast representative for names of
BVP-360 customers in your area. Or call Sony
at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY®

Broadcast Products

There's
studio camera
earning a repo
pictures that o

For arm
tube. A result

Sony Communications Products Company, Broadcast Products Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck NJ 07666.
© 1988 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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he Sony BVP-360. In shootouts. it's fast

is a.giant killer. Because it makes razor-sharp

meras can't seem to beat.

in, it uses the remarkable Sony 2/3" Mixed Field

''s industry-leading research in High Definition

a

Video Systems. A tube that delivers superior resolu-

tion, registration, and signal-to-noise ratios for the

best picture quality in history.

For a look at the BVP-360. or better. a thorough

evaluation, or
better yet, an all-out shootout. contact vow

Sony Broadcast representative. SONY
Broadcast Products

I Bang.
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Continued from page 54
monitor screen, light generated by the scan-
ning electron beam activates the photo sen-
sor and circuitry, placing a dot on the screen
during the next downward scan of the beam.

The light pen has two drawbacks. The reso-
lution achievable in drawing may be limited.
An aperture in the optical path of the pen
reduces the number of scan lines seen by the
photo -sensitive device. However, the thick-
ness of the glass faceplate of the CRT can
reduce the effectiveness of such an aperture
and drawing accuracy.

The second undesirable feature of light
pens also relates to the monitor. Normally, the
CRT screen is vertically oriented in front of
the operator. To use the pen, the operator
extends an arm to hold the device against the
faceplate. Even for short periods of time, the
resulting fatigue affects operator productivity.
In contrast, to produce quickly drawn illus-
trations of football, basketball or other sports
events, a CRT mounted into the tabletop, with
its screen oriented horizontally, allows the
operator (and perhaps commentator) to
quickly sketch the pattern of play.

As control devices, light pens are effective
for point -and -shoot operations. The program-
mer creates a menu of the possible control
actions on the screen. The system operator
holds the pen against the screen with the
desired action block and presses the control
button to initiate the action. Such systems
must expend extensive memory to provide
the screen displays and to decode beam -pen
coincidence situations for the control activity.

Styli-pens sans ink
The most widely used input device for

paint systems is the graphic pad. Most tablets
are magnetic or resistive in design, although
some use an acoustical approach to locate
the drawing device on the drawing sur-
face. A recent entry into the market is ca-
pacitive in nature.

The magnetic tablets contain a gridwork
of wires beneath the drawing surface (see
Figure 4). Resolution of the pad is determined
by the number of X -Y wires forming the
embedded network. The stylus produces a
magnetic or electric field that is sensed by the
gridwork. The tablet controller microproces-
sor continuously scans the X -Y lines for evi-
dence of a signal. If a signal is found, an
algorithm compares the output of several
consecutive X and Y lines for the strongest
signal response. On screen, the point of cross-
ing for the two lines carrying the greatest sig-
nal becomes the center of the drawing cursor.

The tablet and stylus most closely resem-
ble an artist's brush or pencil. Control
switches in the stylus are provided to plot a
point, initiate a line, set the center of a circle
and so on. Resolutions of 200 points per inch
or more allow a high degree of control and
drawing accuracy.

A pressure sensor integral to the point of
the stylus increases flexibility of the device.
As the artist presses harder against the sur-

face with the pen, the line created on the
screen can be made wider, a color can be
made more intense or a different brush stroke
can be developed.

The resistive touch -pad drawing tablet uses
a sandwich of resistive materials with minus-
cule air gaps. Contact wires connect to the top
and bottom edges of one surface. On the
second layer, the wires connect on the right
and left edges. With no pressure on the pad,
no current flows. When pressure is exerted,
and the surfaces are brought into contact, a
small current flows from the bottom connec-

ENCODER

PLASTIC KNEEL

TABLE SURFACE

Figure 7. Construction of a wheel mouse.

CONTACT POINTS

CONTACT BAR .;

TABLE SURFACE

PRESSURE
F-OLLERS

LEO

pROTOTRANSISTOR

Figure 8. Concepts for opto-mechanical or
mechanical mice. Instead of LED- and photo-

transistor -sensing, contact bars (indicated by
dotted lines) read contact points on the en-
coder wheel.

LEO RECEIVEMS

LED TRANSMITTERS

Figure 9. Conceptual drawing of an LED
touch -screen device.

tion through the bottom layer, through the
point of contact between layers, through the
top layer and back to the driver circuit.

Through the two sets of contact wires two
c,. -rents are produced, which are interpreted
as X and Y coordinates of the point of pres-
sure. In operation, the resistive touch -pad is
quite similar to a joystick, which determines
direction of the handle through pressure -
induced resistive current paths.

The acoustical approach to the tablet and
stylus is less common (see Figure 5). The sty-
lus transmits an omnidirectional, high-

frequency sound signal. Along one side of the
drawing area, two microphones pick up the
sound. Through an algorithm that compares
the strength of the sound, the controlling
microprocessor locates the stylus position
through triangulation.

Although electronic tablets are more com-
mon, the acoustical version offers an advan-
tage over the others. The magnetic or
resistive forms require the presence of the
tablet surface and its buried wire or resistive
material matrix. The acoustical stylus does
not need a specific surface. The microphone
unit on any tabletop allows any area to be
used for drawing.

All stylus types lend themselves to point-

and -shoot menu function selections. One
control button can activate a menu overlay
on the screen. While observing the screen,
the operator moves the cursor into the
preferred area and presses another button for
the menu option. An alternate system dedi-
cates physical areas of the drawing surface to
on -screen menu responses.

The user-friendly mouse
The popularity of the mouse as a drawing

device is understandable because of the cost.
Compared to drawing tables, it is an inexpen-
sive device in any of its forms. Mice may be
constructed along several designs, but all
work on the principle of indicating positions
relative to the previous location. Tablet -stylus
systems produce "absolute" positions.

The strictly optical mouse uses visible red
and invisible infrared LEDs and phototransis-
tors to read the relative position of the unit
with respect to a special gridwork of blue and
black lines on a required mouse pad. See
Figure 6. Blue lines absorb the red light, while
black lines interrupt the infrared beam. Each
break of the light beam represents an incre-
ment of distance. Direction and distance are
determined by counting the number of
breaks and colors.

The design of a mechanical mouse may be
ball -type or 2 -wheel (see Figure 7). In the ball
type, pressure rollers contact the ball at right
angles. Small encoding disks are connected
to the rollers. The encoding is accomplished
by counting a number of points and the direc-
tion of their passing into X and Y directions
and distances.

A 2 -wheel mouse is designed to place the
two pressure rollers in contact with the draw-
ing surface instead of a ball. The two rollers
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Everything that Goes Aroun

From here on in, it's a multi -for -oat world --
and your test signal generators will have to
be able to keep up with all of &ern sooner
or later, from NTSC composite to HDTV.
Why replace one test instrument after
another when MAGNI's 2015 can meet the
requirements of every format, and more,
today? PC -based for flexibility, the'2013
comes with test files covering.six existing
television standards; optional software files
expand your choices with additional sig-
nals, even correct PAL and SECAM. And, if
MAGNI doesn't already have the signals you
need, the Signal Master Software provided
with the 2015 allows you to do it yourself,

  

...Comes Around

modifying existing signals or building them
from scratch through our user-friendly
program.
MAGNI and the 2015 will put you a step
ahead of today's rapidly evolving video
formats. Ask us how!

MAGNI
MAGNI SYSTEMS, INC.
9500 SW Gemini Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005 USA .

(503) 626-8400
(800) 237-5964
FAX (5039 626-6225
TLX 650-2769743MCI
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ANTENNAS, INC.J

For

Excellence
In Antennas

A complete
line of TV and
FM Broadcast
Antennas

Modern 7,000
ft. test range
facilities

Innovative
Engineering
Careful con-
struction

*Two Year
Warranty on
Product and
Workmanship

With over 1500
delivered, we've
helped more
stations
penetrate their
market.

FCC Directionals
Pattern Studies

Multi -Station Arrays
Full Scale Measurement

JAMMU ANTENNAS, Inc.
6939 Power Inn Road

Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383.1177 TELEX 377321

Control panels may involve defined function keys or programmable soft keys.

are oriented at right angles to one another
to represent X and Y directions. Again, the
rollers drive encoder disks to signal activity
to the mouse driver software.

In the opto-mechanical mouse device, the
motion of the ball is translated through pres-
sure rollers to disks that are photo -etched (see
Figure 8). Point -source LEDs on one side of
the disk and phototransistors on the other
produce a series of pulses to signal the driver
of the change in direction and distance from
the last position.

All mice include switches to control func-
tions from the device itself. The mechanical
mice have an advantage in that they can
operate on any surface. However, dirt can be
picked up by the ball, resulting in improper
contact with the pressure rollers. When dirt
becomes too thick, accuracy is affected. In
contrast, the optical mouse does not exhibit
a problem with dirt or any mechanical fail-
ure, but it does require a special mouse pad
for operation.

For those who abhor mice, the trackball
device offers the resolution of the mechani-
cal mouse but requires no surface for opera-
tion. By turning the mouse on its back
(actually a different suspension of the ball also
is necessary), the trackball requires only
enough space for the housing that contains
it. Control buttons, located around the ball,
activate special functions.

Trackballs offer the advantage of integra-
tion into a control surface, similar to a joystick,
so that they are not lost amid a jumble of
scripts, paper sketches, schedules and other
debris on the control surface.

Like the pen -based units, the mouse -type
devices may be used to pick menu functions
shown on the screen. Software senses the
location of the cursor within a menu box,
while a click of a control button signals the
computer to select the function represented
by the outlined screen area.

Getting in touch
The last of the non -keyboard input devices,

the touch screen, is most effective as a func-
tion controller rather than an art develop-

ment device. (See Figure 9.) Two approaches
to touch screens are found. One method
places a series of LEDs along one side and
the top of the CRT screen. A series of photo -
sensors is along the opposite edges. The grid
of light beams is broken as the operator
touches the surface of the CRT.

The resolution of an LED -based touch
screen usually is somewhat limited. Typically,
not more than about 32 points across the
screen in either direction are individually
addressed. The method is effective for menu
selections to control equipment in editing, but
as with light pens, extended pointing causes
operator fatigue unless the screen is oriented
in a horizontal plane.

A transparent, pressure -sensitive layer,
similar to that of the resistive drawing tablet,
can be placed over the display CRT faceplate.
Through sensing of resistance variations, the
point of contact is determined, and the driver
circuitry takes predetermined action.

Operator fatigue has been mentioned as a
disadvantage of this type of control. Another
is a matter of dirt and body oils from the oper-
ator's fingers. Critiques of touch -screen sys-
tems often suggest that a bottle of glass
cleaner or a solution formulated for the resis-
tive material is kept at the work station, along
with a supply of towels.

Personal preferences
If the need for control of your computer -

based system is not necessarily one of high
resolution, obviously any of the devices dis-
cussed enable point -and -shoot functions with
appropriate driver software. When increased
resolution is needed, the tablet/stylus
systems or mice are more satisfactory.
The choice of system is open to operator
preference.

Beyond the advantages and disadvantages
noted for each of the devices, one caveat
should be mentioned. Any specific device
requires a way to interface to the primary
computer in the system. Before you specify
a particular brand and model, make sure that
the correct driver software is available for the
computer you intend to use. I :I:WI
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Solid as
a Sony

Sony videotape has a
rock -solid reputation as the
toughest you can buy.

One word sums up everything we tried
to achieve with Vl-K videotape: duraHlity.

From its cross -linked binder system
to its adhesive base film, it was
perfected for the real world
of constant jogging, still
frame editing, shuttling...
and deadlines.

And its ultrafine
Vivax' magnetic particle
formulation was made to
deliver astonishing picture
quality, higher stability
and optimum S/N ratio
with the lowest headwear
rate of any major one -inch
videotape.

SON,.

MN

SONY

What we did for V1 -K benefitted BCT
Betacarr.® too, resulting in trouble -free still
frame editing, totally reliable repeated
playback and worry -free long-term storage.

And new Sony BRS and XBR U-matic®
cassettes have all of the above plus the new
Sony Carbonmirror" back coating, as well
as Sony's anti -static shell, which we intro-

duced in BCT Betacam. They deliver
a new level of durability runability
and especially fewer dropouts.

So, after all, Sony professional
videotape is just like any other
Sony: standard -setting video
and audio with a "solid as a
rock" reputation. That's why

it's the only videotape
you car, treat like a Sony.

%BR

SONY
THE JNE AND ONLY,
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HDTV: where it is,
where it's going
By Jerry Whitaker,
editorial director

In the world of high -definition television,
you can't tell the players without a scorecard.

The economic, political and technical
implications of HDTV have caused a frenzy
of activity in post -production and broadcast
circles, both in the United States and
abroad. To paraphrase Winston Churchill,
never have so many talked about so much
for so long.

There seem to be increasing numbers of
technical and business managers in the
world of professional video who have come
to believe that high -definition television is
real and here to stay. Some have been moti-
vated to analyze the potential for HDTV by
the promise of new opportunities. Many
more have been motivated by fear. HDTV
represents a significant long-term threat to
over -the -air television, and the only way
broadcasters can protect their investments
for tomorrow is by becoming involved in
HDTV planning today.

HDTV scorecard
Within the past six months there has

been no lack of activity in the area of high -
definition television. In fact, the speed with
which the technology is moving is almost
frightening. To bring you up to date on
where HDTV work stands now, here's a
thumbnail sketch of what's new:
 A blue-ribbon committee of industry
representatives has been established under
the auspices of the FCC to discuss where
HDTV fits into terrestrial broadcasting. At

the opening session of the Committee on
Advanced Television Systems, FCC chair-
man Dennis Patrick characterized HDTV as
something that will "dramatically alter the
face of television:'

The membership of the blue-ribbon
panel reads like the "who's who" of broad-
casting. The committee includes Laurence
Tisch, head of CBS, Thomas Murphy, chair-
man of Capital Cities/ABC, and Robert
Wright, president and chief executive
officer of NBC.

On the technical side, Joseph Flaherty,
vice president and general manager of CBS
Engineering and Development, is heading
up the major subcommittee charged with
examining the various approaches to
production and transmission of HDTV
signals. Six working groups have been
formed to provide input to Flaherty's
subcommittee.
 The NAB has embarked on an ambitious
effort, along with other industry leaders, to
develop and implement an HDTV terres-
trial broadcast service for the United States
within the next five years. The association
has established an HDTV project office,
which will be a part of the new NAB Tech-
nology Center, to conduct and coordinate
much of the industry's work in developing
a broadcast HDTV system.
 The NAB, PBS and the Advanced Televi-
sion Systems Committee (ATSC) have con -

LINES MAKING UP PICTURE
ASPECT RATIO (PICTURE HEIGHT WIDTH)
MONOCHROME (B&W) BANDWIDTH
COLOR BANDWIDTH

HDTV NTSC

1,125
16:9

30MHz
30MHz

525
12:9

4.2MHz
1.5MHz

Table I. A comparison of HDTV and NTSC specifications.

ducted over -the -air tests of HDTV encoding
systems incorporating simultaneous use of
VHF and UHF TV bands. A second phase
of the project involves spectrum field tests
comparing UHF and SHF (12GHz) bands for
suitability for terrestrial broadcasting of
HDTV. CBS will participate in those tests.

NCTA is conducting similar tests of cable
transmission characteristics affecting
HDTV signals.
 The Japan Broadcasting Corporation
(NHK) has announced plans to begin HDTV
service in 1990 to Japan by direct broadcast
satellite using the MUSE transmission sys-
tem. Consumer receivers designed to
decode the signals are now being devel-
oped, along with VCRs and disk players.
 Battle lines are being drawn at the FCC
for an expected fight over spectrum. As
many broadcast industry leaders see it, the
critical issue in the HDTV question is the
availability of spectrum. The NAB and
others have petitioned the FCC to delay pro-
posed re -allocation of UHF spectrum to the
land -mobile industry. Broadcasters want
the UHF TV spectrum in question reserved
for transmission of future HDTV signals.
 Researchers are working with great
speed to see who can develop the best "nar-
rowband" HDTV system. This work has
brought a new twist, that of "degrees" of
high definition. The HDTV signal in its pure
form is shown in Table 1. You will notice,
however, that the bandwidth of 30MHz is
far beyond anything that can be reasona-
bly transmitted. Enter the HDTV encoder/
converter players.
1. MUSE, probably the best-known system

and the one with a number of on -air trials
under its belt. It is considered, by and
large, transparent to high -definition
video. The only problem is it was
designed for FM satellite broadcast and
requires a bandwidth of 9MHz. Sure,
that's better than 30MHz, but still too
wide to be transmitted by conventional
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Like -he proud, serene monuments of another age., Neve stands
alone as manufacturers of the most enduring. reliable broad-
cast recording consoles in the ind.rstry. It takes the same kind
of ingenuity, vision and advanced technology to be the architects
of a line of products that range from 8 input stereo remote con-
soles to 96 input, 48 bus production consoles. standard and
custom designed. And all with the same pristine performance.

Unique Formant Spectrum Equalization and comprehensive
Dynamics, together with the acclaimed sound of Neve. produces
the facilities and benefits for the finest broa.lcast consoles
around the world.

Neve . . . Wonder of the World of Sound

- Rupert New Inc.
A Siemens Company -

RUPERT NEVE INC., BERKS9IRE INDUSTRIAL PARK, BETHEL, CONNECTICUT 06801, U.SA.`"\um1. -
TELEPHONE: (203) 144-6230. TELEX: 96 9683. ,ACSIMILE: (203) 792-7863.

NY: TEL. (212) 956-6464  CA: TEL. (213) 844.8124 FACSIMILE: (213) 814-1406  TN: TEL. (615) 385-2727 TELEX: 78 6569
NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, MELBOUR11, ROYSTON, HERTF SG8 6A111, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE: ROYSTON (0763) 6077b. TELEX: 81381. CABLES: NEVE CAMBRIDGE. FACSIMILE: (0763) 61886
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terrestrial television. A converter is
required to display the MUSE signal on
an NTSC receiver.

2. Narrow -MUSE and its sisters, MUSE -6
and MUSE 6+3, are HDTV encoding sys-
tems that permit high -definition signals

to be transmitted within the bandwidth
restrictions of a 6MHz TV channel. There
is, predictably, a reduction in picture
quality over standard MUSE.

Narrow -MUSE also requires a con-
verter to operate on a standard receiver,

TAKE IT ON THE ROAD.
SEE WHAT IT WILL DO.

Shok-Stop- cases are tough.
Hit the road with them once, and
you'll know exactly what we're
talking about

Built like no other, Shok-Stop
cases can take a beating that
would turn other cases into so
much scrap metal and sawdust
The Shok-Stop's rugged high
density polyethylene shell, with
its unique ribbed design, absorbs
virtually all impact shock The little
remaining vibration reaching the
interior is instantly overcome by the
high density custom fitted foam.
And, your very valuable extremely
sensitive broadcast equipment is
left totally unharmed

Shok-Stop cases are water tight,
scuff resistant and are the only field
repairable cases on the market
today. They can be ordered with
optional EMI/RFI shielding and
pressure release valves.

So, the next time you hit the road
for one of those knock -down drag-

out sessions, remember to pack it
all in the toughest transit cases
made.
The Shok-
Stop from
Thermo -
dyne,

THERMOINTERNATIONAL LTD

20850 Alameda St, Long Beach, CA 90810 (213) 603-1976
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although the two are reported to be
"compatible:'

3. Advanced Compatible Television
(ACTV), an encoding scheme developed
by the David Sarnoff Research Center for
NBC. The system uses time -compression
and expansion -processing techniques to
transmit four signal components in a sin-
gle 6MHz channel. Special ACTV
receivers would decode the enhanced -
definition signals, while standard (NTSC)
receivers would display a normal picture.

4. The Glenn system, developed by Dr.
William Glenn of the New York Institute
of Technology and shown at the NAB
convention in Dallas last year in a closed-
circuit demonstration. The concept
involves supplementing a TV station's
6MHz on -air signal with a 3MHz aug-
mentation channel from the UHF band.
The extra signal would contain addi-
tional picture detail that, when recom-
bined at the receiver, would produce an
HDTV signal.

5. High -definition NTSC is another 2 -

channel approach proposed by North
American Philips. Like the Glenn sys-
tem, this scheme relies on a separate
transmission channel for picture details
that will yield an enhanced -definition
image with a wide aspect ratio when
decoded on a special receiver.

6. HDMAC-60, another Philips develop-
ment for high -definition multiplexed
analog component (MAC) television with
a 60Hz field rate. HDMAC-60 is intended
as a way of transmitting via satellite the
same amount of information as the
Philips high -definition NTSC system.

7. The Del Ray system, a 1 -channel solution
under development by Richard Iredale
of the Del Ray Group (Marina Del Ray,
CA). At this point, the project basically
exists only in software, but lredale is con-
fident that the hardware can be built to
send "true HDTV" within a 6MHz
channel.

So, there is no shortage of activity on the
HDTV question. And there also is no short-
age of disagreement over which way to pro-
ceed on high definition.

View from the top
To gain a perspective on how the broad-

cast industry may be moving on HDTV, I
talked with the engineering chiefs of the
three major networks. Their views carry a
lot of weight with TV stations, manufac-
turers and the FCC. As you will see, the
three are far from a consensus on where we
go from here.

Continued on page 73



IF YOU EXPECT A LOT FROM YOUR
VIDEO EQUIPMENT...



GET THE VIDEO EQUIPMENT
YOU CAN EXPECT A LOT FROM.
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CHOOSING THE BEST
Whether your particular interest is in net-

work TV, production, ENG, corporate train-
ing or educational broadcasting, you can select
from amongst the finest video cameras
without turning the page.
Presenting the full line of
Ikegami video cameras,
the ideal
answers to
your particu-
lar need.

For
budget
minded users, our new CCD-770
chip, priced around $6000 is a significant im-
provement over conventional CCD cameras
due to the latest in MOS image -sensor tech-
nology which virbially eliminates smear and
panning distortion. An electronic shutter cap-
tures motion within a fraction of a second and a
highlight compression circuit, lets you shoot
scenes of wide contrast range.

Broadcasters who want great perfor-
mance and value will find the HL -379A, 3 -chip

camera, delivers outstanding picture quality
with 650 lines resolution and-60dB S/N, yet
is priced within easy reach. The HL -379A is
compatible with either a Beta or MII on -board
VCR and features low power consumption,
dynamic detail correction, white shading
correction, auto highlight compression, knee

aperture correction, SMIYFE color bar and
more including several digitally -controlled
remote functions.

Want a terrific low cost 3 -tube camera:
Our new ITC -735 (with a 4 -camera

CCU ideal for teleconferencing), is
another product destined to earn
its place of distinction with budget
conscious professionals who de-
mand a high performance ENG/

EFP camera. Saticon® IV tubes anc
newly designed low -noise pre-

amplifiers offer excellent
picture quality,
while a high
speed f/1.4
prism pro-

duces quality color
reproduction, high sensiti-
vity and excellent resolution. Other features
include a 2H detail corrector, several automat-
ic functions and a compact, lightweight design.

For the very finest one-piece ENG cam-
era, priced around $30, 000, the Ikegami
HL -95B tube
camera/
recorder
ENG sys-

tern is the camera of
choice. Operational in both Beta and MII for-
mats, the HL -95B maintains total flexibility
without compromising strictest standards of



VIDEO CAMERA HAS
performance, sensitivity, resolution and
registration. With proven registration
stability (without adjustment
over many weeks); excellent
shoulder balance; su-
perb low light level
sensitivity;
better
S/N for
low
light
levels;
the HL-

95B is today's best performance/price
quality camera.

Ikegami's HL -79E with component out-
put for Beta or MII stand-alone VCRs is not
only a great broadcast ENG camera, but a
camera whose legendary performance and
capabilities have been embraced by over
10,000 users worldwide. The HL -79E fea-
tures Dynamic Detail Correction, Chroma
Aperture Correction, Highlight Aperture
Correction and Auto Contrast Compres-
sion. Plus the legendary HL -79E offers
superior contrast range, S/N ratio, registra-
tion accuracy, resolution and more.

The newest addition to the HL -79
series is a direct dockable version
of the HL -79 with deck, the cam-
era for all reasons. Totally flexi-
ble, the camera
can be used as
a stand-
alone,
one-piece
with on-
board VCR
(Beta or MII), or
a remote using
multicore or triax.
It is versatility at its

best. Features include selectable gain,
SMPTE color bar generator; high S/N
ratio, and much more.

If you're a corporate or industrial user,
or a local TV or cable operator, you'll be
very impressed with the "no-nonsense"
performance of the SC -500 studio camera.
With 2/3" tubes, the camera offers superb
clarity and color fidelity. All this in an ecq-
nomical camera that is easy to operate and
proven to maintain its reliability and per-

ormance quality under the most demand-
ing conditions. The SC -500 features
Deflection Distortion Correction,

Highlight Compression, Dynamic Focus
and more.

The HK -322 with 1" or 1Y4" tubes re-
mains the ultimate production camera in
the industry, with specialized functions not

found on any other camera.
These include 6 vector color
corrector, scan reversal with

memory, negative video, hori-
zontal aperture correction,

scene files with extensive memories,
dream effect and much more. For com-

plete flexibility, the hand-held HL-79EP is



JR MONITOR LINE
ED YOUR CHOICE.

the 9 -Series and 10 -Series continue to enjoy
enormous popularity.

The 9 -Series Broadcast Color
Monitors incorporate In -line Gun tech-
nology, High Resolution Shadow Mask
CRTs and American Standard Matched
Phosphors. In a word, the 9 -Series pro-
vides superb resolution (700 TV Lines),
excellent stability, easy maintenance
and low power consumption. Standard
features include pulse cross; keyed
back porch clamp video amplifier; pre-
set contrast, hue, chroma, and brightness
controls; on -demand degaussing; aperture
correction; remote control capability and
more. A 14", 20" and a 10" portable model
is available.

The 10 -Series Broadcast Color
Monitors feature a high resolution (800
TV Lines) Delta Gun CRT, specifically de-
veloped for image quality, with nine -sector
convergence controls and Feedback Sys-
tem (BFS) that detects and greatly reduces
brightness changes due to current deviation
in CRT emission. Available in 14" and 20"
models, the 10 -Series is remarkable for its
picture quality. And this quality is equally
evident in our 3H -Series Monochrome
Monitors.

The 311 -Series of Professional Mono-
chrome Monitors provides the high per-
formance necessary for technical evalua-

tions. 9 -inch configurations are available as:
bare chassis, cabinet with handle; and for
19 -inch rack mounting in an 83/4 -inch height
for single, single with WFM, single with
Vectorscope space, and dual unit uses. 14-

inch configura-
tions are for
cabinet use or
for 19 -inch
rack mounting
in a 10Y2 -inch
height.

Our
monochrome
monitor, the

PM 9-5, is a low cost product that combines
high reliability and superior picture quality.
Features include: dual video inputs, pulse
cross, keyed back porch clamp amplifier,
and tally light. It's available for various rack -
mount configurations.

Ikegami monitors fullfill your most
demanding expectations, while narrowing
your choice for the very best. For further
information, call your Regional Ikegami
Office.

Sliding panels are featured on all color monitors.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 869-2363 Midwest: (312) 834-9774 Hawaii: (808) 946-5955



BY EXPANDING 01
WE'VE NARROW

Whether you're choosing a monitor for its
technological advantage, unique features or
low price, you can own the monitor of choice:
an Ikegami.

Now Ikegami has expanded its
monitor line to include a state-of-the-art

Auto Setup
Color
Monitor.

Ikegami
monitors
are avail-
able in

3 -Series
Monochrome,

5 -Series Low Cost
Monochrome, 9 -Series

Color (In -line Gun), 10 -Series Color (Delta
Gun), 15 -Series Color (Auto Setup) and 16-
Series Color (Low Cost Professional) Mod-
els. What distinguishes Ikegami monitors
from others is a commitment to research
and development, and continued market
analysis to meet the broadcasters' needs.
The results speak for themselves. Today,
Ikegami is proud of its reputation not only
for the finest cameras, but the finest
monitors. It's a reputation that we strive
to maintain.

Consider the latest advancement in
monitor technology: Auto Setup. Originally
pioneered for Ikegami cameras and now
available in the Ikegami 15 -Series Broad-
cast Color Monitors.

With an optional Auto Setup Probe,

ASP -15 Auto Setup Probe

TM 20-15RH Auto Setup Monitor with Probe.

the 15 -Series is menu driven with data
shown on the CRT. An optional Remocon
Box provides for remote control operation.
The CRT features a Fine Dot Pitch Shadow
Mask for superior resolution, an In -line
Self Converging Electron Gun, Controlled
Phosphors and a Black Matrix. The 15 -Series
is available in 14" and 20" and uses a Digital
Control System (DCS) to simplify monitor
set up. When using the Auto Setup Probe,
the following functions can be automatically
set, at a reference level, and stored in less
than 50 seconds: contrast, brightness,
chrome, hue, RGB background and GB
gain. Auto Setup is another Ikegami
breakthrough.

The
Ikegami
16 -Series
Low Cost
Monitors
feature an In -
line Self Con-
verging Elec-
tron Gun, a
Black Matrix
CRT, a Comb
Filter/Trap, and front panel selectable AB
Video and RGB video outputs. Specifically
designed for a wide range of production
and broadcast applications, the 16 -Series
is available in 14" and 20" at surprisingly
low costs, making the series extremely
competitive. The introduction of the
15 -Series and 16 -Series monitor comes as



NEVER BEEN EASIER.

available as the companion camera.
For field/studio operation, the

HK -323 with 1" or 2/3" tubes, recently
introduced by Ikegami, have quickly
gained acceptance with the net-
works as the market leaders in this
segment of fully automatic micro -proc-

essor controlled, lighter weight broad-
cast cameras. The HK -323 is available with
the optional hand-held companion, the
HK -323P, which operates off the same base
station. Featuring a built-in micro-processor
for various software based control functions
and fully automatic setup, the HK -323P of-
fers high performance prism op-
tics, auto -knee circuitry to
handle
high con-
trast, and
scene files
with ex-
tensive mem-
ory for the sharpest picture
quality regardless of scene color
content or special color lighting.
This, plus selectable gamma

values; 0.45, 0.4, 0.35, two motorized
servo filter wheels each with four positions
and a back-up memory system for total
system flexibility. The HK -323P is now
available with dockable Beta and MIR
VCRs.

What distinguishes Ikegami cameras
from the competition, aside from its full
line, is its total commitment to design and
manufacture the very best cameras possi-
ble. It's what makes an Ikegami camera the
absolute leader in its class.
For further information contactyour Re-
gional Ikegami Office.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood,
NJ 07607 East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast:

1213) 534-0050 Southeast: (8131884-2046 Southwest: (214)
869-2363 Midwest: 1312) 834-9774 Hawaii: (8081946-5955

See us at NAB Booth #2320

Saticon® is a registered trademark of Hitachi Denshi



Continued from page 64

Julius Barnathan, President,
Broadcast Operations and Engineering, ABC

Q: Does HDTV have any viability in
over -the -air television?
A: Does it have any viability anywhere is
what I'm trying to figure out. You know, I'm
a marketing man. And I am from Missouri,
I must admit, because I believe in asking not
what I think is needed, but what does the
consumer think is needed? That consumer
sees two ends of the problem. One end is
the receiving end, and one end is the
manufacturing end.

I don't see anyone in Hollywood busting
the doors down saying, I've got to change
from 35mm film. I haven't had one person
come out. They all talk about it, but I
haven't seen anybody saying they've got to
have something different. So, there is the
one customer.

The other customer is the people at
home, who are lucky when they get a sig-
nal that doesn't have a ghost in it.

Now, they're out to have a production
standard, and that's fine. But I say, why do
you need a production standard until you
determine how you're going to transmit
HDTV? Now, how much bandwidth is it
going to use in transmission? They say, well,
about 9MHz. I ask where do we get the
9MHz from?

Then, I turn around and say, this is won-
derful. Let's assume we do get 9. Assume
we get the 6 we have now and 3 more from
the commission. Or, we get 6 that we have
now, and 6 more from the commission (the
AM -FM approach). We operate them both,
and then some day we switch over to the
other, or we always have the one and one-
half system.

Now, remember, more than 50% of us are
now on cable. And the cable companies
don't understand it, but should know it, that
more than 50% of their audience is from
the networks. So, we are intimately tied
together.

So, now here we are three years from
today. By that time maybe we're up to 65%
cable penetration. We're now transmitting
9MHz. What do we tell the cable com-
panies? All the broadcasters on the air get
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9MHz, move everybody out. Is that what's
going to happen? The cable guys will say,
wait a minute, I'll take your old signal.

These are the kinds of problems that
nobody faces when they talk about high -
definition standards and such. The difficul-
ties of doing it aside, even if you could do
it, how do you broadcast it? This is one of
the concerns I have.

This may happen. We may be able to do
it over the air. We may find that fiber optics
will allow us to do all of this. I don't know
the answer to that.

I think the so-called 1125/60 production
standard is premature. And regardless,
whatever is used for transmission has to be
compatible with 525, at 525 quality. Now,
that's basic. So, when they talk about MUSE,
MUSE is no good for us because it isn't
compatible.

And what do we do? Go to Congress and
show them 9MHz? It's ludicrous. Who
cares? What can you do with it?

It's like going to shop for a car. I'll take you

to the dealer and show you a Rolls Royce.
It's a wonderful car, go buy it.

"How much is it?"
"$100,000:'
"How much?"
"$100,000:'

I think the so-called
1125/60 production

standard is premature.
And regardless, whatever
is used For transmission

has to be compatible with
525, at 525 quality.

"I don't have $100,000. How about
$10,000?"

Now that's the problem.
You know, I'm in a losing position here.

Comprehensive Audio

el tno ogram in able
Audio Measurement System is quite
simply the most flexible and compre-
hensive audio analyzer you can own.
Its broad range of features, high
performance and expandable modular
system architecture ensure that your
5500 will meet all of your audio
measurement needs today - and tomorrow.

MOB  
107-,   
.  

The 5500 measures absolute and relative signal level over a 160dB range in Volts, dBV. dBm
or Watts. Harmonic and IM distortion measurements to IHF, DIN, SMPTE, CCIF and other
standards to below 0.001% are fast and automatic. And noise measurements can be unweigh-
tee], weighted, band limited or narrow band using true rms. average or quasi -peak detectors.

Stereo balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs allow interface to virtually any consumer,
professional, broadcast or industrial device. And total computer
control is possible using the IEEE -488 and RS -232 ports.
The friendly front panel and ten user -definable non-volatile
setups make the 5500 at home in the R & D lab, the service
bench or the production test environment.

Our detailed brochure gives the whole story - ask for one today.

Amber also makes one of the most popular portable high
performance audio measurement systems - the 3501. Half the
weight and size of comparable instruments, the 3501 has one of
the best reliability records in the industry.

amber
Amber Electro Design Inc.
4810 Jeon Talon West
Montreal Canada H4P 2N5
Telephone (514) 7354105
Telex 05-827598
US Toll free 800-361 3697

I say this and people say, he's against
progress. That's it.

I think inventions should come from a
real need. The Japanese found saturation
of the current 525 system and said, we need
a new market. But I say why create a new
market? It's not a new market. It's not a
change from black -and -white to color.

If you say, why don't we change the
aspect ratio, well, we might consider that.
But let's find out what the viewer wants.
And how many people are going to be able
to afford and put into a house a television
set that's going to be 41/2 -feet diagonal?
That's a tremendous -sized screen.

Q: Is DBS a long-term threat to
networks?
A: No, not to networks. To stations, yes. The
network could turn around and go right
on it.

DBS is just like anything else in this world.
You can talk technology, but technology is
not the thing. Software, product, is the rea-

BJM ELECTRONICS

A Great Supplier to a
Great Industry

Distributor of:

 Adapters
AudioNideo

 Cables
AudioNideo

 Connectors

 FusesLamps

outlet
c

AudioNideoMultiplecMautbile

strips

to W

BPA is dedicated
to the Paid

O items

that surround
out ever expan

industry.

We invite
you to call tot out tee catalog.

 Shrink tubing

 Tesequipment Tools
 UL approved

cable ties
Vireo
Replacement
head

 Wire teflon

1-800-DIAL-BJM
2008 Victory Blvd.

Staten Island, N.Y. 10314

OUTSIDE N.Y: (718) 442-0223
FAX: 718-442-1451
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Our bold new technology has
created a shotgun 55% lighter,
55% hotter, and 28% shorter,
yet with 100% of the
sound you need!

ese two new Audio-Technica
studio condenser microphones
represent a small revolution in
shotgun design...inside and out.
Meet the Model AT4071 (just
151/2" long) and the AT4073
(a mere 9"). They may look like
other shotguns (although some-
what shorter than most), but the
resemblance stops as soon as
you plug them in.

New Coaxial Tube Design
First, both 40 -Series microphones
perform far "longer" than their actual
size. In effect, the ingenious coaxial
interference tubes perform as though
the microphones were half again as
long. Our unique tube design goes far
beyond the normal phase cancella-
tion that occurs in a simple resist-
ance -damped tube. There is actually
a tube -within -a -tube, creating a sepa-
rate, acoustically longer path for the
lowest frequencies. Low frequency
directivity (normally a simple function
of tube length) is maintained, yet the
microphone size is reduced to a far
more practical length.

The Result:
Far More Versatile

This shorter length for a given accep-
tance angle is a practical benefit in
the studio and the field. It's easier to
avoid shadows and to stay well out of
the frame. Cancellation from the back

Model 4073
Line + Gradient Condenser Micophone

is also impressive, making exact mike
placement less critical. And their very
light weight (far less than the others)
will be appreciated by every user.
As a bonus, the nested internal cc n-
struction makes the 40 -Series shot-
guns Lnusually resistant to accidental
damage.

Clean Transformerless
Output

Listen carefully to the 40 -Series
sound The transformerless output
insures fast, distortion -free response
to transients. You'll hear crisp, natJral
dynamics over an extended fre-
quency range, even under high SPL
conditions. Output is extremely high,
making the 40 -Series hotter than any
other shotgun available. A built-in
high-pass filter is included, of course.

Quiet in Every Way
The low noise of these new micro-
phones is impressive. Self -noise is
almost immeasurable at about 12dB
for the AT4071, and just 14dB for the
shorter AT4073. Equally important,
the rejection of wind and handling
noise is outstanding. Coupled with
excellent sensitivity, the 40 -Series
design allows you to take full advan-

*Model AT4071 compared with Sennheiser MKH816P48-U. For complete shotgun comparison, call or write.

tage of the finest digital and analog
studio electronics.

Compatible and
Competitively Priced

Finally, boti can be powered from
any 12-48\, phantom power supply.
They come complete with foam wind-
screen, stand clamp, and case. Yet,
with all their advances and perform-
ance super iorities, the new A -T
40 -Series microphones are priced
competitively with the best known
shotguns.

The significant performance
advances of these new 40 -Series
microphones demand a trial in your
most difficult environment. Heft them.
Hear them. Compare them in every
way. This bold new technology has
raised the standards for shotgun
performance!

aucho-technica.
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Film: still alive and well
What does the film industry think about

HMV? Well, it depends on who you talk
to. Program producers are thrilled at the
prospects of reducing production costs and
cutting production time, but they also are
concerned about the drawbacks, real and
perceived, of high -definition video.

By and large, program producers never
buy anything unless they absolutely must.
Hollywood loves to rent. And in the film
business, you can rent just about anything
you want, except high -definition video
equipment. The first drawback of HDTV
is the initial capital outlay of equipment.

The second is the lack of portability, com-
pared to a 35mm film camera. TV cameras,
no matter how advanced, require an umbil-
ical cord to a camera control unit, con-
nected to at minimum, a monitor and video
recorder.

The third drawback is the editing equip-
ment needed to transform "dailies" shot on
video into a finished program for delivery
to the networks or syndication. Video edit-
ing systems and their associated HDTV
VTRs and switcher are expensive and
require a level of technical training that
many film editors do not have.

On the plus side, videotape is cheaper
than 35mm film and is reusable. Special
effects and titles are much easier and faster
to produce and modify using video tech-
niques, rather than film. Plus, the finished
program is in a video format that is easier
to convert to a broadcast format (NISC or
something else), with fewer artifacts, than
24fps film.

Coleman on HDTV
Still, nagging questions remain. One

involves the actual quality of HDTV, as com-
pared to 35mm film. One person to speak
out on this question is Leonard Coleman,
a vice president at Kodak and former
SMFTE president. Coleman, in an interview
released to the trade press at the fall SMPTE
convention in Los Angeles, urged caution
with regard to high -definition video produc-
tion. (It must be noted that Kodak is, of
course, a major supplier of film.) He said that
HDTV pictures are not as good as 35mm
film and are not likely to reach parity until
significant advances are made in CCD
imaging technology. Coleman placed the
time frame for such work at about 10 years

"Our scientists believe it would require a
CCD solid-state array with a potential for
capturing 54 million bits of information per
frame 30 times a second. That's about 25
times more information -packing capability
than today's 500x720 pixel sensors provide.
We are at least 10 years away from being
able to deliver that technology on an afford-
able basis."

Coleman said that it is certainly possible
to develop such a device, if someone wants
to pay for the research to do it. In the mean-
time, he said, film technology also will be
moving forward.

. . Tremendous advances (have been
made) in film technology. Now people are
shooting with . . . high-speed film which . . .

provides the cinematographer with good
exposure latitude and has greatly reduced

the amount of light and air-conditioning
needed on a typical set. At the same time,
the cinematographer has more depth of
field, and there is more room to maneuver
and do subtle lighting for artistic effect.

'The result is that film shows shot on
sound stages now tend to have a location
look and the overall texture of the film
which tells viewers that this story is a fan-
tasy. At the same time, advances in film -to -
video transfer technology have just about
eliminated the financial edge that video
producers had:'

But how much improvement can still be
made in film technology? Coleman said it
is impossible to predict, but that film tech-
nology has a lot of life left in it.

"Today, some 84% of the prime -time
evening shows on the CBS, NBC and ABC
television networks are produced on film.
The fact is you can upgrade film technol-
ogy by simply inventing a new emulsion
and loading it into an existing camera.
When you invent new technology for video,
you generally have to throw away the old
system. The result is that film technology
usually advances at a more rapid pace:'

In Coleman's view, the issue of cost sav-
ings attributed to HDTV production
methods is subject to some debate.

"The comparisons I have seen make
some assumptions which aren't necessar-
ily realistic. For example, most of the film
produced for television today is transferred
directly from negative to tape for post -
production. I assume that the same would
also be true in an HDTV environment. In
that case, cost comparisons therefore come
down to comparing the price of renting film
cameras and paying for the film, process-
ing and the film -to -video transfer, to costs
for amortizing and maintaining an HDTV
system and buying tape:'

Cost savings in crew expenses and reduc-
tions in production shooting time have been
suggested as benefits of HDTV work.
However, Coleman isn't convinced.

"Some proponents of HDTV believe you
can work with a smaller crew and produce
TV programs faster. In fact, you do have an
operator, an assistant and a crab dolly grip
on each film camera, while in video one
person does all of these jobs However, that's
inherent to the cultures of shooting film and
tape, rather than to the technologies And
you can generally see the differences in
production values Also, video tends to have
more people behind the scenes . . .1 don't
see how HUN could cost less than a con-
ventional video production. It is almost cer-
tain to cost more:'

Still, Coleman said he has hopes for the
1,125 -line, 60Hz HDTV system. He
describes it as promising.

"I wouldn't be at all disappointed to see
a VCR that makes it possible to view videos
on HDTV. That would allow the audience
to see films more like they were made to
be seen. I don't think some broadcasters are
all that happy about this prospect. However,
there is no quick fix. . . . Before we get on
the bandwagon for NHK's HDTV system,
let's see what path it is taking, and where
it is headed:'

son anything is going to succeed.
If you took the Super Bowl and all of the

major events that Ted Turner talks about
trying to secure, and said the only way you
could get them now is high -definition tele-
vision, there would be screams, but there
would also be mad rushes to get HDTV sets.
Product is what does it. There's no question
about it.

Having worked at ABC for 35 years, I can
say that the only thing that got ABC out of
the doldrums and got it viewed was
programming.

I'll tell you what. I'll play in 525 the World

You can talk technology,
but technology is not the
thing. Software, product,
is the reason anything

is going to succeed.

Series and let somebody else run some-
thing different in high -definition television,
side by side. I guarantee you! know which
one I'm going to get, and who's going to
watch what.

Q: What about the ATSC efforts to
preserve additional spectrum?
A: It's a chicken -and -egg situation. If you
are going to provide for this kind of tech-
nology, which at this moment says 9MHz,
you've got to say, wait a minute! If we need
9 to broadcast it, then cable needs 9 to relay
it. But, at the same time, if it's going to be
9, it's got to be compatible, and until you

We're always talking
about HDTV in the lab.
I haven't seen HDTV in

a reality situation.

make those determinations you must
reserve the frequency, because there's no
other way to do it that means anything. I
think 12GHz is a dream.

There are still a lot of unanswered ques-
tions. Like, can you send a UHF and VHF
signal together? Can you create a receiver
that will reliably decode it?

Were always talking about HDTV in the
lab. I haven't seen HDTV in a reality
situation.
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See us at NAB Booth #3556

THE CHIYRON 4200
WITH MOTION

The character generator
that moves you.
We know that you're a
perfectionist. In this business,
you have to be. Because your
clients will never settle for
less than your best.

That's why today you need
the Chyron 4200 with Motion,
a superb character generator
with the crisp, clean character
look that has made a
generation of Chyron IV's the
most popular system in
history combined with
animation, 3D and built-in
digrtai effects with motion. All
standard. Upgradable.
Expandable. Options that set
the industry standard. All
Chyron.

The Chyror 4200 with
Motion Some might think
about working with less. But
that thought would never
move you.

Call us. (516) 845-2020.

Chyron 4200
with 111MOTION
A product of The Chyron Group

Copyight 198E Chyron Corporation
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Joseph Flaherty, Vice President and General Manager,
Engineering and Development, CBS

Q: Where does high -definition tele-
vision fit into the network picture?
A: When we began our studies of HDTV,
the first priority was to reduce prime -time
production costs by moving from 35mm
film to videotape. I think it is important to
realize that we have always recorded, as
have the other networks, virtually all of our
prime -time programs in high definition for
the past 30 years. It's called 35mm film. It
doesn't have the best motion portrayal (the
wagon wheels go backward), but it is high
definition.

That wasn't just a casual decision. The
decision was taken by producers because
the residual value of the program is so
important, and the cost of production is so
high. Today, the cost of producing a prime -
time program is more than a million dollars
an hour (per episode). So, as we move from
film to videotape, we need some system
that is equivalent to 35mm quality to main-
tain the residual value. That is how we
began our investigation of high definition.
We saw it as an important production tool.

We are already beginning to see commer-
cials being produced in high definition.
That is an important milestone.

The next critical step is delivering HDTV
to consumers. Now, while that is important
and is certainly the direction for the future,
just remember that in the 30 or so years we
have been producing programming in high -
definition 35mm film, we have never deliv-
ered one frame of it to the consumer. Peo-
ple tend to overlook that. We don't have to
begin broadcasting high definition tomor-
row. We do, however, have to begin making
programs with it pretty soon.

The way the industry moves on HDTV
transmission will be based on three
parameters. In the end, it is going to be a
triangular decision involving the perceived
quality on small and large screens, the eco-
nomics involved and the spectrum require-
ments of the system. Technology itself is not
even part of the decision, but it underlies
each element.

Continued on page 82
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10 Hz -200 kHz
mod rates

-47 to +19 dBm

Note A: AM only

Ncte 8: Limited level accuracy

Ncte C- < 10% droop for 5 Hz square wave
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100 kHz -2 GHz

25 kHz -2.5 GHz
carrier frequencies

II

BOONTON RE DIMENSIONS
MODULATION MEASUREMENTS!

Boonton's 8200 Modulation Analyzer out -performs
the competition with the widest measurement range
by far. Automatic or manual acquisition and display
of carrier frequencies and levels. Measures modula-
tion frequencies from <'0 Hz to 200 kHz. True peak
measurements to 99% a.m. and 500 kHz f. m. with
accuracies of 1% of reading. Phase modulation to 500
radians. True rms detection of residuals. Automatic
audio distortion measurements from 0.01% to 100%
THD or 0 to 80 dB SINAD at baseband frequencies

between 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Plus a full complement of
low-pass and high-pass filters and de -emphasis
networks.

Check with your local representative or contact
Boonton directly for the full dimensions of the 8200.

Boonton Electronics Corp.
791 Route 10, Randolph, NJ 07869
Telephone (201) 584-1077

Signal Generators  Modulation Analyzers  RF Power Meters  RF Millivoltmeters Capacitance Meters and Bridges  Audio Test Instruments
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Master Broadcast
Videocassette

With
Exclusive
Anti-Stat

Treatment

One Tape for a True Picture.
In the field, in a factory...the worse the conditions you're shooting in, the better the tape you

need. That's why we've made the 3M 3/4" MBRTM Videocassette-created to exceed even our widely
acclaimed MBU Videccassette. Designed with our exclusive Anti-StatTM System-to reduce its static
charge and help prevent the dust buildup that causes dropouts. To give you a true picture.

1987 3M Co
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One Tape Stands True.
Just as your business is to make your management look good, ours is tc make you look

good. And that's been our business since we invented videotape 30 years ago.
That's why we stand by you-with the largest support force in the field.
And we stand behind you-with some of the most advanced research in the industry. All to keep

our standing-as number one in the world of the pro. See your authorized 3M distributor
for more information. NUMBER ONE IN THE WORLD OF THE PRO
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Continued from page 78
Obviously, any system that is less than the

full bandwidth of the production system
involves compromises and generates
artifacts. The question is, how many of
those are acceptable how much of the time,
how much does it cost, and what does the

We are already beginning
to see commercials

being produced in high
definition. That is

an important milestone.

viewer perceive of it? Then you can make
your choice.

The decision will not be as long or as
complicated as many people think. It really
doesn't make any difference about the
details of the system, but it does make a
difference regarding the bandwidth.

Q: Where do you think HDTV fits into
the home?
A: Well, I think we should look back from
the consumer side. I don't think that there
is a great pressing rush to implement HDTV
transmissions immediately. There was a
need when production started because that
provided a very definite saving in cost,
improvement in quality and shortening of
production time.

And time is important in production. Not
only is time money, but the length of the
pipeline for producing a program, from on-
stage photography to on -air transmission,
is shorter on videotape. That time gap can
be the difference between fixing a show
and having it canceled.

You must remember that a producer is
working on his series every week. If he is
in 18th position, he wants to be in 15th. If
he's in 10th, he'd like to be in fifth. And if he's
in 30th, he'd better get somewhere. So, the
scripts, the actors, the performances and
the characters are being worked on every

week. The faster you can get those "fixes"
on the air, the more timely the program can
be and the better chance the show has of
surviving.

Getting HDTV on the air is going to take'
time. There is going to be an economic
impact on both sides, broadcasters and con -

In the end, it's going
to be a triangular decision

involving the perceived
quality on small and

large screens,
the economics involved

and the spectrum
requirements

sumers. Receivers aren't all going to be sold
the first year. The ramp -up period will prob-
ably require eight to 10 years to reach the
turnover point, as color was. The difference
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Think of it as a REV7
For the past few years, audio professionals

have been praising Yamaha's REV7 digital reverb to
the skies. So there was incredible pressure to make
its successor even better than expected.

Introducing the REV5. Representinga break-
through in the sound barrier for reverb. And a
collective sigh of satisfaction from the overachieving
design engineers at Yamaha

Because not only is the REV5 matured in

capabilities, ifs improved in sonic quality as well.
We added more DSP chips to boost the

REV5's processing power, creating smoother reverb
sounds ane_ multi -effect combination& Full band-
width extends reverb to 20 KHz.

In addition to master analog EQ, the REV5
has three -band parametric, programmable digital
EQ. So when you make individual EQ settings,
they're recalled with each program.



between now and the NTSC days when we
changed to color is that while there were
arguments over various systems and how
they would work, it was known that what-
ever system was chosen would have a
monopoly into the home. Broadcasting was
the only way to get there. Today, that's not
the case.

There probably won't be just one trans-
mission standard. There isn't today. What's
recorded on your VCR isn't NTSC. It is a
different signal that can be transcoded into
pseudo-NTSC that your receiver will accept.

I think you will see receivers become
more and more monitors, as you see in the
component -type systems, with a series of
input ports. And those ports will receive
different media. They will compete in qual-
ity, as well as in programs. Until now, the
competition has only been in program-
ming. The technology was roughly the
same. If anything, broadcast quality was
better. Now, that's under challenge.

I think the technology will be in place for

this transition. The question is whether the
broadcast industry and the government
will rise to the occasion and do whatever
is necessary to compete. Competitive sys-
tem parity, not only in the beginning, but
with enough headroom to maintain com-
petitive parity, is the challenge at hand for
terrestrial broadcasters.

Getting HDTV on the air
is going to take time.

There is going to be an
economic impact on

both sides, broadcasters
and consumers.

Systems that don't have the spectrum
constraints of broadcasting can play the "I
can do anything you can do better" game.
It's hard to predict what the public will think
of that, but the American consumer is a
technology -sophisticated group. They per-

ceived the difference in quality offered by
compact discs, for example, and have gone
for it in a big way. People are willing to
spend money for improvements in quality
they can perceive.

Q: To cover our options, should we then
set spectrum aside, even if we don't
have a clear idea of the type of trans-
missions that will be used for HDTV?
A: No, not set it aside. I think the industry,
under the auspices of the ATSC, will be able
to determine within the next couple of
years which way we should go. We will have
to pick a system, know how much spectrum
it will take, and set it aside. Whatever sys-
tem is chosen will have to provide for suffi-
cient headroom to maintain competitive
parity with other available delivery
systems.

Q: Does that mean at least 9MHz?
A: Well, I don't know. There are a lot of peo-
ple who think it can be done in less. And

with a sonic boom.
And when you don't have the time to male

many decisions, there are 30 preset programs, -plus
nine unique preset combination programs. Sixty
user -memory slots let you save your custom effects.

And even though a lot of the features are new,
using the REV5 won't be. Because the format tie
same as the REV7 you're used to using

Check with your friendly Yamaha Profescicnal
Audio dealer about the new REV5. Once you hear

it, you may find it difficult to come back down to
earth. Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional
Audio Division, P.O. Box 5600, Buena Park, CA
90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135
Milner Avenue, Scarborcugh, Ontario M1S 3R1.

YAMAHA®
Engineeri ig Imagination'
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The time spent talking to on -air talent should be time well spent. We can
help improve that critical link.

Since communication with on -air talent is in real-time, an IFB system
,.must not interrupt the talent's concentration. Our Series 4000 IFB System
6rdoes just that-and more.

We think you (and the talent) will be impressed. Please rite for
literature.

PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS  PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS RTS SYSTEMS
INCORPORA TED

1100 West Chestnut Street  Burbank, California 91506  Telephone 818 840 7119  Telex 194855  Telefax 818 842 4921
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I think all those systems should be finished
and tested. There are some very clever
engineers working on this problem.

People are willing to
spend money for

improvements in quality
they can perceive.

Certainly the high -definition receiver of
the future will be a smart terminal, and
there is a lot of signal processing that can
be done.

Q: A few years ago there was a lot of
talk about DBS. Today, however, we
don't hear much about it, except from
HBO. Where does DBS fit into the HDTV
delivery equation?
A: I think all of the current and future deliv-
ery systems have to be recognized as very
significant competitors. It appears that, for
economic and programming reasons, DBS
did not get off the ground with 525 lines and
a 3 -by -4 aspect ratio. In other words, a few
more channels of the same thing that was
available on cable did not, apparently,
make it.

The question is whether
the broadcast industry
and the government

will rise to the occasion
and do whatever

is necessary to compete.

Whether high definition, considering the
increased resolution, wider aspect ratio and
digital sound, will be enough of a differen-
tiation to launch such a system is hard to
tell. But certainly, if HDTV doesn't do it,
nothing else is on the horizon that could.

It seems to me that with the head start
that cable has in market penetration, with
the penetration of VCRs and higher -quality
units coming along, DBS has to make it with
high definition or not at all. Probably the
next two to five years will tell that story.

Theoretically, from a technical view-
point, it is an appealing way to deliver a sig-
nal to a large segment of audience. How-
ever, it is expensive and there is no
audience out there yet. And it has a double
ramp -up. DBS requires an antenna ramp -up
and a high -definition receiver ramp -up.

Continued on page 88
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A BELDEN°
BROADCAST CABLE

MEANS NEVER
HAVING
TO SAY

YOU'RE SORRY
Signal disruption during a live
broadcast is a major and costly
embarrassment.

With close to 30 million
seconds of air time in a
year, it only takes a few
seconds to realize why
you need Belden quality.

That's why the broadcast
industry depends on Belden
cable to cover large events
such as the Olympics and the
Indy 500. Events where a
cable has to keep working
while being subjected to

There is no equal:"

Copyright © 1987 Cooper Industries, Inc.

extremes of weather, terrain
and traffic. Events where there
is no second chance.

And, because broadcasters
need a cable they can install
permanently without worry of
failure, Belden is also relied
upon for day-to-day studio
operations.

The broadcast industry knows
that Belden is accepted
worldwide as the standard for
reliable, top-quality cable. More
importantly, broadcasters know
Belden has earned this
reputation by designing
durability into cables, so users
won't have reason to be sorry.

New ways to avoid
apologizing.
Dependable Belden
performance is now available in
six new broadcast cables:

Conformable- and Flexible
Coax -9307, 9308 and 1168A
are innovative conformable
replacements for semi -rigid
coax in applications calling for
improved flexibility, high
temperature rating or tight
bending radii. 1163A, a flexible
version of 8281, is designed to
tight tolerances for excellent

signal return loss.

Color Jacketed Coax-
previously available in

black only, Belden's
8241, 8281 and

Circle (50) on Reply Card

1163A video cables are
also now offered in red, yellow,
green, light blue, white and
orange outer jackets,
making channel
coding much
easier.

If you've ever
had to apologize
for inferior
cable
performance,
find out why
There is no equal
to Belden. For ordering
information call your local
Belden distributor. Or contact:

BELDEN Wire and Cable
P.O. Box 1980
Richmond, IN 47375

1-800-BELDEN-4
(in Indiana, call 317/983-5200)

COOPER
INDUSTRIES

BELDEN



GE IS THE LIGHT THAT TAKES
THE HEAT OFF THE PERFORMERS.

GE Lighting lights up the
night while generating 35%
less heat than ordinary stage and
studio lights.

The pace is frantic. Five minutes to airtime.
Late breaking news has just been handed in. As
the countdown begins...the lights go on.

C-721

For the performers, ordinary stage
and studio lights can be torturous,

because they generate so
much heat. That's why GE

invented the GE Watt -Miser Quartzline® lamp.
This Quartzline lamp, with a revolutionary

infrared reflecting coating, delivers 90% of the



light of ordinary stage and studio lights while
using up to 35% less wattage. It generates less
heat, which means more comfortable working
conditions fbr the people onstage and the
people backstage. It also reduces the load on
the air conditioning system and fits existing
fixtures.

With features like these, it's not surprising
that more and more people are using them.
Because when what's onstage is hot, GE
Lighting keeps it cool.

GE is Light.

GE Lighting
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Continued from page 84 ak
NBC

Michael Sherlock, Executive Vice President,
Operations and Technical Services, NBC-TV

Q: Where does HDTV fit into the net-
work picture?
A: I think all the networks see high -
definition television as something that must
be dealt with. And in dealing with it, you
have to first look at what reality is. Reality
at this point, we think, is that there is cer-
tainly equipment out there to make prod-
uct. There is other product out there-
35mm film-that is potential product for
high -definition television.

Q: The Advanced Television Systems
Committee's VHF -UHF combo system
has been demonstrated. Do you see it
as viable?
A: I would never say it is not, because if I
did I would be defying my own rules and
regulations. I think it is absolutely neces-
sary that we pursue every avenue of spec-
trum use so that, in the long-term future,
broadcasters can participate in delivery of
top-quality pictures to the home.

Ultimately, I do think that additional spec-
trum will be required. And, therefore, we
should fight very, very hard to keep that
spectrum available. As a matter of public
policy, it is important that we keep it avail-
able. I support the work being done by the
ATSC, and I support the work being done
by the NAB. I just think that in the short run,
we need something that doesn't require two
channels.

I fear that trying to make those channels
available and trying to accomplish the
engineering task of combining channels or
getting more transmission sites is so long-
term that, as a broadcaster, you'd never be
competitive with the timing of Japanese
manufacturers through VCRs.

Then you get to the point that, OK, if
there is already that particular incubator,
is anybody going to capitalize on it? It
appears to me the reality is, yes. I believe
the Japanese are going to capitalize on the
promise of HDTV delivery to consumers.

How are they going to capitalize on that?
Well, certainly in combination with avail-
able software it seems reasonable for them
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GVG Sync Generators.
Performance you can rely on.

Time and time again.
Whatever your studio timing needs, GVG has an integrated family

of solutions. From modules to master reference sync generators, GVG
timing products give you high performance, at an affordable price.

$3,500
9520
MASTER REFERENCE
SYNC GENERATOR

The top of the line Model 9520
is the master sync generator for
your facility. It accepts two
optional Test Signal Generators.
SC/H phase is correct for all
operating conditions.

9510
REFERENCE SYNC
GENERATOR

The 9510 reference sync genera-
tor is a versatile reference sync
generator in a one rack unit pack-
age, with absolute SC/H phase
accuracy. Options include a TSG
module and a unique Phase Pre -
Set that stores 16 phase settings
in non-volatile memory.

9505 SOURCE
SYNC GENERATOR
SC/H phase and color framing

are always correct with the eco-
nomical Model 9505 source sync

generator. Like other GVG sync
generators, the 9505 features an
optional Test Signal Generator
module.

c.44it

Starting
at $1,800

9550 AUTOMATIC
CHANGEOVER
SWITCH

Select automatic or manual
transfer between two master sync
generators.

$2,000

The Model 9550's switch mechan-
ism is rated for more than 100,000
operations.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

$850

STM-85N SOURCE
TIMING MODULE

Here's a new single -module tim-
ing tool that plugs into any GVG
8500 Video DA tray. It decodes
encoded subcarrier signals pro-
ducing retimed sync, blanking,
subcarrier, VI, and color black.
Of course, SC/H phase is always
correct.

$1,500

SCB-100N SYNC/COLOR
BAR GENERATOR

The SCB-100N is your perfect
solution for professional video or
"off line" broadcast. Like our
other sync generators, it gives you
the performance you would expect
from higher priced equipment.

The Model SCB-100N gives
you a fully SC/H phased sync

pulse generator, SMPTE color
bar generator, and audio tone

generator, all in one rack -unit.

Make time today to get the facts
on the integrated family of GVG
sync generators and timing equip-
ment. For details, call the Grass
Valley Group office nearest you.

THE CRASS VALLEY GROUP, - Box 1114 - Caw,. Valley, CA 95', I l ti.\ Telephone (916)478-3000 - TRT: 160432
OFFICES: New Vol 201 845-7988: Disiriel of Columbia (301( 622-6313; :Atlanta (404 49)-1255; Chicago 21', 261-0931; Minneapolis (612)483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447;

To. Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Fr,. nco..co 415 , 968-6680..1 I I; FRONIX COMPANY
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to produce hardware, both for internal
Japanese consumption and then (most
likely external to Japan consumption) VCR
material and VCR recorders, and maybe
video players.

Well, if that's going to happen and be in
competition for the home entertainment
audience, broadcasters really have to face
the situation.

And we at NBC did take a look at that
reality years ago and said that if there is
going to be a better service, broadcasters
need to participate in that better service
and be competitive. Therefore, NBC, and
at the time, RCA consumer electronics and
RCA labs, said "OK, how do we attack this
problem? And how do we strategically posi-
tion ourselves to participate on a level play-
ing field with others?"

The company set aside time, money and
resources to develop something that would
be compatible with what we have now, and
wouldn't throw us totally into a new busi-
ness in a disruptive way. We wanted to

"It defies my logic as
a broadcaster to put
MUSE and ACTV on

the same level."

accomplish the same thing that we envi-
sioned the Japanese being able to accom-
plish with a wide screen and enhanced
picture. The end result was Advanced Com-
patible Television, which we announced
last Oct. 1.

Q: I've heard high -definition television
likened to a freight train. Broadcasters
must either hop on board or get out of
the way. What do you think?
A: That's pretty good. I would buy the first
part of what you just said. Getting out of the
way, however, is abhorrent to me, because
I know we don't have to. And what baffles
me at this point is that, from a broadcaster's
point of view, there would be any doubt that

a solution to high -definition television, such
as ACTV, has to be the way to go. Not just
that, yes, it's nice and it looks good, and you
can fit it through 6MHz.

I think for the moderate term, broad-
casters have to insist that a 6MHz compati-
ble solution be the one. And so far as I know,
ACTV is the only solution.

If somebody showed me, for instance,
something that was even better that could
work through a 6MHz system, NBC would
certainly want to be working with that, test-
ing it along with ACTV. But the principle of
a compatible 6MHz single -channel solution
with a wide-screen enhanced picture is to
me an absolute imperative as a broadcaster.

To even think of how it compares to
MUSE is the epitome of "apples and
oranges:' I can't use MUSE, so why do I com-
pare it to ACTV? And I'll tell you that ACTV
will hold up every bit as good as MUSE, and
will look every bit as good as MUSE.

It defies my logic as a broadcaster to put
MUSE and ACTV on the same level. I *4)))]

Now your transmitter can
alert you to problems by
phone-anywhere, anytime
with the VRC-1000 Remote
Control. A preprogrammed,
synthesized voice quotes para-
meters; you make adjustments
right on your Touch -

where for fast trouble -shooting
capability.

 VDT and printer options
 Full automatic commands
 Fully secure
 Automatic alarm reporting

and correction

Tone® phone. Or, you GENII-NEMg-s Patent Pending
can dial from any- RF PRODUCTS DIVISION

P.O. Box 32550  San ose California 95152  408 926-3400 Telex II 510-600-1445
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Beat the traffic.
M/A-COM opens up a new lane for

broadcasters with our new 18 GHz micro-
wave system.

If you've been looking for an open
frequency at 7 or 13GHz, you're not alone.
In many areas, they simply aren't available:
there's too much traffic and not enough
spectrum.

M/A-COM's new 18GHz micro-
wave system gives you another
option: a wide-open band which
the FCC has assigned to broad-
cast. It gives you 50% better link
availability (or 40% longer
range) than 23 GHz, and none
of the congestion of the lower
frequencies.

The MA-18CC is a fully -
featured microwave system,
designed to meet or exceed all
RS -250B short -haul performance

specifications. It is field tunable, and a single
gunn oscillator covers a wide selection of
frequencies so spare parts can be kept to
a minimum.

For over 20 years M/A-COM MAC has
specialized in providing microwave radio
equipment to broadcasters. Every unit

with our name on it is built in
our own factory, so we not only
control the quality, but we know
how to service it.

For more information on
how you can streamline your
microwave needs, contact
M/A-COM MAC, Inc., 5 Omni Way,
Chelmsford, MA 01824,
(617) 272-3100.
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When
it's time to
move up

from
U-matic,
move up

to
U-matic.

Some video experts would have
you believe that the only way to
upgrade your video equipment is to
throw it all out and start over.

At Sony, it's a different story. And
you'll see why when you see the new
TYPE VII and TYPE IX series of
U-matic players and recorders.

Not only are they compatible
with your existing U-matic equipment,

© 1987 Sony Communications Products Company, a division of Sony Corporation
of America, 1600 Queen Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666.
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they offer performance that until now
you could only get at twice the price.

The first improvement you'll
notice is in the picture. Both the
VP -9000 player and the VO-9600
player/recorder incorporate SP
"superior performance" technology.
This means you get an outstanding
330 lines of resolution.

It also means you can make
copies without making compromises.
With SP, third generation tapes look
as good as first generation conven-
tional U-matic. And sound even
better. Because every word is heard
through Dolby C noise reduction
systems.

Playback is also more precise. A
33 -pin parallel remote control comes
standard on the VP -7000 as well as on
the TYPE IX models. Even more
impressive is a new system of abso-
lute address called Frame Code. It
assigns a number to each frame in
your video which you can then locate
automatically. With no guesswork.

In fact, with an RS -232C computer
interface, you can preset your players
and recorders to start and stop on
certain frames or rewind and play-
back at certain times. So you can
conveniently automate programming,
insert commercials, or set up point -of -
purchase displays.

REM( 1, What's even more convenient
about the new U-matics is the price.
Never before have Sony VTRs offered
you so much for so little.

And since these new models are
compatible with conventional
U-matics, they'll fit into your facility
as easily as they fit into your budget.

lb learn more about TYPE VII
and IX, or to attend a Sony video
workshop, please write to Sony,

pccco PLAY
P.O. Box 6185, Department U-1,
Union, NJ 07083.

With U-matic, moving up to a
new standard in video could be as
simple as opening a box and plugging
it in.
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HDTV:
the European
view
By Howard T. Head,
BE European correspondent

The subject of HDTV in Europe has become
an interesting mix of technology, politics and economics.

The imminent introduction of high -
definition television (HDTV) to the Euro-
pean scene confronts the European broad-

technological and commercial dilemma.
Stripped to its essentials, Europe must
choose, and may in fact already have
chosen, a field rate for HDTV. All else con-
sists of minor details. Technology is read-
ily available to support any of the choices.

The European community has three
options. The present TV field rate in all of
Europe, West and East alike, is 50Hz. In
much of the rest of the world, especially
North America and Japan, it is 60Hz. No
other known broadcast system uses any

Head is based In Madrid, Spain.

4

2

other field rate. And so, Europe's choices
are: 50Hz, 60Hz or a brand new field rate.

Serious interest in HDTV dates back to

first successful demonstrations. By 1980,
the United States, which has the same TV
standards as Japan, started to follow the
Japanese work. About that time the Euro-
pean countries also began to look into the
matter, when they appreciated the urgency
of narrowing the Japanese lead in the field.

Standardization work
The first full-scale attempt at interna-

tional HDTV standardization was made by
the International Radio Consultative Com-
mittee (CCIR), in May 1986 at Dubrovnik,
Yugoslavia. Japan (which has taken the

40 FLICKER 50 RATE 60

Figure 1. Relative flicker visibility as the field rate is increased.

Hz 70

lead in HDTV development) and the United
States pushed for a 60Hz production stan-
dard. The Japanese already had a working
system. The 50Hz countries,
their pants down, demurred, asking for
time to perfect and demonstrate a non-
60Hz-presumably 50Hz-system.

The Dubrovnik meeting concerned itself
mainly with a production standard. TV
material can, of course, be produced in one
standard and readily converted to another
for transmission, thanks to modern stan-
dards converters. Indeed, we already
employ one form of standards conversion
every time 24 -frame motion -picture film is
transmitted at either 50Hz or 60Hz. But a
single, universal standard would avoid the
bother and the degradation of the conver-
sion process.

The origins of the 50Hz and 60Hz field
rates go back to the early days of television,
when it was convenient for one reason or
another to lock to the frequency of the
primary power supply. This way, a vertical
frequency reference was readily available.
Also, any hum bars arising from power sup-
plies and other circuitry were stationary
and, therefore, much less visible.

All of today's standard systems use 2:1
vertical interlace, with a frame rate of half
the field frequency. Flicker is intolerable at
rates of 24Hz (motion pictures), 25Hz or
30Hz. The movies get around it by means
of the flicker shutter, and TV by using inter-
lace. Interlace does give rise to an interline
"twinkle' but the average viewer has to sit
close and look hard to see it.

But if the Europeans stick with the 50Hz
Continued on page 98
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GO FOR THE GOLD
WITH FUJINON

 Clean Sweep
For every one of their new cameras,

:TV Television Network, Ltd., host
roadcasters for the '88 Winter Olym-
ics, selected Fujinon - more than
8 lenses in all. In the strongest domi-
ation of the games, all the action
aptured by CTV cameras - from the
fidest panoramas to the longest, tight-
st close ups on the slopes - will be
rough Fujinon lenses.
Covering the downhill like it's never

een covered before, Fujinon is provid-
tg a new secret weapon...the longest
)cal length lens ever used in
roadcast television. Watch the
ices and see the difference.
Twenty-eight new

:TV cameras will be
quipped with the
idustry-proven
.44X9.5ESM. From a
'ide 9.5mm out to
20mm and an F1.4 maxi-
ium aperture flat to 240mm (F2.5 at
20mm), the 44X takes first place for
le best ramping characteristics in the
ing focal length competition!

Fujinon's brand new 13kg
A34X1OESM will be on 10 new CTV
cameras. No larger than the lens it re-
places (the A30X11ESM), its coverage
is wider and longer. From 10mm to
340mm with an F1.6 that's flat to
229mm. Naturally, it has a
built-in 2X extender.

In the handheld
competition, Fuji -
non wins hands
down with 28 new
CTV cameras
equipped with the Al 4X9ERM, 7 cam-
eras with the A8.5X5.5ERM ultrawide
zoom, and five cameras with the
Al 8X8.5ERM. All three compact, light-
weight, weatherized lenses have built-in
extenders.

Long the industry's fa-
vorite ENG lens, the
A14X9ERM zooms
from 9mm to
126mm while the
maximum aperture
is F1.7 out to 103mm.
For events demanding wider and longer
coverage, the 18X provides 8.5mm to

153mm range with an F1.7 aperture
constant from 8.5mm to 116mm (F2.3
at 153mm). And for wide angle abilities,
nothing beats the A8.5X5.5ERM. It's an
F1.7 that zooms from 5.5mm to 47mm.
And even with its 1.7X extender in posi-
tion, it provides a familiar 9.4mm wide
angle.

In addition to the CTV cameras, most
of the production companies supporting
the coverage will be bringing
Fujinon equipped cam-
eras. And, naturally,
Fujinon will be on
hand to provide field
support. After all,
one reason Fujinon len-
ses are so widely used is Fujinon serv-
ice - it's as good as gold, too.

To learn more about the lenses that
scored a clean sweep, you'll get more
information or a demonstration by call-
ing the Fujinon location nearest you.
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24-hour cash
machine.

Face it. If your station doesn't have a rock -solid, economical
way to deliver station breaks, you could go broke.

Enter the Sony Betacart' system. With a single stroke, it
has redefined the video cart temperamental
mechanical monster to perpetual profit machine.

Today, the Betacart system is the most accepted state-of-
the-art system for commercial presentation. With proven,
easy -to -use software packages for spot delivery and news.
Ultra -reliable, side -loading mechanics. And multiple backup
and self -diagnostic systems.

And now, by incorporating Betacam SP' technology, the
Betacart system delivers even higher quality video and
versatile 4 -channel audio.

It's one of those rare purchases you can make for your
station that pays for itself many times over. And will continue
to do so. Because Sony is constantly developing new
applications to make Betacart products even more versatile.

For more information on the top cart system for im-
proving your bottom line, contact your Sony Broadcast
representative. Or call Sony at 800 -635 -SONY.

SONY
Broadcast Products

Sony Communications Products Company, Broadcast Products Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666.
© 1988 Sony Corporation of America. Sony, Betacart, and Betocam SP ore registered trademarks of Sony Corporation,
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Continued from page 94
rate, then they may also be stuck with
flicker. Flicker is visible in European TV pic-
tures today; it gets worse with picture
brightness, it gets worse with picture size
and it is worse in peripheral vision. But
50Hz is here, and of the 500 million TV sets
in the world today, more than half work
only at 50Hz. You've got to have an awfully
good reason to change that!

Even 60Hz interlaced is no prize, but it
is a lot better than 50Hz, largely because
of the so-called Weber-Fechner law, sum-
marized in Figure 1. By one of those acci-
dents of nature, flicker, for average scene
brightness, is quite bothersome at about
48Hz (twice the motion -picture frame rate),
is tolerable at 50Hz and is only slightly visi-
ble at 60Hz. Some researchers have
reported visible flicker at rates up to 80Hz
for bright pictures at close viewing dis-
tances, where there is added use of
peripheral vision.

However, the 60Hz performance is good

enough that no 60Hz administration is
going to abandon it, in the absence of some
really good reasons. In the abstract, 80Hz,
which also has been proposed for HDTV
movie production, might be a better TV
production choice. This would require stan-
dards conversion to either a 50Hz or 60Hz
TV rate, but after all, 24Hz motion pictures
have to be converted even today.

The battle lines
The HDTV standardization problem is by

no means simply a matter of North
America/Japan vs. Europe. Worldwide, the
situation is shown in Table 1. Of the 500 mil-
lion receivers now in use worldwide, a mini-
mum of roughly half would feel the effect
of any new frame rate. Still, nothing can
change the fact that 50Hz pictures flicker.

There is a way, however, to circumvent
the 50Hz flicker problem, and it was
demonstrated at the August 1987 Berlin
Fair by the "Group of 29:' a group of (you
guessed it) 29 European enterprises, work-

ing together within the Eureka 95 HDTV
program. This work originally was headed
by NV Philips (Holland), and included
Robert Bosch (West Germany), Thomson
S.A. (France) and the Thorn/EMI PLC (Bri-
tain). The group was later joined by 25 other
companies from Germany, the United King-
dom, France, Italy, Belgium, Sweden and
Switzerland, among them Grundig, British
Telecom, Telettra and Swedish Telecom.

In the Berlin demonstration, an HDTV
picture was transmitted at 50Hz, in field
standards compatible with existing 50Hz
receivers. New HDTV receivers, however,
take this same signal and, using frame
storage and screen replenishment, display
the picture (now HDTV) on the screen at a
higher, flicker -free rate. The same tech-
nique can, of course, be used for 60Hz
HDTV.

Any production standard of either 50Hz
or 60Hz must be transcoded to the other
field rate before transmission if the material
is to be receivable on existing TV sets. This

 HIGH CAPACITY SYSTEM

 SUPER DENSITY SYSTEM

 PULL-OUT SYSTEM

For Free Full -color FULL LINE CATALOG
Write or call toll -free 800-447-2257

THE WINSTED CORPORATION
10901 Hampshire Ave. So.  Minneapolis, MN 55438

TELEX: 510-601-0887

FAX: 612-944-1546
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Mist
space -saving
tape or film
MOVABLE
STORAGE
SYSTEMS

Organized, efficient
storage for all types of
film and videotape.
Sliding cabinets move
effortlessly on low -
profile tracks for easy
access and maximum
storage capacity in
limited space.
Available in a variety of
designs and sizes,
with 5" to 36" depths,
to suit your special
storage needs. All
steel construction.

The art of
shaping sound.

SONEX is a high-performance
acoustical foam that upgrades
your studio inexpensively.
Ideal for a temporary
isolation booth, it
can also eliminate
slap echo and
harsh resonances
in the main room
or silence noisy
tape equipment in
the control booth.
Write for our color
brochure today.
SONEX is manufactured by
Illbruck and distributed exclu-
sively to the pro sound market by
Alpha Audio.

AlphaAudio
2049 West Broad Street

Richmond, Virginia 23220 (804) 358-3852
Acoustic Products for the Audio industry
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Satin
What goes in

is what comes out
converted

Surprisingly, the same
can't be said for many lesser
converters, which display a
marked tendency to alter the
look as well as the format of
converted material.

Not so SATIN. SATIN gives

such superb spatial and temporal
interpolation that it is almost impossible
to distinguish input from output pictures. In
fact, with the machine's inherent noise reduction
and all -digital coder/decoder for NTSC/ PAL, output
pictures can frequently look better than input!

Because SATIN is all -digital, absolute
stability and fidelity is ensured
throughout its whole operating life;
SATIN takes broadcast quality
standards conversion out of the
specialist engineering department
and into the normal studio equipment
rack. That means lower overheads
and lower cost of ownership.

111111111111111111011111111

1111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111110

1111111111111111111111111111.1

And not only is SATIN an excellent
converter; it also has many extra features

that greatly enhance the machine's usability:
freeze - component input/output -

SMPTE/EBU parallel digital interface -
overscart - automatic NTSC / PAL standards

selection - optional remote control.
Engineers will love SATIN too: 4:2:2

component digital coding in full compliance
with the international CCIR 601 standard;
low power consumption; high reliability;

easy maintenance; front to back cooling; internal
test signals; non-standard signal handling;

simple engineering set up - all make the
engineer's job easier.

Broadcast quality,
broadcast features,

broadcast reliability, all
from a standards converter
that comprises just two 4U

19" rack units.

SATIN - i j" you're
serious about quality,
you no longer have a

choice.

.step into the digital Mull()
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NUMBERS OF RECEIVERS

COUNTRY 50Hz 60Hz COUNTRY 50Hz 60Hz
North America Australia 6,800,000

United States 163,000,000 New Zealand 1,100,000
Canada 17,000,000
Mexico 9,000,000 Africa

Algeria 1,600,000
Central America 1,500,000 Egypt 2,300,000

Morocco 1,200,000
Caribbean South Africa 2,500,000

Cuba 1,700,000
Others 1,500,000 Europe (west)

Austria 3,500,000
South America Belgium 3,000,000

Argentina 6,800,000 Denmark 2,200,000
Brazil 35,000,000 Finland 2,000,000
Chile 3,000,000 France 20,000,000
Colombia 2,100,000 Germany (West) 25,500,000
Peru 1,500,000 Greece 2,000,000
Venezuela 3,300,000 Ireland 1,000,000

Others 1,900,000 Italy 16,000,000
Netherlands 5,100,000

Asia Norway 1,500,000
China 11,000,000 Portugal 1,700,000

(People's Rep.) Spain 11,400,000
China 7,000,000 Sweden 3,700,000

(Rep. of) Switzerland 2,400,000
Hong Kong 1,500,000 United Kingdom 21,500,000
India 2,500,000
Indonesia 5,500,000 Europe (East)
Iran 2,400,000 Bulgaria 2,300,000
Saudi Arabia 4,200,000 Czechoslovakia 5,000,000
Turkey 5,700,000 Germany (East) 6,800,000
Japan 35,000,000 Hungary 3,300,000
Korea (South) 9,000,000 Poland 10,000,000
Malaysia 1,700,000 Rumania 4,500,000
Pakistan 1,300,000 U.S.S.R. 98,000,000
Philippines 3,000,000 Yugoslavia 4,500,000
Thailand 3,500,000 Others 400,000
Vietnam 2,600,000

Others 5,700,000 Total TV receivers
worldwide: at 50Hz: 324,600,000

at 60Hz: 297 x0,000
62 i ,700,000

(The only countries listed separately are those having at least 1,000,000 receivers.)

Table 1. The field rates in use in various parts of the world, and the number of receivers estimated to exist in those locations.

problem will exist no matter what field rate
may be chosen, because of the large num-
ber of receivers now in use, all of which are
either 50Hz or 60Hz. Standards conversion
is available, of course, but at a sacrifice in
picture quality, which is worse in picture
areas having the most motion.

Problems associated with field rate
include not only the intrinsic flicker, but
also a "beat" with studio lighting of a differ-
ent frequency, especially when gas -
discharge rather than incandescent light-
ing is used.

The areas of general agreement on

HDTV standards in Europe include a pic-
ture aspect ratio of 16:9 (today's standard
is 4:3 everywhere), with some reservations.
There also is agreement on Y-U -V (com-
ponent rather than composite) transmis-
sion using one of the MAC packets when a
50Hz field rate is used. However, there is no
agreement on which MAC packet, although
the participants in the "Group of 29" Ber-
lin meeting seem to have agreed on the D2 -
MAC packet parameters. Some people want
interlace, some don't. The Japanese MUSE
scheme (a MAC technique that uses heavy
bandwidth compression) is a 60Hz system

and, therefore, is incompatible with the
50Hz family of MAC packets.

Standards conversion
HDTV standards conversion work is

proceeding actively in both the 50Hz and
60Hz camps. Most efforts are concentrat-
ing on the problem of converting pictures
with motion, because pictures with little or
no motion already can be easily converted
with negligible degradation. The Japanese
are determined to show that standards con-
version is no limitation to the adoption of
a 60Hz rate, and they have demonstrated
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AMEK Classic
Higher Standards
in Broadcast
Audio Production
New goals and higher standards in audio production for broadcast require new
and higher standards in console technology. Using our fourteen years of
manufacturing experience and technical insight, we set ourselves the objective
of producing a broadcast -specific console system equal to the challenge. That
system became the AMEK CLASSIC.

We call it CLASSIC because within one system we've incorporated all the
facilities you would expect to find in a console of this calibre, and all the
facilities you can't find in any competing product. By adding to this the
unmistakeable touch of AMEK build quality and sonic performance, we believe
we've made an audio CLASSIC of its kind.

In the new world of stereo broadcast, we had to consider stereo a priority.
So we gave you not only mono but also stereo inputs; eight mono or eight stereo
subgroups; and two independent stereo master buss routes. And because we
like things in twos, all the busses, including the eight auxiliaries, are balanced
to give the necessary calibre of performance.

Because many configurations and interfaces may be needed, the CLASSIC
had to be truly flexible. Thus, we've allowed for three standard chassis sizes -
32, 48 or 64 inputs, with or without Dynamics on each input; the option of
monitor facilities for multitrack work; and a variety of panning options,
including systems suitable for film post. The CLASSIC is balanced at all inputs
and outputs, and has Penny & Giles faders and Remote Start switching as
standard equipment. Because space is often at a premium, we've used a 30 mm
(1.25 inch) module width.

The AFV port allows either remote muting or remote DC control, if VCAs
are fitted; and there are a number of fader automation options, including Audio
Kinetics Mastermix and the GML Moving Fader System.

The CLASSIC has far more to offer than can be described here. We've had to
consider what you might want to do 10 years down the line. By that time, we
think your CLASSIC will still be the contemporary it is now.

AMEK CLASSIC IN 32/8/2 VERSION

11,/ / ri

Head Office, Factory and Sales: AMEK Systems and Controls Ltd, Islington Mill,
James Street, Salford M3 5HW, England. Tel: 061-834 6747.

Telex: 668127 AMEK G E-MAIL: AMEK-UK. Fax: 061-834 0593.

In the USA: AMEK Controls Inc. 10815 Burbank Blvd, North Hollywood, CA 91601.
Tel: 818/508 9788. Telex: 662526 AMEK USA E-MAIL: AMEK US. Fax: 818/508 8619.
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high performance in both 60/50Hz conver-
sion and 60Hz/24-frame film conversion.
The British are working on the problem
with equal zeal, just in case, and also have
put on some impressive demonstrations.
In both cases, selective motion -adaptive
algorithms are implemented to smooth
the jerkiness visible today in converting
rapid motion.

Everyone in Europe is thinking of DBS
and MAC, with a simple converter to trans-
form MAC into PAL (Western Europe) or
SECAM (Eastern bloc and France) for view-
ing on existing receivers, but still of course
with no change in field rate, which is built
into the receivers. MAC, devised primarily
for 50Hz satellite broadcasting, doesn't
necessarily imply HDTV, but it can, so there
may be a degree of compatibility.

A number of new terrestrial (conven-
tional) transmitters are being built in
Europe, but they will use present-day trans-
mission formats only, although some
thought has been given to terrestrial HDTV.

This would require adding extra broadcast
spectrum space to accommodate the wide -
band Japanese MUSE, or other schemes
that also need extra channel space to piggy-
back a separate HDTV component.

Programming
It may be the programs themselves that

play a dominant role in the ultimate accep-
tance of a common production standard.
The vast bulk of mass -appeal programs
already available, or being produced now,
come from the United States. These are
either on film at 24fps or on tape at 30fps.

A large quantity of film, as well as 50Hz
tape, also is available from other countries.
This makes it seem likely that much of the
early programming shown on HDTV will be
wide-screen movies. It is hoped that these
movies will use or be copied from 35mm or
70mm (not 16mm) release prints. Unless
these happen to have been made in 25- or
30 -frame versions, which is highly unlikely,
they'll have to go through standards conver-

Touch-7bn° Remote Control Systems

For versatile, cost-effective control and monitoring of unattended sites, using
coDTMF y loucn lone telepnone, microwave

two-way radio. Multiple options permit expandability for diverse control
applications.
 Remote Control Systems  Functional Building Blocks  Telephone Couplers
Part of the complete line of state-of-the-art remote control systems from
Monroe Electronics.

MMONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
Fr100 House. Avenue. Lyndonvtlle. NY 14098
Phone: 716-765-2254  Telex: 75-6662  Easylink: 625-47-850

sion from one to the other field rate anyway.
Original material in true HDTV will be

produced first by the countries in which
HDTV is likely to first catch on, probably
Japan and the United States. The great bulk
of this material will probably be produced
in 60Hz.

Another type of programming that will
weigh heavily in the development and pub-
lic acceptance of HDTV is sports, even more
popular in Europe than the United States.
Sports presentation is an area in which a
wide screen has a lot of appeal. Soccer, to
take one example, is popular worldwide
and crosses TV standards lines. Also, sports
fans are a breed apart, the sort who would
spend money for the larger, wider screen
and increased detail of HDTV.

Among the aims and claims for HDTV
has been the use of video techniques
directly for movie production, bypassing
the use of film in part or completely.
Production and editing are said to be
enhanced, in addition to the economic con -

AUDIO AND RF ATTENUATORS
TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENT

Here in one compact and informative
24 page booklet is all the data you
need to select a Precision Audio and
RF Attenuator for your application.
Reference Charts, Circuit Diagrams,
Types and Uses, Current and Voltage
Ratio Tables, Ratings, Etc., make this a
handy and invaluable reference.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

TECH LABS, INC.
Bergen & Edsall Blvds.
Palisades Park, N.J. 07650
Tel.: (201) 944-2221
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Introducing the Model 200.

A powerful production switcher
that won't wipe you out.
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The new Model 200 Production Switcher.
Two mix -effects, 20 inputs, five powerful keyers, an incredibly innovative wipe system,

nine color matte generators and an E-MEM® Effects Memory System.
More power than you ever thought possible for about $40,000.

Grass Valley Group
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THE GRASS VALLEY GROI P. INCA - P.O. Box Illy - Grass Valley. CA 95945 ESA - Telephone (916) 478-3000 - TRT: 160432
OFFICES: New York (201) 845-'988: District of Columbia (301) 622-6313: Atlanta (404) 493-1255: Chicago (219) 264-0931: Minneapolis (612) 483-2594: Dallas Fort Worth (817) 483-7447:

Los Angeles (818) 999-2303: San Francisco (415) 968-6680.

A TEKTRONIX COMPANY



It can't
happen here.

Right?
The possibility of the European broad-

casting community moving to a field rate
other than 50Hz, and thereby rendering
obsolete the installed base of TV
receivers, is remote, but not without
precedence. Britain did it some years ago,
scuttling the original 405 -line standard
that got England off to the first regular
TV broadcasts in 1936, in favor of today's
625 lines. The BBC simply shut off 405 -
line broadcasts after a period of trans-
mitting both signals. If you wanted to see
a TV picture, you went out and bought
yourself a new telly.

Ordinarily, a reasonable person would
think that the only real choices are 50Hz
and 60Hz. But if you think that "it can't
happen here," that no government body
could be so stupid as to adopt a non -
compatible field rate that would render
obsolete a quarter of a billion existing
receivers, then you're too young to
remember the adoption of the first com-
mercial color -TV standard in the United
States. It used a 24Hz frame rate, and the
color was field -sequential. The pictures
were beautiful, they just couldn't be seen
on existing receivers. Even on their own
receivers, they flickered.

The FCC action in adopting incompat-
ible color -TV standards raised an outcry
that went all the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court upheld the
commission's choice by the slimmest of
margins, with Justice William 0. Douglas
voting, dubitante, to let the commission's
folly stand. What Douglas' vote said was,
in effect, "The court shouldn't meddle in
an agency's administrative decisions, but
this one is so stupid that I'm tempted."

The U.S. public was saved by three
occurrences. First, the viewers' own good
sense kept them from buying many
incompatible color receivers. Second,
war had broken out in Korea, and copper
shortages forced TV production cut-
backs. And, finally, a mammoth cam-
paign led to the formation of NTSC II, the
second (color) National Television Sys-
tem Committee. NTSC II was spear-
headed by RCA and supported by
brilliant minds such as Barney Loughlin
of Hazeltine, who, among his many other
accomplishments, conceived and
implemented the constant luminance
principle, in which the color subcarrier
vanishes for areas of zero chrominance.

siderations. As a matter of fact, one of the
stated goals of HDTV is the achievement of
quality comparable to that of 35mm film
production.

However, estimates of the requirements
for this level of quality, even taking into
account the reduced highlight brightness
of the movie screen (and, therefore, less
apparent flicker), lead to the use of some-
thing like 80fps progressive (non -
interlaced) scanning and 2,000 lines of reso-
lution. These values undoubtedly would
produce high -quality pictures, but when
they are considered for TV transmission,
the bandwidth requirements become for-
midable, even for satellite or cable TV
distribution.

Furthermore, there is good question as to
whether the typical home viewer could
make full use of this much detail. (Town's
Law, which states that there is a limit to
improving the quality of an already nearly
perfect picture, takes over somewhere
short of this degree of quality.) So if a movie
is shot in HDTV to compete with 35mm film
quality, it has to be cut down one way or
another to be used on home TV sets. This
brings us back to production and transmis-
sion standards at 50Hz and 60Hz.

Political considerations
The commercial implications of HDTV

are inextricably intertwined with the tech-
nology. Even more in Europe than else-
where, commercial considerations
dominate the thinking. The 60Hz HDTV
system is basically a Japanese system. The
United States came in late and jumped on
the Japanese coattails, aided greatly by the
fact that the TV standards are identical in
the two countries (CCIR System "M"). But
the Europeans don't want to have to buy
any Japanese or U.S. equipment, don't want
to pay any Japanese or U.S. royalties and
don't want to swallow their NIH (not
invented here) pride.

But if the Europeans don't go along with
a 60Hz production standard, then they've
got to adapt in some way to the use of a
60Hz HDTV standard by all present-day
60Hz countries. Japan and the United
States aren't going to use an. HDTV rate
other than 60Hz. There's no reason to do
so. If they do, they will lose any initial
audience that would be provided by exist-
ing receivers watching (in non -HDTV) the
first HDTV transmissions.

If high definition is to succeed, it must
give the audience something other than
increased resolution and a wide-screen pic-
ture. If the only thing HDTV is going to
deliver is the same old stuff, except with

twice the vertical and horizontal resolution,
it isn't going to fly.

An official from the BBC wondered dur-
ing a technical session in 1986 at Brighton
why FM radio hadn't caught on in Britain,
notwithstanding the manifestly improved
audio quality. This observer was tempted
to get up and tell him that we had the same
problem in the United States until some-
body had a bright idea: Put something on
that people wanted to hear. The same prin-
ciple applies to HDTV.

What the European viewers mainly want
is more program choice in their own lan-
guage. This may come through "private
TY' which means different things to differ-
ent people. "Private TV" will be all -satellite
in West Germany and all -terrestrial in
Spain; it is here now in Britain, France and
Italy, and poised in Germany, Luxembourg
and Scandinavia. And the differences
extend far beyond the mere technical
means of delivery.

But in every European country, "private
TV" is encumbered by the bureaucratic
mindset and the hand of government itself,
with social, economic and political restric-
tions overlaid almost everywhere.

Politicians want favored treatment. Com-
mercial restrictions range from essentially
none to "no advertising at all:' Commercial
broadcasters near common -language
borders resent the competition from "across
the border!' Broadcasting is a "public serv-
ice" (which is no better defined in any Euro-
pean country than in the United States) that
private broadcasters have an obligation
to provide. "Entertainment" must not
shoulder "culture" out of the way.

And this is the backdrop for HDTV in
Europe, with plenty of clear implications
for the United States. The main difference
is that HDTV will cost a lot of public money
in Europe, but mostly private money in the
United States.

HDTV is an expensive exercise, and we
don't know if it is what people want. But,
one way or another, it will come to Europe.
You can bet on it.

I :I:)))11
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MAGNA -TECH
THE SOUND

HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

Magnetic Film
Recorders and Reproducers

for Television and Film
Sound Post -Production

HIGH SPEED
Telecine Magnetic Followers
Video Tape -Film Interlock
Electronic Looping
Dubbing Systems
16 and 35mm Electronic Projectors
Total Facility Engineering

WORLDWIDE SALES OFFICES
Paris Brussels London
Hi -Fidelity Services A.R.C. Branch & Appleby
4 Rue Semard Rue de Boisde Linthout 45 42 High Street
75009 Paris, France 1200 Brussels Belgium Harrow -on -the -Hill

Middlesex HAI 3LL,
Sydney Hong Kong England
Magna-Techtrorncs (Aust.) Paul Yang and Associates
PO Box 150 901 Star House Kuala Lumpur
Crows Nest NSW 2064 3 Salisbury Road Kinematronika Sdn. Bhd.
Australia-Telex 24655 Kowloon, Hong Kong 2852, Jalan Selangor/

Persekutuan,
Johannesburg Bombay Federal Hill
General Optical Co., Ltd. Capt. P.K. Vishwanath Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
15 Hulbert Road 234/4 Rama Baug,
Johannesburg 2001, Deodhar Road Caracas
South Africa Bombay 400 019, India Cine Materiales srl

Apartado Postal 61.098
Rome Kehl West Germany Caracas 106 Venezuela
Alberto Sciaretta Zenon GMBH
Via Siria 24 Postfach 1743
Rome 00179 Hauptstrasse 128
Telephone 7943618 Kehl am Rhein

Tel: 07851/2991
Telex: 753537

MAGNA -TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC.
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036

Telephone (212) 586-7240 Telex 126191 Cables "Magtech"
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We accept challenges
from the best names

in the business!

Profile:
WJZ-TV, Baltimore and the Westinghouse Broadcasting Television Group.

The Challenge:
lb provide a cost-effective, high performance, on-line text storage and
retrieval system tailored specifically for the broadcast news industry.



The Solution:
 An archive system that allows full

text search and retrieval with
the highest degree of data
integrity.

 A seamless interface to
the BASYS newsroom
system that allows
unlimited access to
archived information.

 An affordable system,
operating in a variety of
hardware environments, that
meets the information storage
requirements of any size newsroom.

We've met challenges from the best names in the business. Rom large
national groups such as Westinghouse Broadcasting to small independent
television and radio stations. And, this month we are proud to welcome these
new clients to the BASYS family: the television broadcasting stations of the
Gillett Group and WSBA-AM/FM of the Susquehanna Broadcasting
Company.

Multiple Challenges -A Single Solution
The Basys Newsroom Computer System

5\5.5
900 Stierlin Road, Mountain View, California 94043 (415) 969-9810
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Time
synchronization
for broadcasters

Edited by Brad Dick,
radio technical editor

There is more to accurate time code than the
familiar WWV tick tock.

Abroadcaster's greatest concern is
staying on the air. The second is staying
on time. In broadcasting, it is either time
for a commercial or time for a program.
Time is a precious commodity for which
there is no replacement. If a 60 -second
commercial is lost, the time slot it was
supposed to occupy also is lost. That
minute cannot be recovered. For broad-
casters, the need to maintain an accurate
time reference is paramount.

National Bureau of Standards
The major source for correct time

within the United States is the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS). The NBS is
responsible for generating, maintaining
and distributing the standards of time
and frequency. The most familiar source
for accurate time and frequency informa-
tion is station WWV, which is operated
by the NBS.

WWV first began broadcasting time

and frequency information in March
1923, from Washington, DC. Although
the early experiment with providing
time information was successful, expan-
sion was slow to come. Over the past 65
years, however, the NBS has seen signifi-
cant growth as shown in Table 1.

During this time period, the sophistica-
tion level required by the time and fre-
quency division of NBS also has in-
creased. Today, this group provides time

-r100 µV/111

500 µVim

AKOT

100 µV/m

timmummis
phirsturnIIIMEM111111111111111111

A
Figure 1. WWVB maintains effective coverage over the continental United States with a 13kW 60kHz transmitter.
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Gentlemen,
synchronize
your clocks.

0 1 CC 00

The new Leitch CSD-5300
keeps clocks milliseconds accurate
across the city, across the country.

Automatically.
If time synchronization is one of the keys

to your business, look into the new Leitch Master
Clock System Driver - the CSD-5300..

Under this one control, a multitude of clocks,
digital or impulse, will move in astounding unison.
These clocks can be in the same location or
thousands of miles apart in different time zones.

The new Leitch CSD-5300 also interfaces

with video terminals and computers. What's more,
you get time setting accuracy within one
millisecond. Using the telephone, the Leitch
CSD-5300 calls a number connected with the
ultimate reference for time in the land and
adjusts itself when necessary.

Clock driving technology just Leitched
ahead.

LEITCH
Leitch Video International Inc., 10 Dyas Rd., Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3I3 1V5 - Tel: (800) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595 Telex: 06 986 241

Leitch Video of America, Inc., 825K Greenbrier Circle, Chesapeake VA 23320 - Tel: (804) 424-7920 or (800) 231-9673 Fax: (804) 424-0639

Generates SMPTE, EBU Time Code.
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NO
AUDIO
TONE

450

4111111111/

LOCATION
40°40'49.0"N: 105°02'27.0"W

STANDARD BROADCAST
FREQUENCIES

AND RADIATED POWER

2.5MHz.2.5kW 10MHz.10kW
5MHz-10kW 15MHz-10kW

20MHz.2.5kW

44
STATION ID 30 MINUTES

Figure 2. The broadcast format of WWV.

NORMAL MINUTE
INO LEAP SECOND ADDED)

18 10 I 12

57 591 1 3

EVENT
30 JUNE,
23h, 59m

DATING OF EVENT
SHOWN:

30 JUNE, 23h, 59m,
59.5s UTC

1 JULY, Oh, Om

MINUTE WITH LEAP SECOND ADDED

I7 j9
56 58 60 1

EVENT
30 June,

23h, 59m

2 EVENT SHOWN:
DATING OF

3 30 JUNE,
23h, 59m, 60.5s UTC

1 JULY, Oh, Om

STATION ID
440Hz 1.HOUR MARK

NBS RESERVED

STORM
INFORMATION

415

OMEGA
REPORTS

GEO ALERTS

so
BEGINNING OF EACH HOUR IS IDENTIFIED
BY 0.8s, 1,500Hz TONE.

BEGINNING OF EACH MINUTE IS IDENTIFIED
BY 0.8s, 1,000Hz TONE.

THE 29TH AND 59TH SECOND PULSE OF
EACH MINUTE IS OMITTED.

and frequency information available on
broadcast frequencies from 60kHz to
468MHz, with accuracies in the parts per
billions.

Broadcast stations
Today, precision time and frequency

information is broadcast by the NBS on
LF, MF, HF and UHF frequencies. In ad-
dition to the familiar WWV, NBS stations
WWVH and WWVB and the GOES satel-

TONE* .0055
0.0105

411 --TONE
0.025s

1,000Hz WWV

1,200Hz

Figure 3. Dating of the events in the vicinity Figure 4. WWV and
of a leap second. format.

FORMAT H, SIGNAL H001, IS COMPOSED OF THE FOLLOWING:
1. 1ppm FRAME REFERENCE MARKER R =(P, AND 1.03s "HOLE")
2. BINARY CODED DECIMAL TIME -OF -YEAR CODE WORD (23 DIGITS)
3. CONTROL FUNCTIONS (9 DIGITS) USED FOR UT1 CORRECTIONS, ETC.)
4. 6ppm POSITION IDENTIFIERS (P, THROUGH P,)
5. 1pps INDEX MARKERS

14
INDEX COUNT 11 SECOND)

10 20

111111 1 1 1 l l l l l l l l l l i tilt 1 I t

59

WWVH

WWVH seconds pulse

SECONDS

1s

.770s 0.170-p 1.03s a-

11111

TIME FRAME 1 MINUTE HOLE

P, -P,: POSITION IDENTIFIERS (0 i7O-SECOND DURATION)
W: WEIGHTED CODE DIGIT (0 470 SECOND DURATION)
C: WEIGHTED CONTROL ELEMENT (0.470 -SECOND DURATION) CONTROL FUNCTION 46

BINARY 1 DURING "DAYLIGHT TIME
BINARY 0 DURING "STANDARD" TIME

DURATION OF INDEX MARKERS. UNWEIGHTED CODE, AND UNWEIGHTED CONTROL ELEMENTS = 0.17
NOTE: BEGINNING OF PULSE IS REPRESENTED BY POSITIVE -GOING EDGE

4- ON TIME POINT A

30 40 50
I i

a a

HOLE IN CODE -
RJ FOR 0.8-SECOND.MINUTES-I 1-HOURS

PULSE

1 SECOND

W-04

NlllNLTIfIN
LITI25'52 §,?; I

DAYS

UTC AT POINT A =
173 DAYS, 21h, 10m

6 lee

I UT1 CORRECTION

UT1 AT POINT A =
173 DAYS, 21h,
10m, 0.3s

Figure 5. The WWV/WWVH time -code format is carried on a 100Hz subcarrier

lite system also provide time- and
frequency -related information. The most
familiar products are the voice and BCD
time -code transmissions.

Stations WWV and WWVB are located
in Fort Collins, CO. WWVH is located in
Kauai, HI. The station's operating fre-
quencies and power levels are summa-
rized in Table 2. Because of changes in
ionospheric conditions, all frequencies
are not always available at any given
location. Therefore, each frequency car-
ries the same program.

WWVH broadcasts on 5MHz, 10MHz
and 15MHz with phased, vertical
1/2 -wave dipole arrays, producing a car-
dioid pattern in a westerly direction. The
2.5MHz antenna for WWVH and all an-
tennas for WWV are 1/2 -wave dipoles
with an omnidirectional pattern.

Station WWVB operates at 60kHz and
transmits a standard frequency and stan-
dard time signals, time intervals and UT1
corrections in BCD time code. Because of
its low frequency, voice announcements
are not possible. The station operates
with a power of 13kW and a 122m top -
loaded vertical antenna. The station's
measured field intensity across the
United States is shown in Figure 1. The
combination of power and low -frequen-
cy operation means that reliable recep-
tion generally is possible within 1,800
miles of the station.

The WWVB station ID is transmitted
by advancing its carrier phase 45° at 10
minutes after the hour and returning to
normal operation at 15 minutes after the
hour. The sound of the transmitted BCD
time code helps make the station easily
recognizable.

All NBS stations operate according to
highly accurate standards. The frequen-
cies transmitted are accurate to within
one part per 100 billion at all times.
Deviations normally are limited to less
than one part per 1,000 billion. The day-
to-day frequency deviation of WWVB is
typically within five parts in 1,000
billion. However, because of changes in
MF and HF propagation media, causing
Doppler effect or diurnal shifts, the
resulting fluctuations in the received car-
rier frequency of WWV and WWVH may
be much greater. The propagation ef-
fects on transmissions from WWVB are
relatively minor. Therefore, frequency
comparisons with this signal to better
than one part in 100 billion are possible.

Broadcast services
Broadcast services provided by WWV

and WWVH include:
 Time announcements
 Standard time intervals
 Standard frequencies
 Geophysical alerts
 Marine storm warnings
 Omega Navigation System
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status reports
 UT1 time corrections
 BCD time code

The program clock in Figure 2 shows
the various WWV services and when
they occur within the clock hour. The
services provided by WWVH are
generally the same, but similar products
may occur at different places within the
clock hour.

Voice announcements
Voice announcements are made from

WWV and WWVH once each minute. To
avoid confusion, a man's voice is used on
WWV, and a woman's voice is used on
WWVH. For you trivia fans, the man
voicing the WWV announcements is Don
Elliott, and the woman's voice on
WWVH is that of Jane Barbe, both of
whom are from Atlanta.

The WWV time announcement occurs
7.5s before the minute. The WWVH time
announcement occurs 15s before the
minute. Although the announcements
occur at different times, the tone
markers are transmitted simultaneously
by both stations. Because of propagation
effects, the tones may not be received at
the same time.

Time scales
The time announcements are made in

coordinated universal time (UTC). This
format is coordinated through interna-
tional agreements by the Bureau Interna-
tional De L'Heure (international time
bureau, BIH) so that time signals broad-
cast from the many stations around the
world, such as WWV, will be in close
agreement.

The specific hour and minute men-
tioned is actually the time near Green-
wich, England. This time is considered
generally equivalent to the more well-
known Greenwich mean time (GMT).
UTC time differs from your local time
zone only by an integral number of
hours.

The UTC time scale was developed as a
compromise time scale internationally in
an attempt to satisfy the needs for both
astronomical time based on the rotation
of the earth and for the more stable
atomic time based on the definition of
the second in terms of the cesium atom's
resonance frequency. Basically, the com-
promise was to keep the rate of the com-
promise UTC scale at some constant
value with respect to the cesium
reference frequency and then to in-
troduce occasional time or frequency
(prior to 1972) steps into UTC to keep its
time within some specified tolerance
with respect to the earth -based
astronomical time scales, UT1 or UT2. As
UTC has evolved over the years, the
magnitude of the allowable time and fre-
quency steps has been changed from
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Figure 6. The western GOES satellite operates on 468.8250MHz, and the eastern satellite
operates on 468.8375MHz. The footprint of each satellite is shown here.

time to time by international agreement.
Before 1972, most standard -frequency

radio broadcasts were based on a version
of UTC. The rate of the UTC clock was
controlled by atomic oscillators so it
would be as uniform as possible, but it
was offset in value so that the time
markers would approximate UT2. The
atomic oscillators were adjusted at the
beginning of each year in an attempt to
match the forthcoming earth rotations
rate, UT2. This annual change was set by
the BIH.

For instance, between 1965 and 1966,
the relative frequency of standards sta-
tions such as WWV was lowered by a
small amount, - 150 x 10-10Hz. This
meant that all of the WWV frequencies
were lower by this amount than their
nominal values for the entire year.

Unfortunately, because the earth's
rotational velocity could not be predicted
accurately, UTC slowly got out of step
with earth time. This created a problem
for navigators, who require solar time,
UTO. They needed to supply a correction
to UTC, but it was difficult to know the
amount of correction required.

Leap second
The solution, adopted in 1972, was to

return to the nominal values of the fre-
quency standards as determined by the
definition of the second in terms of
cesium and to eliminate the annual
changes in rate. However, without a
correction, the clocks gradually would
get out of step with the day. Similar to
leap year, in which a day is added to the
calendar, the leap second was
developed.

Leap seconds are added to or sub-
tracted from the UTC clock as needed. A
particular minute can contain 61 or 59
seconds, instead of the conventional 60
seconds, resulting from incorporating
either a positive or negative leap second.
Figure 3 shows how a leap second is add-
ed to UTC.

By international agreement, UTC is
maintained within 9/10 of a second of
the navigator's time scale, UT1. Because
the earth's rotation is not uniform, the
exact point at which a leap second is
needed cannot be predicted. By conven-
tion, leap seconds usually occur on June
30 or Dec. 31.

As a concession to the navigators, a
simple audible code is now included in
broadcasts such as WWV that provides
the current time difference between UT1

Continued on page 114
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Its features are
that sounds good.

Sony is pleased to announce a merger. Analog
recorders that combine the advanced features
you need with the quality sonics you crave: the
remarkable APR -5000 series.

Whether you need a recorder with a genius for
post -production or one for high -quality studio
mastering, there's an APR -5000 that fits.

Their 16 -bit microprocessor controlled transports
handle tape smartly, yet gently. And "intelligent" head
assemblies make changing head formats a snap.

And when it comes to sound quality, trans-
formerless design and 400 kHz bias enhance high -

end performance. While optional "wide profile"
heads help to create new lows-35Hz at 30 ips.

So, if you've been waiting for a precision analog
recorder that finally breaks the sound barrier, don't
wait. Contact your Sony Professional Audio repre-
sentative. Or call Sony at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY

Professional Audio

Sony Communications Products Company, Professional Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. (0 1988 Sony Corporotion of Americo. Sony is o registered trademarkof Sony Corporation.



n't the only thing

"Smart" headstacks for
quick changes-program
3 alignment settings per
speed, total of 9 per stack.
Available in mono, 1/4"
2 -track standard NAB,
wide profile NAB, DIN,
1/2" , and center track
time -code versions.

Optional
"wide profile"
amorphous
heads for
outstanding
low -end
frequency
response
at 30 ips
and long life.

Flip -down panel reveals
16 -bit microprocessor
controlled alignment
keyboard, easy to
maintain modular
electronics.

Built-in monitor speaker.Magnetically inert
Mu metal top panel.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111 I"1111'"' Ii111111

Circle (66) on Reply Card

Built-in time -code
reader/generator.

Built-in chase -lock
synchronizer.

3 -speed operation
plus ± 50%
varispeed control.

Dynamic
bitbump
adjustment
accurate
to1/80th
of a frame.

Autolocator with 29
scratchpad memories.



Continued from page 111
and UTC in tenths of one second.

Time pulses
The most frequent sounds heard on

WWV and WWVH are the pulses mark-
ing the seconds of each minute. The first
pulse of every hour is an 800ms pulse of
1.5kHz. The first pulse of every minute is
an 800ms pulse of 1kHz on WWV and
1.2kHz on WWVH. Figure 4 illustrates
the seconds pulse format for both sta-
tions. The 29th and 59th seconds' pulses
are omitted. The remaining seconds'
pulses are brief audio bursts resembling
the ticking of a clock.

Each second's pulse is preceded by
10ms of silence and followed by 25ms of
silence to avoid interference. Without this
spacing, it might be difficult for receiving
equipment to detect the pulses.

In alternate minutes during most of
each hour, 500Hz or 600Hz audio tones
are broadcast. A 440Hz tone, the musical
note A above middle C, is broadcast once
each hour. In addition to being a musical
standard, the 440Hz tone often is used to
provide an hourly marker for chart re-
corders or other automated devices.
Refer to Figure 2.

WWV and WWVH transmit other types

of information, including geophysical
alerts of solar activity, geomagnetic in-
formation, solar information and marine
storm warnings. Other conditions broad-
cast include: solar flares, polar cap ab-
sorption and reports of stratospheric
warmings in the high -latitude regions of
the winter hemisphere.

BCD time code
For many broadcast applications, the

BCD time code is the most valuable prod-
uct. The BCD time code is transmitted
continuously on a 100Hz subcarrier for
both WWV and WWVH. The subcarrier
is synchronous with the time -code pulses
so that 10ms resolution is attained. The
time code provides a standard timing
base for scientific observations made
simultaneously at different locations. A
typical application might involve the
satellite transmission of data, in which
the data and time code are recorded
simultaneously.

The time -code format presents UTC in-
formation in serial fashion at the rate of
one pulse per second. Groups of pulses
can be decoded to ascertain the current
minute, hour and day of the year.
Although the 100Hz subcarrier is not
considered one of the standard audio fre-

RIP US OFF
_4

TOOL CATALOG IS A STEAL... I
IT'S FREE.

Paladin's new 1988 Electronic Tool Catalog shows
you the latest selection of Paladin's top quality
wire strippers, crimping tools, cutting tools and
production aid equipment. 24 pages of the best
specialty wire handling tools you can buy, and
loaded with new products on every page.
Chock so full of valuable productivity enhanc-
ing tools that it's hard to believe it's free.
Be a thief and rip out this ad. Your new
Paladin tool catalog will be on its way
even before guilt sets in.
Name

Title

Company

Address

*PALADIN
an CORPORATION
The Wire Handlers

City

State Zip

L3543 Old Conejo Road, #102, Newbury Park, CA 91320 (805) 499-03181
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quencies, the code does contain the
100Hz frequency, which may be used as
a standard with the same accuracy as the
audio frequencies.

The BCD time code is a modified ver-
sion of the IRIG-H (Inter Range In-
strumentation Group) format. The
binary -to -decimal weighting scheme is
1-2-4-8, with the least significant binary
digit always transmitted first. Table 3
summarizes the binary coding and deci-
mal equivalents for the transmission
scheme.

In the WWV/WWVH format, all tones
are suppressed during the seconds pulse
transmission. This means that the 100Hz
subcarrier frequency also is suppressed,
which has the effect of deleting the first
30ms portion of each binary pulse in the
time code.

Thus, compared to IRIG-H, a binary 0
contains only 17 (rather than 20) cycles
of 100Hz, equaling 170ms duration. A
binary 1 contains 47 (rather than 50)
cycles of 100Hz, equaling 460ms dura-
tion. The leading edge of every pulse
coincides with a positive -going zero
crossing of the 100Hz subcarrier, but it
occurs 30ms after the beginning of the
second. The time -code format for
WWV/WWVH is shown in Figure 5.

Want To Talk
Broadcasting?

BPFORUM
ON

COMPUSERVE

John Hoffman
Net

Administrator
76703, 1036



Within a time frame of one minute,
enough pulses are transmitted to convey
in BCD language the current minute,
hour and day of the year. Two BCD
groups are needed to express the hour
because the time is based on 24 hours
per day. Three groups are needed to ex-
press the day of the year (001 through
366). The seconds can be determined by
counting pulses within the frame.

Satellite time
NBS also provides accurate time and

frequency information via two geosta-
tionary operational environmental satel-
lites (GOES). The time code is referenced
to the NBS time scale and provides UTC.
Although the time code originally was
designed as a means of dating environ-
mental data collected by the GOES satel-
lites, it also can be used as a general-
purpose time reference for many other
applications. The time code is available
to the entire Western Hemisphere from
two satellites operating on a nearly full-
time basis. The satellites' footprints are
shown in Figure 6. The basic satellite
transmission spec fications are shown in
Table 4.

The time code is contained within the
interrogation channel and is used to

11E- - 1s I 4I1F- Y2 S S ---14-- : S -OP
INTEAROGATIoN INTERROGATION INTERROGATION INTERROGATICN

_MESSAGE,. I i MESSAGE f I MESSAGE I I MESSAGE I

TC l`C TC - TC

/ ----
--- WORD__WORD / WORD

-
WORD- --- ----

I / ..------ -------/ ..--------..... --------- --

° r -T

SYNCHRONIZATION WORD
DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDSTIME -CODE FRAME CONSISTS OF: UNIVERSAL TIME CORRECTION
SATELLITE POSITION

Figure 7. A complete interrogation message consists of four bits of BCD time code, a maximum
length sequence of 15 bits for synchronization and a 31 -bit remote data sensor address.

communicate with the remote sensors.
The interrogation messages and time
code are prepared and sent to the GOES
satellites from Wallops Island, VA. To
generate the time code, the NBS main-
tains atomic clocks at this site.

Message format
The interrogation message format is

shown in Figure 7. Each interrogation
message is one -halt second in length,

consisting of 50 bits. A data rate of
100b/s is used for transmission. A com-
plete interrogation message consists of
four bits of BCD tame code followed by a
maximum length sequence of 15 bits for
message synchronization. The message
ends with a 31 -bit address for a particular
remote weather data sensor. This proc-
ess takes one-half second. Therefore, 60
interrogation messages are required to
send the 60 BCD time -code words con -

By the turn of the
century there will be

12,500,000,000
more slides to file...

The image boom is coming... And you
need to be prepared.

Computerize your slide library with the
speed and efficiency you've grown to
expect from today's workplace.

The best approach? The Gallery 2000
Automated Image Library from Rank
Cintel. It's a database, still store, work-
station network, graphics, and on -air
production and transmission tool in one.

Gallery 2000 manages from 400
to millions of slides. And since it's
4:2:2 compatible it integrates with
a range of digital studio devices -
today and tomorrow.

Call for a free systems analysis of your
company's image management needs:

312-426-2450

XRank Cintel Inc.
Gallery 2000

704 Executive 3oulevard, Valley Cottage, New York 10989, New York. Telephone: Sales - (914) 268-8911
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stituting a complete time -code frame.
The complete time -code frame is trans-

mitted every 30 seconds, beginning on
the half -minute. The time code, shown in
Figure 8, begins with a 40 -bit sync word.
The frame provides the following: the
year (two digits), day of year; hour;
minute; second; UT1 correction; and the
satellite's position in latitude, longitude
and height above the earth's surface. The
position information is updated every
four minutes.

In addition, there are indicators in the

March 1923 First scheduled broadcasts of WWV, Washington, DC
April 1933 WWV gets first 20kW transmitter, Beltsville, MD
January 1943 .. WWV relocates to Greenbelt, MD
November 1948 . WWVH commences broadcasts, Maui, HI
January 1950 . WWV adds voice announcements
July 1956 WWVB (KK2XEI) begins 60kHz broadcasts, Boulder, CO
April 1960 WWVL begins 20kHz experimental broadcasts,

Sunset, CO
July 1963 WWVB begins high -power broadcasts, Ft. Collins, CO
August 1963 WWVL begins high -power broadcasts, Ft. Collins, CO
July 1964 WWVH adds voice announcements
December 1966 . WWV relocates to Ft. Collins, CO
July 1971 WWVH relocates to Kauai, HI

ISLATRON°
...before the dama  e is done

An IslatiroW' power Ii ondi er safeguards -
both your income> our broadcast equipment
investment. Its high. peed Active Tracking" Filter
intercepts and attenuates unexpected high voltage
spikes and transients that affect broadcast per-
formance, cause failures and accelerate equip-
ment deterioration. Your sensitive electronics are
protected because Islatron" continually tracks,
attenuates and clamps incoming spikes and tran-
sients, absorbing the destructive energy and filling
short duration undershoots. The results? Preven-
tion of catastrophic equipment failure and loss of
air time. Emergency maintenance problems are
minimized. Islatron" is designed specifically for
AM/FM-TV Broadcasters to meet all your require-
ments, from low power studios to high power FM
and UHF transmitters.

Single and 3 phase units
through 1200A Mean
time between failure (MTBF)
in excess of 100,000
hours, 5 year warranty

... before the damage is done, call us or circle the
reader service number. Control Concepts Corp.,
Broadcast Group, 328 Water Street, P.O. Box
1380, Binghamton, NY 13902-1380. Phone
1-607-724-2484.

See Islatron* in action NAB Booth 4159
CONTROL
CONCEPTS
CORPORATION

Table I. History of the NBS time and frequen-
cy dissemination services.

FREQ.,
MHz

WWV WWVH

2.5 2.5 5.0

5.0 10.0 10.0

10.0 10.0 10.0

15.0 10.0 10.0

20.0 2.5

RADIATED POWER, kW

Table 2. Operating frequency and powers of
stations WWV and WWVH.

code for upcoming leap seconds and
daylight-saving time changes, current
time -code accuracy information and
system status data.

The path delay from the uplink in
Wallops Island to the satellite and back
to earth is approximately 260,0000.
Because of this delay, all time signals
transmitted to the satellite are advanced
by this amount. In the uncorrected
mode, therefore, the signals arrive at the
earth's surface nearly on time (within
16ms). If the mean path delay is ac-
counted for in the timing process, the ac-
curacy increases to +1 to 2ms. In the ful-
ly corrected mode, both the mean path
delay and the earth's cyclic delay varia-
tion are taken into account. This mode
results in an accuracy of +100µs.

Because the GOES time code is tran-
mitted outside the spectrum reserved ex-
clusively for time and frequency broad-
casts, it cannot be considered an NBS
service in the same sense that the radio
broadcast methods are services. The
land mobile services and the GOES inter-
rogation channels use the same fre-
quency allocations (468.8250MHz and
468.8375MHz). The result is that the
time code may suffer interference from
land mobile transmission. This is par-
ticularly true in urban areas where there
is a high density of land mobile traffic
and for the GOES/west signal, which ex-
actly coincides with one of the land
mobile channels.

Circle (68) on Reply Card
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June 1972 First "leap second" in history added to UTC time scale
July 1972 WWVL transmissions curtailed
January 1974 Voice announcements changed from Greenwich Mean

Time to Coordinated Universal Time (WWV and WWVH)
March 1975 Frequency calibration using network color TV becomes a

nationwide service
August 1975 Line -10 time comparisons using TV synchronization

pulses become a nationwide service
February 1977 20MHz and 25MHz broadcasts from WWV and 20MHz

broadcasts from WWVH discontinued
May 1977 GOES satellite time code officially initiated
December 1978 20MHz broadcasts from WWV reinstated

BINARY
GROUP

DECIMAL
EQUIVALENT

WEIGHT: 1 2 4 8

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 2
1 1 0 0 3

0 0 1 0 4
1 0 1 0 5
0 1 1 0 6
1 1 1 0 7
0 0 0 1 8
1 0 0 1 9

Table 3. The WWV/WWVH BCD time code
uses the 1-2-4-8 weighting scheme shown here.

Atomic clocks
The frequencies, tones and time of day

for many NBS services are based on cesi-
um beam frequency sources-atomic
clocks. The frequencies of commercial
versions of these oscillators are con-
trolled to be within one part in 1,000
billion with respect to the NBS primary
frequency standard. The primary stan-
dard, a specially designed laboratory
cesium beam device, is 100 times more
stable.

Atomic oscillators are based on reso-
nances in atoms, which occur at micro-
wave frequencies, generally in the range
of 1GHz to 100GHz. The first step in con-
structing an atomic clock is separating
the atoms according to what is called up-
per or lower state.

Atoms change from the upper to the
lower energy state upon emission of a
well-defined amount of energy. Corre-
spondingly, an atom changes from the
lower to the upper state upon absorbing
an equal amount of energy at the atom's
resonant frequency. Separation of these
atoms is called state selection.

State selection
In spatial state selection, shown in

Figure 9, the atoms produced by heating
a metal are passed through a vacuum
chamber into a strong magnetic field.
The field causes the atoms to separate in-
to two beams, one containing the upper -
state atoms and one containing the
lower -state atoms.

After the atoms have been separated
in the first magnetic field, it is possible to
arrange the machine's geometry so that
only the upper -state atoms are selected
to proceed into the microwave cavity
region. Other atoms are effectively
removed from the beam.

Once the atoms have been state select-
ed, atomic resonance must be detected.
Typically, the state -selected atomic beam
is passed through a microwave cavity.
When the cavity is excited at the proper
microwave frequency. many of the

Stereo and Mono:
A MIXER. TO MATCH

Every input on the Studer Revox C279 mixer is a stereo
input... and a mono input.

Line level stereo, balanced mono and balanced microphone, each
with a separate input position. Mix them or match them with all six
channels of the C279.

Built to strict Studer Revox standards, the C279 makes no compromises
in durability or sonic performance. No "small mixer" short cuts here.

If you're looking for a compact mixer built like the big boards, the
compact C279 mixer is tough to match.

Details available from your Studer Revox Professional Products Dealer,
or contact Studer Revox America, Inc., 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville,
TN 37210. (615) 254-5651.
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ROTARY JOINTS

The short. low torque, high
performance coax rotary joints

shown, as well as MDLs
extensive line of waveguide

rotary joints have set the
standards of the industry. We
developed low resistance. low
noise contacts for these coax

rotary joints based on our
long experience in the design
and manufacture of slip rings.

These contacts have the proven
advantage of long life.

The center conductor design is
covered by a U.S. patent.

Moreover. these units meet
or exceed MIL -E-5400 and

MIL -E-16400 specifications.
For your specific requirements.

such as mounting flanges. please
write to or call today Microwave
Development Laboratories, Inc.

10 Michigan Drive
Natick, MA 01760

(617) 655-0060

FREQUENCY VS
MODEL CONNECTOR (GHz) (MAX)

180RS46 'SMA DC -18

120RK36 "N DC -12.4

1.25 DC -10 GHz
1 510-18 GHz
1.15 DC -6 GHz
1 25 6-12 4 G

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

MAX
INSERTION MAX
LOSS IN dB WOW LENGTH

MAX
STARTING

TORQUE

0 2to 10GHz 1.02 1.00" .5 oz. -In.
0.5 to 10-18 GHz

-11'0
2 DC to 10 GHz 1.01 1.95" .5 oz.-i

0.3 10 to 12.4 GHz

SYNC TIME OF
WORD YEAR UT1 SATELLITE

TIME POSITION
CORRECTIONS 30s

BEGINS ON
00 AND 30s UTC

RES

TIME FRAME

Figure 8. A time -code frame contains a synchronization word, time -of -year word, UTI correc-
tion and the satellite's position.

GAS, CONTAINING EQUAL
AMOUNTS OF THE TWO

KINDS OF ATOMS

ATOMIC BEAM
SOURCE

ATOMIC BEAM

MAGNET
(STATE SELECTOR)

KIND 1  ATOMS
(LOWER STATE)

VACUUM CHAMBER

Figure 9. Spatial state selection sorts the atomic beam source gas atoms from those in the upper
state and those in the lower state.

KIND 2 - ATOMS
(UPPER STATE)

NO SIGNAL

STATE SELECTED
ATOMIC BEAM

V NO SIGNAL

s -s A( 12 A

MICROWAVE
CAVITY MAGNET

MICROWAVE SIGNAL
(OF ATOMIC RESONANCE FREQUENCY)

STATE SELECTED
ATOMIC BEAM

MICROWAVE
CAVITY

:}W
404" 7

MAXIMUM SIG

Figure 10. In atom detection, the atoms leaving the microwave cavity pass through a magnet
where they are sorted into two states. An atom detector is used to indicate the number of atoms
in the upper (or lower) state.

upper -state atoms are caused to change
to the lower state. The key is to adjust
the microwave frequency until the
number of atoms in the lower state
reaches maximum. This corresponds to
the center of the atomic resonance.
Some method is needed to detect this
resonance condition.

Detection
Three methods typically are used to

detect the RF-produced changes in the
atomic beam. One method, shown in Fig-
ure 10, is by atom detection. As the
atoms leave the microwave cavity, they
are passed through another magnetic
field that again deflects them in two dif-

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
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FREQUENCY: 468.8250MHz
(Western GOES)
468.8375MHz
(Eastern GOES)

POLARIZATION: RIGHT-HAND
CIRCULAR

MODULATION: CPSK (±60°)
DATA RATE: 100 BPS

SATELLITE 135° W (Western
GOES)

LOCATION:' 75° W (Eastern
GOES)

SIGNAL
STRENGTH
AT EARTH'S
SURFACE -139 dBm
(OUTPUT FROM
ISOTROPIC
ANTENNA):

CODING: MANCHESTER

BANDWIDTH: 400Hz

'Other satellite locations may be
used occasionally when operations
must be switched to in -orbit spare
satellites.

Table 4. Basic receive specifications for the
GOES satellites.

ferent directions, depending on which
energy state they are in. An atom detec-
tor is situated so that only the lower -state
atoms follow the proper path to hit the
detector. In effect, the detector simply
"counts" the number of atoms that have
changed from the upper to lower state in
the microwave cavity.

Atomic resonance also can be optically
detected, as shown in Figure 11. A
photodetector is used to measure the
relative amount of light passing through
the atomic beam. When the light is ap-
plied, some of the atoms are removed
from one of the states, which is regis-
tered on the photodetector. When the
microwave energy is applied, some of
the atoms resonate at the proper (light)
frequency, which is detected. This
technique is expected to be used in the
next -generation NBS primary laboratory
standard.

The third detection scheme involves a
process familiar to many engineers. As
the atoms are energized within the mi-
crowave cavity, some atoms add energy
to the cavity, and if the atoms are initial-
ly in the lower state, they subtract
energy. A detector connected to the
cavity monitors this internal change in
energy level.

Basic clock
Atomic -based oscillators are not sub-

ject to drifting as are crystal -based oscil-

lators. The atomic resonance frequency
is defined by the atom itself. Although
there are factors that can cause such
oscillators to change frequency, atomic
resonators with Q values of 10° may
have accuracies of one part in 10° or
higher.

One of the more common types of
atomic frequency standards is based on
cesium, which has an atomic resonance
of 9,192,631,770Hz. Cesium frequency
standards are used where high
reproducibility and long-term stability

are requured. The clock's frequency
stability may reach a few parts in 10)4,
with sampling times of one hour to
several days. For most applications,
cesium frequency standards do not even
need to be calibrated.

A simplified block diagram of a cesium -
beam clock is shown in Figure 12. This
clock uses spatial state selection and
atom -detection processes. An oven heats
cesium metal to 100°C, producing
cesium gas. The gas then flows to a
vacuum chamber with an atmospheric

Don't settle for
that colors

a shotgun mic
off -axis sound.

1.1

The new lightweight Shure SM89 eliminates coloration up to 30°
off -axis. Thanks to its new Accu-Port" design, the off -axis response
of the SM89 is smooth and natural, free of the peaks and dips caused
by the comb -filter characteristic of most shotgun mics. So off -axis
sound is much easier to control and equalize.

The SM89 also features a newly designed condenser cartridge
for improved sensitivity. Plus a built-in rolloff filter that eliminates
low frequency noise problems, and controls proximity effect in
close-up work.

The durable aluminium design is 30-40% lighter than other
models. The low noise amp also can be powered from 11 to 52 VDC
phantom power and separates from the capsule for field repair.

For more information, write or call Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL. 60202-3696 (312) 866-2553.
G.S.A. Approved.

111.11.111111111111101101.11111.1111111.111111111111.1

SHURF
$teda%vaotaue$ atie4dotoun60,44
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Master clock systems

2 4 5

-101 Flit --
LOGIC 1 = 260As

6 7 8

By Rick Dielman
9 10 11 12.22 23 24

55-
-101 f41-

LOGIC 0 = 65,,s

25 26-30 31 32 1 2

Ci

3

BIT PERIOD = 520As

FRAME TIME = 1/60s

A typical 24 -bit serial time code, which is repeated 60 frames per second.

When you select a master clock
system, keep in mind several impor-
tant parameters. If your station
already has a clock system, any new
master clock must be capable of driv-
ing the current slaves (unless they also
are to be replaced). Most master clocks
provide optional circuits that drive the
various types of remote displays, but
check to be sure.

Typical remote displays include
digital, impulse and synchronized -
wire clocks. Because each display re-
quires a different type of syrichroniza-
tion signal, several driver circuits may
be needed. It also is important to be
sure that any master clock system has
sufficient battery backup power.
Digital slaves often go blank when
power fails, but will display the correct
time again when power returns.

Displays
Some digital displays rely on serial

time code for timing information. In
this series of clocks, for example, a
24 -bit serial time code is repeated at
the rate of 60 frames per second. The
clock receives primary power from an
ac outlet, so it will blank out if power
is lost. Once power is restored, how-
ever, it again will display the correct
time. Other digital displays rely on
IRIG-B, which is 1kHz serial time code.

Two types of analog clocks typically
seen in broadcast stations are the
synchronized -wire and the impulse
type. The synchronized -wire type is
driven by a synchronous motor from
the 60Hz primary power line. This
type of clock uses a supervisory signal
to correct the clock to the proper time.
Upon command from the master clock
at approximately 38 minutes after the
hour, the minute and second hands
are corrected as needed. At 12 -hour
intervals, the hour hand is set as need-
ed. The clock's hour, minute and sec-
ond hands are reset by a small clutch
assembly within the clock. If you have
this type of display, be sure your
master clock can provide the neces-
sary reset pulse.

Impulse clocks typically operate on
12Vdc or 24Vdc and depend upon
alternating polarity pulses from the
Dielman is sales manager for Kinemetrical
True Time, Santa Rosa, CA.
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master clock for power. Impulse
clocks are connected in parallel.
Therefore, if one clock gets out of
time, it must be reset manually.
However, once all clocks read the
same time, the master clock can fast -
advance the seconds and minutes
hands to the correct time.

It also is important to account for the
current demand from the clocks. As
the number of clocks increases, so too
does the amount of current needed
from the master clock-and the bat-
tery backup system.

Time source
Stations WWV and WWVH are

sometimes thought of as good sources
of time code for master clock systems.
Unfortunately, the MF and HF signals
from these stations are less reliable
than the LF signal for WWVB. For this
reason, broadcast applications typical-
ly rely on either WWVB or the GOES
satellite system as a time source. For
locations within 1,800 miles of Fort
Collins, CO, the LF signal from WWVB
is probably the best choice.

If your location cannot adequately
receive WWVB, the second choice
might be GOES. The two GOES satel-
lites provide the same UTC time code

as the National Bureau of Standards'
other stations, and the signal is highly
reliable. See the main story for addi-
tional information on the GOES
system. One drawback to receiving
time code from the satellite is the
typically higher receiver and antenna
cost.

Set and forget
Using NBS signals for time code pro-

vides the broadcaster with many ad-
vantages. All clocks within the station
display not only the same time, but
also the correct time. The constant up-
dating of the master clock by the NBS
time source ensures that the correct
time, usually to within milliseconds, is
available throughout the station.

A second advantage of the NBS
signals is the automatic updating for
standard and daylight -savings time. No
longer is it necessary for a member of
the engineering staff to reset all the
station clocks every spring and fall.

Master clocks may not have the
glamour of fancy test instruments, but
they are crucial to the effective opera-
tion of a station. The new generation
of master clocks offers unprecedented
accuracy, along with plug -in -and -
forget -it convenience.
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FILTERED
LIGHT

NO SIGNAL
GAS CELL

MICROWAVE
CAVITY

PHOTODETECTOR

MAXIMUM SIGNAL

MICROWAVE SIGNAL
(OF ATOMIC RESONANCE FREQUENCY)

FILTERED

-
FILTERED

LIGHT

PHOTODETECTOR

MICROWAVE \ MINIMUM SIGNAL
CAVITY

GAS CELL

Figure 11. A photodetector measures the
change in light intensity as atoms change
states. The change represents a measure of the
number of atoms in one of the states.

QUARTZ CRYSIA1
OSCILLATOR ANC

FREQUENCY

STATE
SELECTOR

CESIUM
OVEN

FEEDBACK

STATE
SELECTOR

ATOM
DETECTOR

Figure 12. Simplified block diagram of a
cesium beam oscillator.

pressure of less than 10-9. From the
chamber, the gas flows through the state -
selecting magnet and on to the micro-
wave cavity where the RF signal is
applied.

After passing through another state
selector, the RF-excited atomic beam
reaches the atom detector. In this clock,
the detector is a tungsten wire heated to
approximately 900°C by electrical cur-
rent. Because the detector contains a

small dc bias voltage, when the cesium
atoms strike the wire they become
charged or ionized. The resulting stream
of electrically charged atoms produces a

current, which is amplified, detected and
used as a feedback signal for the micro-
wave oscillator.

Receiving accurate time code is no
longer difficult or terribly expensive.
Reliable equipment is available from a
number of sources, and installation is
usually straightforward. Information on
time -code equipment and clock systems
is available in the "Broadcast Engi-
neering 1988 Annual Spec Book/
Buyer's Guide."

Editor's note: The material in this article was adapted
from two NBS publications: Special Publication 432,
"NBS Time and Frequency Dissemination Services"
and Special Publication 559, "Time and Frequency
Users' Manual." Copies of both manuals are available
from the Time and Frequency Division, NBS, 325
Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303.

BROADCAST THE NEWS
WITHOUT THE NOISE.

The new SM84 Lavalier Mic.

A super-
cardioid ?ick-
up pattern
enables the
new SM84
Conderser
Micropone
to reject
unwanted
background
noise w_t_iout
compromising
audio q-iality. So
even if there's
activity near your
reporter or news-
caster, the, only
thing the viewers
hear is the news. The
SM84 a_so provides
greater gain before
feedback than other
lavalier condenser mics.

The microphone's
tailored frequency
response provides profes-
sional sound that's unusual
in chest -mount applications.
The 730 Hz filter compensates
for chest resonance, while the
high -frequency boost provides
flatter, more natural response.
The 12dB/octave low -end rolloff
(below 103Hz) reduces room noise

and other low -frequency
signals. In addition,

excellent shielding yields low RF
interference and hum pickup.
Easy to use.

The mic runs on phantom power
or a standard 9 -volt battery. The
unique side -exit cable minimizes
"cable hiding" problems. And
universal mounting clips are
included to handle virtually all
attachment requirements.

Plus, it's built with Shure's
legendary emphasis on rugged-
ness, reliability and
performance.
Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Haftrey Ave.,
Evanston, IL 60202-3696
(312) 866-2553.

When background noise
isn't a factor, consider the
SM83 Omnidirectional
Lavalier Microphone.

Note: mics shown
actual size.

SHURE®
THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS*...WORLDWIDE
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News Special ReportI

0

0

Europe enters the
new era of DBS

By Howard Head,
BE European correspondent

Mark the date: Friday, Nov. 20, 1987. In
the late evening hours, from its space sta-
tion at Kourou, French Guyana, a European
Ariane rocket brought European broad-
casting into the space age with the launch
of the West German satellite TV SAT -1.1t is
a true high -power direct broadcast satellite
(DBS), one on which industry and develop-
ment teams of the old continent have
pinned many of their immediate hopes.

TV SAT -1 is in geostationary orbit at 19 °
west, at 22,300 miles altitude. It weighs
2,620 pounds and carries five TWT ampli-
fiers, each with a power of 200W. (Present
communication satellites have an average
of 50W from each amplifier.) It has a design
life of nine years, but will be backed up
within a couple of years by a reserve sal el-
lite, TV SAT -2.

Operation is in the Ku -band (12GHz) A
carefully crafted "footprint" covers West
Germany with an EIRP on the beam axis of

about 60dBW. The power budget aims at a
receiving dish diameter of 60cm (two feet).

Ariane already is preparing for the
launch early this year of a twin French satel-
lite, TDF-1, identical to TV SAT -1 except for
the footprint. Europe thus will become a
full-fledged member of the club of countries
that look on satellite television as the TV
system of the future.

Japan began true direct satellite broad-
casting in 1984 with the launch of BS -2a, fol-
lowed in 1986 by BS -2b. These are
medium -power (58dBW) satellites in the Ku -
band. Australia, with vast, thinly populated
areas, has low -power (48dBW) DBS in the
Ku -band.

TV SAT -1 is the largest satellite launched
to date by Ariane. Not only will the new
satellite make four new TV channels and
eight high-fidelity audio channels available
to hundreds of millions of Europeans, but
it also will provide a proving ground for the

TV -SAT -1
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Figure I. Footprints of TV SAT -1, the West German DBS launched in November 1987.

new D2 -MAC packet transmission stan-
dards. These standards are intended to pro-
vide, among other things, the underpinning
transmission technology for high -definition
television.

The total cost of TV SAT -1 is approxi-
mately $40 million, financed entirely from
public funds. The two German public TV
networks (ARD and ZDF) each will use one
channel. The other two channels will be
commercialized for the use of German
"private television!'

True direct broadcast satellites differ from
the usual telecommunication satellites
mainly in that the former transmit with
higher power, permitting reception with
antennas of smaller size-in this case, para-
bolic antennas that are 60cm in diameter.
An estimated 10,000 TVROs are in use in
Europe today, but most have diameters of
10 feet or more.

Some Japanese companies have demon-
strated small, flat receiving antennas, but
these are still in the experimental stages. No
one has figured out a way to get around the
need for a specific antenna capture area.

Cable television is an obvious natural ally
of DBS. West Germany, with a population
of 60 million, 25.7 million homes and 6.8
million TV homes, will rely to a great extent
on cable distribution of the decoded satel-
lite signals. Although the country is not
heavily cabled (as are Belgium, Nether-
lands, and to some extent, Switzerland), the
West German government has undertaken
a feverish campaign to cable the country
by the end of the year. The government is
relying on the satellite transmissions to pro-
vide "private television!'

France, which already has over -the -air
broadcast "private television' has no plans
to spend public funds for broadband
cabling. The satellite programs in West Ger-
many and France will be "pay TV!' Whether
customers use individual receiving anten-
nas or the cable, they will pay for a decoder
or a connection and maintenance charge.

MAC standards
One of the big innovations of TV SAT -1 is

the use of the unified European D2 -MAC
(multiplexed analog component) transmis-
sion standards, which will be progressively
substituted for present systems such as
SECAM (used in France) and PAL (used in
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WHAT HAS 5 VTRS,
2 ROBOTS,

3 ROTARY LIBRARIES,
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IS AVAILABLE NOW,

AND IS SURE TO TURN
THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY

UPSIDE DOWN?
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Figure 2. Footprints of TDF-1, a French satellite scheduled for launch early this year.

vor DS -600
dteito" DIGITAL

STORE

DIGITIZE, STORE AND RETRIEVE
COMPLETE CONTROL PANEL

SETTINGS OF COLOR
CORRECTORS, SWITCHERS,

TBC's, ETC.
 1000 page memory

 32 functions per page
 Any existing stored set up can be instantly copied

to other pages in memory
 12 bit digitizing

 Recall resolution of .0250/0
 20V DC input range
 Full battery backup

 Local or GPI control

broadcast video systems ltd.
40 West Wilmot Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario L48 1H8

Telephone: (416) 764-1584 Telex: 06-964652 Fax: (416) 764-7438

the rest of Western Europe).
The D2 -MAC system also provides highly

flexible treatment of the sound. Thus, TV
SAT -1 has the capability for transmitting
multilingual programs, two digital channels
in stereo and eight channels in hi-fi.

Low -power DBS exists in Europe today.
Presently, there are 73 notified operational
civilian satellites in the Western world.
Their principal function is the transmission
of telecommunications services (such as
telephone and data), but they also relay TV
signals.

The satellite TV programs that can be
picked up at this moment in Europe (a total
of 19, including a couple of U.S. channels)
arrive by means of Intelsat (International
Organization of Telecommunications Satel-
lites), Eutelsat (European Organization of
Telecommunications Satellites), Telecom 1
(France) and Gorizon (U.S.S.R.). The Soviet
satellite transmits at UHF.

And so the rush is on. Luxembourg, Great
Britain, Italy and the Nordic countries all
have DBS satellites under construction or
in the planning. New launches will continue
throughout 1988. All of these projects are
under government control, which means
that DBS will work-or else!

I:I74))11

DIAL ACCESS CONTROL
Use any touch phone and ordinary dial -up lines to
operate up to eight separate remote site functions
and also check the states of up to eight external
inputs. Audible telemetry acknowledges com-
mands and indicates the on/off condition of each
external input.

PPU.,Ego

Rack arid wall mount versions
Four selectable modes

1. Latched
2. Momentary
3. 1 of 4 exclusive OR latched
4. 1 of 8 exclusive OR latched

 User programmable access code
Master reset function
Eight form C relay outputs
Eight ext. sense inputs

 Auto answer on 1-8 ring
 LED status indicators

-r- 12 VDC powered

Inquire about Simplex, Half Duplex and Full Duplex
phone patches and other DTMF controller products.

At7-74,ci. CONNECT SYSTEMS INC.
23731 Madison St., Torrance, CA 90505 (213) 373-6803

$449
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ANSWER:
THE MII M.A.R.C. SYSTEM CART MACHINE.
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It's probably the most technologically advanced cart machine ever created.
So advanced, we doubt the competition will have anything like it for a long while
to come.

But the really impressive thing is: it's available now.
So give us a call if you'd like a demonstration, or to be put on our priority

delivery program.
Remember, if you're looking for high broadcast quality, overall cost reductions

and the finest support programs in the industry, look into MI{ from Panasonic.
The broadcast system that makes business sense.

MII

For more information, call 1-201-348-7671.
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SBE Update

Deadlines coming up
for scholarships

By Bob Van Buhler

The educational arm of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers is the Harold E. Ennes
Foundation, which coordinates and admin-
isters national SBE scholarship funds and
activities, including the long-established
Ennes scholarship and the Alpha Epsilon
Rho (AERho) scholarships.

Scholarships
At the semiannual Ennes Foundation

meeting, the foundation board voted unani-
mously to increase the ceiling on the
AERho scholarship from $1,000 to $2,000.
AERho, an established national college
broadcasting fraternity that has been work-
ing with the society for several years, has
provided quality scholarship candidates
interested in broadcast careers.

AERho president, David Guerra of the
University of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR,
attended the Ennes Foundation meeting
and the SBE convention. In 1987, the Ennes
Foundation awarded a total of $2,500 for
AERho and Harold Ennes scholarships. The
Ennes awards to AERho members in 1986
included three $500 scholarships. Ennes
scholarships since 1980 total $5,600.
Scholarship deadlines are Feb. 15 for the
AERho grants and March 15 for the Ennes
Foundation grants.

The national office recently mailed a
questionnaire to chapters asking for infor-
mation about local and regional scholar-
ships. Chapter chairmen should respond
promptly, because the Ennes Foundation
may be able to offer assistance even at the
local level.

New foundation director
SBE director and past president Jim Wul-

liman has retired from his position as vice
president of engineering for the WTMJ sta-
tions, Milwaukee. WTMJ's loss is SBE's gain,
because Wulliman becomes executive
director for the Ennes Foundation. He also
will continue as the SBE certification chair-
man. He is relocating to Green Valley, AZ,
and will direct the foundation's activities
from there.

Roger Johnson, who was a member of
the Ennes Foundation by virtue of his posi-
tion as the immediate past president (IPP),
has been asked to remain on the foundation
Van Buhler is chief engineer for WBAL-AM and WIYY-FM,
Baltimore.

board now that Richard Rudman assumes
the position of IPP. Johnson's contributions
to the Ennes project have been substantial,
and the board voted unanimously to ask
him to continue to serve.

Certification exams
The next regular certification examina-

tions are scheduled for June 10-20. Exami-
nation study guides are available from the
national office for $4.95, including postage
and handling. If you ask someone who has
taken the exams, you may find that the
guides are highly recommended.

To purchase any of the study guides, send
a check or money order to SBE Certifica-
tion, 7002 Graham Road, Suite 118, Indi-
anapolis, IN 46220. Phone orders by credit
card also are accepted at 317-842-0836. The
deadline for applications is April 15. Appli-
cation forms and additional information are
available from your local chapter or the
national office.

Certification tests are administered
locally by chapter -approved proctors. Prior
SBE membership is not a requirement, but
see the application form for details. An
added feature of the examination process
is computer -generated tests. Now no two
examinations are the same. The certifica-
tion computer system sorts questions and
draws each examination separately and
randomly from a large database of ques-
tions. Each test is carefully constructed to
represent an accurate assessment of the
working knowledge and experience of can-
didates, from broadcast technologist to
senior broadcast engineer.

You must now be certified to hold
national office. As a result of the 1987
bylaws referendum, conducted as a part of
the annual SBE election, nominees for the
offices and board of directors must have
earned certification at some level.

Certification also may soon be an inter-
national proposition. According to certifi-
cation chairman Wulliman, inquiries have
been received from groups in the Republic
of the Philippines wishing to participate in
the certification program. This opens the
possibility of establishing chapters in the
island nation.

Sustaining membership
SBE welcomes the support of six new sus-

taining members: Howe Technologies, Cor-
tana, Jefferson -Pilot Communications,
American Family Broadcast Group, KGO-
TV and BTS (Broadcast Television Sys-
tems). The Professional Directory gained
a new member with the participation of
Dataworld.

New board of directors
A look at the newly elected board of

directors reveals a wide-ranging represen-
tation. Currently serving the society are
two directors each from Arizona, Califor-
nia and Wisconsin and one member each
from Florida, Minnesota, New York, Okla-
homa, Pennsylvania and Washington, DC.

The officers reside in Kansas, Ohio,
Colorado and Maryland. The other candi-
dates in the recent election were from
Texas, California and Missouri. Directors
elected two years ago resided in Illinois,
Florida, Oklahoma, California and
Washington state.

The conclusion to be drawn from this bit
of trivia is that national service patterns in
the society tend to represent the concen-
tration and cross-section of the member-
ship, with all areas eventually represented.
Chapters recently formed in the Southern
states will no doubt produce quality
nominees for national service as well.

I
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fully integrated
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IStation-to -station

Designing a
time -code reader

By John McGaughey

The University of Georgia Center for Con-
tinuing Education maintains several broad-
cast and teleconference facilities. These
include a satellite uplink, video and audio
control rooms, time -code editing suite, dub-
bing facilities and an FM radio station. To
keep everyone on time, a system to trans -

McGaughey is an engineer with the Georgia Center for Con-
tinuing Education, the University of Georgia, Athens, GA.
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mit accurate time of day to all of the facili-
ties was needed. Several commercial
products were examined but rejected
because of the high cost. Instead, the center
decided to use its existing time -code gener-
ator in the drop frame mode to transmit
time of day to all of the broadcast facilities.

An examination of commercial time -
code readers made it obvious that many of
their features were unnecessary for this
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application. For instance, the reader did not
need to recover code at other than normal
speeds and directions. Likewise, user bits,
error correction and frames display were
not needed. So, instead of paying for
unused circuitry, the center designed its
own basic time -code reader. Its design goal
was a unit with a 1 -inch -high LED display,
which used standard available parts and
cost less than $100.
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Figure 1. The time -code reader can be constructed for approximately $100.
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A time -code reader integrated circuit was
found, but its cost alone exceeded the
design goal, and it was available only in a
surface -mount version, which is difficult to
use. Also, it was made in Europe; it was not
in keeping with the decision to use standard
parts.

The circuit
The design described here requires only

10 commonly found integrated circuits
costing less than $20. The final complete -
unit cost was $110 because of the need for
a large LED display.

Figure 1 shows the reader system
schematic. Integrated circuit Ul is a com-
parator, which converts time code to TTL-
compatible levels. U2 is an exclusive OR
gate used with an RC delay to form a tran-
sition detector. It produces a narrow posi-
tive pulse for each transition on the input.

U3 is a clock extraction one-shot that
ignores data transitions. Its timing period
is 75% of one bit time, or about 315ms.
U3 section 2 and U4 recover the data
information.

U5 is a shift register used as a serial -to -
parallel converter. It presents complete 4 -
bit digits to display controller U10. U6 is a
presettable downcounter that looks for 12
consecutive date "ones" that form a syn-
chronization pattern. When it detects this
code, pin 13 goes low. This loads a number
into a modulo 80 -bit counter comprising
U7 and U8. This forces their count into
synchronization with the incoming time -
code frame.

The bit counter outputs drive U9, an
EPROM used as a control memory. At the
proper times during a time -code frame, it
produces a low at pin 13 that enables the
display controller to accept a digit. At the
same time U9 produces a 3 -bit code telling
the display controller where the digit
belongs in the display.

Table 1 shows the simple program
required in the memory. A 2716 EPROM
was chosen instead of a lower -density bipo-
lar PROM, because the center had the
necessary programming equipment, and it
is inexpensive and widely available. U10,
the display controller, handles the 6 -digit
multiplexed display made from common
cathode 7 -segment displays.

At this point, all areas in the station have
readers for less than the cost of one com-
parable commercial unit.

ADDRESS (HEXADECIMAL) CONTENTS (HEXADECIMAL) DIGIT ACTIVE

23
31
39
47
55
63

ALL OTHERS

00 UNITS OF SECONDS
01 TENS OF SECONDS
02 UNITS OF MINUTES
03 TENS OF MINUTES
04 UNITS OF HOURS
05 TENS OF HOURS
FF NONE

Table 1. Program code fur memory IC 119, a 2716 EPROM.
I
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IApplied technologyI
Adaptive delta modulation

Edited by Brad Dick,
radio technical editor

The requirements for a digital audio
broadcast system are quite different from
those for a recording medium. One of the
primary differences lies in the cost of the
playback circuitry. In a broadcast applica-
tion, the cost of the individual receiver/
decoders becomes a major design consider-
ation. For the broadcast application to be
successful, the decoders must be cost-
effective. The digital audio encoding sys-
tem described here is based on situations
in which few encoders and many low-cost

NOISE AND
DISTORTION A

STEP SIZE

Figure 1. Adaptive delta modulation requires
that the step size vary in accordance with the
demands of the input signal. Point C indicates the
optimum step size for a particular signal.

+20dB

EMPHASIS
GAIN

+10dB

decoders are needed.

Digital audio encoding
One method of providing high -quality

audio relies on an analog -to -digital conver-
sion process. One common conversion
process is pulse code modulation (PCM).
Although PCM systems can provide excel-
lent quality, they also suffer from several
disadvantages. One problem is that achiev-
ing a dynamic range of 80dB or more
requires circuitry with an output precise
to approximately 0.01%. Such precision
is costly.

Another problem lies in preserving band-
width efficiency. Efficient use of bandwidth
requires elaborate (and expensive) filters to
reject frequencies above the Nyquist limit.
And finally, PCM systems require error-

correction and concealment techniques.
The system described here maintains a

wide dynamic range by making the A/D
and D/A conversion adaptive, hence the
name adaptive delta modulation (ADM).
The available signal-to-noise ratio is further
improved by using variable pre -emphasis
and de -emphasis. Transient distortion is
reduced by using advance information
about the signal's characteristics. Finally,
control signals are transmitted to the
decoder independently, eliminating the

2kHz FREQUENCY 20kHz

Figure 2. A family of pre -emphasis curves is used in the ADM encoder. The curve selected at any
particular instant depends upon the input signal spectra.

need for sophisticated signal analysis in
the receiver, thereby reducing the receiver
cost.

Delta modulation
The system design relies on delta modu-

lation techniques. In a delta modulator, a
reference waveform, formed by integrating
the output bitstream, is subtracted from the
sampled input waveform. If the difference
is a positive quantity, the output bit at the
next sampling instant will be a 1; if the
difference is negative, the bit will be a 0.
The reference waveform, therefore, moves
positively or negatively by one increment
(known as a step size).

The process tends to reduce or even
reverse the polarity of the difference
between the two steps. Thus, the modula-
tor becomes a negative feedback system,
delivering whatever stream of bits is
required to allow the reference waveform
to follow the input. The quantizing error or
noise level is dependent on the step size.
Delta modulation is a special case of
differential PCM, with only one bit per sam-
ple and a bit rate equal to the sampling
frequency.

For broadcast, this process offers several
advantages compared with traditional PCM
systems. Delta modulation requires no pre-
cision components and can be manufac-
tured economically. Because all bits have
equal weight, isolated bit errors have only
a minor audible effect. When combined
with companding, differential coding is
preferable to non -differential coding
because it more closely matches the
properties of human hearing.

Adaptive delta modulation
In adaptive delta modulation, the digital

datastream contains information not about
the absolute audio signal value, but on the
change in signal value, from sample to sam-
ple. In a codec handling a single sine wave,
output noise and distortion is a function of
step size. As shown by Figure 1, if the step
size is too large, excessive quantizing noise
is produced. If the step size is too small, and
the system is in slope overload, high noise
and distortion is produced. For each short
time segment of audio, there is an optimum
step size. One task of the ADM encoder is
to determine the optimum step size.
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Adding a fixed -value high -frequency
emphasis in conjunction with ADM is effec-
tive when the predominant spectral com-
ponents are low or middle frequencies.
However, with high -frequency signals, the
boost leads to increased step size and,
therefore, increases the broadband noise,
whose low -frequency components are not
reduced by subsequent de -emphasis.

A better method requires that the pre -
emphasis be adjusted according to the spec-
tral content of the applied signal. In a prac-
tical system then, a family of curves is used,
such as those shown in Figure 2. The com-
plementary action of the pre -emphasis and
de -emphasis helps provide the desired
subjective noise reduction.

In audio signal processing, the original

audio spectrum is contaminated by modu-
lation products. In some cases, the products
may be highly objectionable. In com-
plementary noise -reduction processing, the
introduction of modulation sidebands in
the encoder should be accompanied by
a subtraction of the same sidebands in
the decoder.

Control signals
Unfortunately, in a practical noise -

reduction system, the encoder and decoder
may not track perfectly because of compo-
nent tolerances and/or channel errors.
Therefore, the modulation products gener-
ated will not be completely canceled. If all
of the modulation products are not cancel-
ed, the remaining ones must be inaudible.

A
Digital
Matrix

Patchbay
System

Automated and solid state
switching of audio and video

 Modular
 Programmable
 Up to 640 patch patterns
 SMPTE

Just what you Pros have been looking for!

Toll Free 50 States=0L COMPASS SYSTEMS

6729 Se bold RdMadison WI. 53719-1393

800-356-5844
Wisconsin: 800-362-5445

Consultation: 608-271-1100

One method is masking.
Fast -responding control signals modulate

the carrier, producing wider sidebands than
when a slow -responding signal modulates
the carrier. A system with slow -responding
control signals produces sidebands nearer
the carrier that are more easily masked by
the original audio. Hence, the slower the
control signal, the less audible the effects
of mistracking or the greater the mistrack-
ing that can be tolerated.

System diagram
With that explanation of Dolby ADM,

let's examine a practical implementation.
A Sony DP85 digital audio encoder is
shown in Figure 3. Each audio input chan-
nel is filtered by a 9th -order 18kHz low-pass
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filter. In addition, there are two cascaded
notch filters that, together, provide 40dB of
rejection at the horizontal -line frequency.

The use of such precision input filters in
the encoder is required by the PCM tech-
nology used in the delay module. The notch
filters are necessary only in video -related
applications, because even a small amount
of audio leakage at the horizontal -rate
frequency could upset the PCM process.

Although any adequate -quality delay
could be used in the basic ADM process, this
particular implementation relies on a well -
established Sony CX20018 IC. The circuit
samples two channels of audio at 44k sam-
ples/second/channel, producing a serial
bitstream at 1.408Mb/s. The multiplexed
datastream is then clocked through RAM
for the required number of clock cycles,
producing the desired 10.8ms delay.

To return the signal to analog form, the
multiplexed datastream is converted into
two demultiplexed channels of audio at a
rate of 44k samples/second/channel. Audio
is then reconstructed using a current -output
integrating circuit. The audio then passes

AUDIO IN

1

LOW PASS
FILTER

DELAY 1
10.8ms

SPECTRUM
ANALYSIS

EMPHASIS
DATA

DECODE

EMPHASIS'
DATA

ENCODE

through several phase -corrected 9th -order
filters, which provide more than 75dB of
attenuation for frequencies greater than
28kHz.

It's important to keep in mind that the
digitized audio described here is not the bit -
stream used for encoding the audio signal.
This complex scheme of A/D and D/A is
used to provide a high -quality digital delay
of 10.8ms for the audio signal. A less
sophisticated technique also could be used
with the basic ADM encoding scheme.

Sliding band pre -emphasis
The required pre -emphasis curves are

developed by differentiating the audio sig-
nal, then normalizing it to a constant peak
level with a fast -acting linear limiter. The
produced control signal is frequency -
weighted and applied to a peak rectifier.
The rectifier output is, therefore, a measure
of the input signal's frequency spectrum.

The rectifier signal is converted to a con-
trol bitstream by a delta -sigma modulator
at a clock rate of 12.5kHz. This datastream
is delayed 10.8ms in the logic interface

STEP -SIZE

AUDIO DATA

STEP -SIZE DATA

EMPHASIS
CONTROL DATA

Figure 3. The basic Dolby ADM system shown here relies on D/A and A/D conversion techniques
to delay the audio prior to processing by the control signals.
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Figure 4. A single -channel consumer decoder requires three data bitstreams: audio, step -size data
and emphasis -control data.
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module so the control data will remain in
step with the delayed audio. This is the first
of the required signals for decoding. The
analog version of this signal is used by the
sliding -band pre -emphasis circuit to adjust
the dynamics of the signal according to the
pre -emphasis curves shown in Figure 2.

The emphasized, processed audio is
again delayed in a section of the A/D-D/A
module, pre -emphasized with a fixed 25µs
pre -emphasis and passed on to the delta
modulator.

The final control signal, step size, is
developed by first measuring the slope of
the delayed, pre -emphasized input signal.
The logarithm of the slope value is then
digitized into a serial control bitstream by
a delta -sigma modulator representing the
step -size control data. This set -size control
data is then locally decoded and applied to
the delta modulator.

The delta modulator receives the empha-
sized, wide -dynamic -range audio from the
second delay and a control signal indicat-
ing the signal's slope from the step -size con-
trol circuit. The audio is coded by a delta
modulator into a bitstream at the audio
clock rate (approximately 300kHz), produc-
ing the third and final signal needed for
the decoder.

Decoder advantages
One of the primary advantages of this

encoding system is that expensive decoders
are not required. Each decoder audio chan-
nel, as shown in Figure 4, receives three
data bitstreams. The two control bit -
streams, emphasis control and step -size
control, operate at low bit rates of approxi-
mately 12.5kb/s. The audio rate is much
higher as explained previously.

The control signals are recovered by low-
pass filtering the bitstream and exponen-
tiating the resulting voltage. The step -size
control bitstream contains the logarithm of
the required step -size coded as delta -sigma
modulation. The product of the audio data
and the step -size control signal is integrated
in a leaky integrator.

The de -emphasis control signal is
handled identically, but instead of produc-
ing a variation in gain, it produces a vari-
able pole frequency in the de -emphasis
network. The final single pole of the de -
emphasis network yields enough attenua-
tion of clock and spurious output signals
that no output filter is required.

ADM offers many advantages compared
with other digital -encoding schemes.
Broadcast applications, such as terrestrial
microwave links and direct -broadcast satel-
lite (DBS) may find the technique especially
applicable. Look for several implementa-
tions in the near future.

Acknowledgment: Portions of this material were adapted
from material provided by Dolby Laboratories and "An Audio
Broadcast System Using Delta Modulation,' by Kenneth
Gundry, which appeared in the November 1985 issue of the
SMPTE Journal, Vol. 94, No. 11. r:))))1

Brian Sanderson, Sound Designer
Chanhassen Dinner Theatres

Brian Sanderson has been using Telex intercom equipment in each of the four theatres
at the nationally acclaimed CHANHASSEN DINNER THEATRES complex for several
years now. When "A Chorus Line", with hundreds of difficult stage and lighting cues,
was recently added to its main theatre, Chanhassen upgraded the system to include
a multi -channel master switchboard. "I can't imagine doing the show without the Telex
Audiocom", Brian said, adding "I depend on it to provide a vital link between the
house board and backstage".

The new Phase 2 Telex Intercom systems are uniquely flexible. You can start with
the simplest two-party communication system and expand easily to a director con-
trolled multi -channel network.

For complete details telephone or write to: Telex Communications, Inc.
9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 0 Telephone (612) 887-5550
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/Field report!

Eventide BD980
broadcast delay

By Robert Van Buhler

In this age of litigation and license
challenges, a delay unit is a necessity for
prudent broadcasters. The new Eventide
BD980 meets the needs for a basic, high -
quality delay. It also offers several innova-
tive features that make the on -air use of
delay much easier.

The BD980 is a flexible product, based in
part on the new technology used in the
device. The unit is quite different from
most delay devices, including others made
by this manufacturer.

Operation
From an operational standpoint, the

main improvement compared with previ-
ous models is the ease of getting in and out
of delay. This is the point in a broadcast
where mistakes are made easily, particu-
larly by combination board operator/
announcers, who are forced to divide
their concentration between program
content and execution.

The common practice for exiting delay
is to play a recorded element (in delay),
switch the monitor from pre -delay audio to
post -delay and wait for the delayed audio
to end. The operator then returns to real

Van Buhler is chief engineer for WBAL-AM and WIYY-FM,
Baltimore.
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Performance at a glance

 Frequency response: 20Hz - 20kHz
±1dB

 Distortion: <0.2f. at IkHz, reference
level

 Dynamic range: 90dB from clipping to
noise floor

 Delay: 2 channels, each with lOs
maximum delay

 Input characteristics: 10kO, balanced,
maximum level +24dBm

 Output characteristics: maximum level,
+20dBm into 600O

time, either bypassing the delay unit or
dumping to real time.

This exit process can be automated with
the BD980 using the wait and exit feature.
Assuming the delay time is 10s, pressing the
wait and exit button causes the BD980 to
time out the lOs until the program coming
through is output. The device then switches
to real time, or zero delay. This feature
offers the operator a 1 -button exit from
delay, which requires no special monitor-
ing, just adequate time.

It also is possible to ramp the delay down
to zero or real time over a relatively short

1NTERPROCESSOR
INTERFACE MC PROCESSOR

SLOBUS
CONTROL

-

BIT CTL

F

SUBSAMPLE

Figure 1. The BD980 resembles a small computer in many ways.
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D -RAM
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N/OUT
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period. The operator can return to the delay
mode by ramping up to full delay, which is
four, six, eight or 10 seconds.

Some of these features may not be impor-
tant in all operations. However, drive -time
talk radio programs need delay for
obscenity protection. At the same time,
switching to and from 2 -way radio conver-
sations with traffic reporters (who often
take their cues off the air) requires leaving
delay to join these reports. Although there
are other ways to get around these
problems, having a delay device that auto-
matically fades into and out of delay is
most useful.

Transition techniques
Delay transition techniques involve sam-

pling the audio and looking for "holes:' or
program pauses (dead air). These audio
gaps then are "stretched" to pick up delay.
In some cases, the BD980 does this a little
too well. If set to catch up to maximum
delay at the fastest possible rate, the device
can exhibit the same kind of peculiar dis-
tortions noted on earlier units, where low -
volume syllables are stretched, as the dead
spots would be.

If the unit is misadjusted, the result can
be an excessive slowing of tempo with
voices and music during the transition to
delay and an amusing upswing in tempo
when exiting. The phenomenon seems to
be most noticeable on high -rotation com-
mercial and image jingles. As with any
piece of high-performance equipment, a
moderate and experienced hand is prudent
when making adjustments.

The user has no real excuse for chronic
misadjustment, because the device has a
32 -position rotary switch to incrementally
set the catchup time for automatically
increasing or decreasing delay. As with
previous models, the delay can be set for
either fixed rate catchup (osc), picking
off the pauses or both modes combined
(osc/pause).

The manual section titled "Trying out the
BD980" should be read and practiced
repeatedly before the delay is installed. This
allows the user to develop a skillful hand at
setting the various delay parameters and
helps ensure familiarity with the many
optional control features before going
on -line -
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Microprocessor control
The unit performs its functions in several

distinctive ways. As one might expect, the
device is a form of computer system, with
an input, output, memory and central
processor. A simplified block diagram is
shown in Figure 1.

The unit has two complete microproces-
sors, employing 16 -bit TMS32010s. One
chip functions as a memory controller (MC
processor), which manipulates the digitized
program material passing through the unit.
The other chip, called the Lupine controller
(LC processor), acts as the host processor
for the entire unit.

The input audio is first digitized by a 16 -
bit analog -to -digital converter, then stored
in RAM. Audio passing out of RAM under
control of the MC processor is converted
back to analog at the output ports by 8- and
16 -bit digital -to -analog converters.

The other TMS32010, which is the LC
processor, controls all the housekeeping
necessary to perform the operational func-
tions. These functions include: front -panel
controls, end of line, dump -and -exit relays,
sending instruction scenarios to the MC
processor and executing the algorithms
required to detect silence. The LC proces-
sor is fast when compared with the typical
personal computer functioning at 20MHz,
which is twice as fast as its boot speed of

10MHz.
The SLOBUS control, shown in Figure 1,

is the basic interface between the LC
processor and its controlled external
devices. A separate interface allows com-
munications between the LC processor and
the MC processor.

Software to operate all this hardware is
contained in two EPROMs containing four
distinct programs. Two programs are used
to execute self -test functions, and two are
operational programs. The program data
for the MC processor is extracted by the LC
processor and loaded into program RAM.
The LC processor downloads its own
program from the RAM.

One EPROM also contains a separate
region where text strings for the front -panel
display and switch -preset definitions are
stored. The information is extracted on
demand from the EPROM, rather than from
RAM. This prevents excessive data clutter
in the program RAM, which is not large.
This configuration permits the RAM space
to be devoted exclusively to execution
codes, rather than to a combination of
codes and data.

Diagnostics
As with most microprocessor -based

devices, diagnostic programs are available
to indicate the status of system features. The

BUTTONS test displays the legend of each
front -panel switch as it is pressed, verifying
function. The MEMORY test inspects and
reports any errors within the audio RAM.
The test also pinpoints the location of any
defective chips.

The ROTRY SW test examines and dis-
plays the position of the CATCHUP RATE
switch. Because these switch positions
relate to specific EPROM instructions, it
is essential that in addition to continuity,
proper sequence is indicated.

The DIPSWITCH test indicates the setting
of internal dip switches. This test is impor-
tant because the internal switches deter-
mine activity in front -panel controls, the
length of maximum delay and other selec-
table parameters.

Other features include: CMOS RAM,
RELAYS, LAMPS and DISPLAY tests. There
is an ALL TSTS mode, which can be termi-
nated by a QUIT function. Although many
of these tests seldom need to be run, they
are invaluable if maintenance is required.

Options
Available options include an ASIO RS -422

serial interface board for remote control.
All the front -panel functions and displays
are available through this port. This feature
presents the intriguing possibility of
automating the routine entry and exit from

3

,..,

AM -3B PHASE
MONITORS
make it easy!

The totally new AM -3B PHASE MONITOR gives you all of the features you have come to expect from B & B
SYSTEMS. Complete monitoring of your stereo audio signal via the AM-3B's unique X/Y CRT display shows you,
in realtime, the in-phase/out-of-phase relationship of the actual audio signal. Mono compatibility, stereo phase

and correct level are now easily
maintained.

Creative tools for stereo audio.

B & B SYSTEMS, INC.

With two independent sets of three
channel inputs, selectable A/B,
and a built-in power amplifier
with headphone and speaker out-
puts, the AM -3B is the ideal tool
for all MTS and BTSC applica-
tions.

28111 NORTH AVENUE STANFORD, VALENCIA, CA 91355
IN CALIFORNIA 805-257-4853 OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE 800-345-1256
Call to arrange a hands-on demonstration!
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delay. Such flexibility might be useful for
the operator or engineer who is chronically
forgetful about getting in and out of delay.

Stereo compatible
Previously, stereo applications required

the use of two delay units, such as the
BD955. Each device was connected to one
of the audio channels. One BD955 then was
configured as a master, and the other as a
slave. The master unit's timing oscillator
was used to sync the slave unit.

Because each of the earlier models had
its own power supply with its own sensitiv-
ities, a significant power -line bump some-
times forced the two units out of syn-
chronization. This occasionally produced
the bizarre effect of one channel ending up
in full delay, and the other in or nearer to
real time. With the newer BD980, which is
a fully integrated stereo unit, that should
never happen. A single BD980 is far less
expensive than the two BD955 units that
previously were required for stereo.

The manual suggests the possible use of
the device to time compress production
recordings. The process usually is done by
changing the elapsed time of a spot
announcement, while electronically alter-
ing the pitch of material to compensate.
The BD980, with a skillful producer in
control, can be adjusted to do this over a
limited range.

The BD980, unlike a Harmonizer® offers
the significant advantage of not requiring
a variable -speed tape recorder for time
compression. However interesting this may
be, it seems logical that a station that can
afford to buy this delay also can purchase

The
ultimate option

One question to which no technical
answer has yet been found is that of how
to deal with repeated barrages of
obscenity. Or how do you handle pro-
gram content that is inadvertently
libelous and requires repeated dumping?

The typical solution requires the use
of a cartridge reproducer with a cover
jingle or sounder. A switching network
removes the delay program material
from the program chain and connects the
jingle or sounder for an interval equal to
the amount of delay time employed. The
delayed program is automatically
switched back on line after the cover
interval, and programming is resumed.

The advantage of this method is that
it can be repeatedly employed. Unfor-
tunately, using a delay's dump -to -real-
time function is a 1 -shot event that must
be reloaded by building up to at least
half the normal delay. If broadcast delay
manufacturers can create an alternative
to the cover sound, that would be the
ultimate option.

a Harmonizer which offers significantly
more flexibility in performing this common
production chore.

If any suggestion could be offered to
the manufacturer, it would be to offer an
optional digital extension unit of the LED
display. Such a remote display then could
be remotely placed in a studio, providing
full status of the delay unit.

The engineer will find the Eventide
BD980 a state-of-the-art product that
greatly reduces the chance for human error
associated with program delay. The device

deserves a high compliment for being well -
thought -out and user-friendly.

Editors not.. The field report Is an exclusive BE
feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
the staff of a broadcast station, production facility or
consulting firm.

In essence. these reports are prepared by the in-
dustry and for the industry. Manufacturer's support Is
limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the
author if support is requested it some area.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to
publish the results of any piece tested, whether
positive or negative. No report should be considered
an endorsement or disapproval by Broadcast Engi-
neering magazine. I:14)M

If you're planning for a 10 x 10 matrix,

THINK AHEAD TO 12 x 12

HEDCO's HD -12 Routing Switcher provides
those extra inputs and outpits that are
inevitably required.

== I-1-I-IV:1

Ca'il your local dealer for a new broc-b_tre-
and ask about COMPONENT applica!ions
using the HD -12.

Hughes Electronic Devices Corporation
A Subsidiary of Leitch Video

P.O. Box 1985, Grass Valley, CA 95945,
Phone (916) 273-9524  TELEX 4997301 F.DCO

1-800-HEDCO GV (800-433-2648)
. simply hetler
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INewproductsI
NTSC digital test signal generators

Multidyne Electronics has introduced its MAGNUM line of
NTSC digital test signal generators. The MAGNUM 10,
MAGNUM 16 and MAGNUM 16M produce high -quality test
signals. Depending on the model, the instruments offer from
10 to 16 test signals, 16 selectable video messages, dedicated
blackburst output, 1 kHz balanced tone output, a high -clarity
audio identification message lasting from three to six seconds
and transformer primaries adjustable for 117V/230V, 50Hz/
60Hz. All models offer three. APL modes, bouncq test, RF
audio and video output on TV channel 3 or 4, and temperature -
compensated 14.3MHz oscillator for better than 5ppm subcar-
rier stability without any warm-up time. Proprietary
algorithms and circuit designs maintain low differential
phase and gain, <0.1° and <0.5% respectively. The avail-
able signals include: SMPTE color bars, full -field color bars
with multiburst, composite, NTC7, multiburst, 5MHz horizon-
tal sweep with markers, modulated ramp, black -and -white
ramp, black -and -white stair step, cross -hatch with dots, safe
margins signals, red field and multipulse. Some matrices com-
bine two or more signals to facilitate testing of lines and
monitors. The video messages are keyed into the test signals.
The audio messages interrupt the tone. All models are war-
ranted for three years. For more information call
1-800-422-4474.

Circle (350) on Reply Card

Modular console

Broadcast Electronics has introduced the Mix Trak 90, an
on -air console for radio broadcasters. Users can choose a
12 -channel or 18 -channel mainframe and equip it with a wide
variety of modules and options. Using the optional Source Se-
quencer, console operators can program a series of events
that can be activated at the touch of a single switch.

Microphone and line input modules are available, each with
Penny & Giles linear faders, VCA gain control, Hall Effect
switches and balanced patch points.

Circle (351) on Reply Card

Editing system
CMX has announced the 330A editor, which offers five

ports plus a general purpose interface port and permits the
connection of up to eight devices. The EDL list provides for
500 events and 500 lines for notes, dedicated video/audio
keys and short-cut wipe dissolve.

Circle (352) on Reply Card

Time base correctors
For -A Corporation of America has announced the follow-

ing products:
 The FA -740 parallel effects time base corrector has the
capability for operating as two independent TBCs. It uses 8 -bit
quantization and internal analog component signal process-
ing, as well as independent time base correction, freeze-frame
and dropout compensation for A and B channels. Each chan-
nel has an independent signal -processing amplifier.
 The FA -200 digital time base corrector offers full -color, full -
frame time base correction for 1/2 -inch and 3,4 -inch VTRs, and
produces a standard NTSC signal output from V -lock and non -
V -lock -type VTRs. It features built-in RS -170A standard sync
pulse generator with gen-lock.

FA -740 parallel effects time base corrector

Circle (353) on Reply Card
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Dub fader
Accurate Video Systems has introduced the DFB-87 dub

fader, which is compatible with the Super VHS and 3/4 -inch SP
formats. Features include adjustable video and dub chroma
levels and a professional T-shaped fader bar.

Circle (354) on Reply Card

Multiplexers

Alcoa Fujikura has introduced two fiber-optic video/stereo
multiplexer systems, the FFL-AV-1000 and 2000 series.
Designed for direct connection to a VTR and monitor, the
systems accept standard NTSC video input and operate at
either 850nm or 1,300nm, for transmission distances greater
than 10km. Two audio channels are provided. Optionally, in
the FFL-AV-1000, one audio channel may be used for TTL

ISOLATION
WITHOUT DEGRADATION
The Best Audio Transformer

 Wide bandwidth
 No overshoot or ringing
 Flat group delay
 Low hysteresis distortion

Jensen transformers
INCORPORATED

10735 Burbank Blvd.  North Hollywood, CA 91601
(213)876-0059

Visitors by appointment only Closed Fridays
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Professionally!
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SBE
For Information

Call: 317-842-8836

level data. The systems also feature full AGC automatic level
adjustment and integral power supplies.
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Replacement battery
Alexander Batteries has introduced the BP -1-11, an 11 -cell

replacement for the Sony NP -1. It is rated at 13.75V with a
capacity of 1,500mAh when fully charged. The 13.75V start-
ing voltage allows the video recorder or camera to pull all of
the 1,500mAh capacity out of the battery before the equip-
ment cuts off or the battery falls to the 11V point (or one volt
per cell).

Circle (356) on Reply Card

Coaxial cable
Andrew has introduced the following products:

 The HJ4-75 is is a 1/2 -inch diameter, 7511 air -dielectric heliax
coaxial cable. It is suitable for earth -station antenna applica-
tions because it allows pressurization of 750 components with
a low -attenuation, flexible feeder. A type N connector, the
74AW-70, is available to interface with 7552 equipment con-
nections.
 The FSJ4-75A is a 1/2 -inch -diameter, 750, flexible heliax
coaxial cable with a low -loss foam dielectric. It features a
11/4 -inch -diameter minimum bend radius, allowing routing in
tight places.

Circle (357) on Reply Card

New! Inexpensive

Center Track Time -Code

for Non -IC Audio Machines.

Now you can make your 2 -track machines
synchronizer -ready for a fraction of the cost of a new
machine. Otari's new TC-50 Time Code/FM Processor is
primarily designed for the Otari Bll or Mark 111-2, but it is also
adaptable to most 4 -head -position 1/4" tape recorders.

So if your older machines have just been gathering dust,
or if you're looking for a way to get synchronizer -ready
performance at low cost when you buy a new machine, the
TC-50 is the answer. From Otari; Technology You Can Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari dealer, or
Otari at (415) 592-8311.
(C) Otari 1987
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Exciter improvements
and interface

Aphex Systems has introduced the following products:
 The 103A aural exciter is an improvement to its type C ex-
citer. It features reduced output noise, less noise enhance-
ment of noisy signals and continuous operation from
- 10dBm to +4dBm.
 The model 114 stereo 10-4 box features active, servo -
balanced circuitry that converts +4dBm (or +8dBm) line
levels to - 10dBm (hi-fi) levels and back again. It has both
XLR and RCA type connectors for quick hookups.

The 103A aural exciter
Circle (358) on Reply Card

Interface
Ariel has announced the SDI signal -to -disk interface, which

allows host -independent, real time, full -bandwidth data ac-
quisition to disk, as well as signal editing and processing for
any PC. The company's DSP-16 data acquisition processor,
combined with a high-speed SCSI interface and the DSPDISK
software, permits recording and playback on up to seven
high -capacity memory devices. The SDI systems are
with 50Mb or 250Mb internal or external disks, or optical
(WORM) disks for archives, allowing hours of storage at max-
imum bandwidth.
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Translator
Audio Kinetics has introduced the following products:

 The VTL Translator, housed in an IU 19 -inch rack -
mounting case, is designed for conversion of vertical interval
time code (VITC) to standard longitudinal time code (LTC).
The LTC then may be used to drive time -code -based automa-
tion systems and synchronizers. A special mode is used with
video editors that requires stationary or play speed LTC at all
times.

The Pacer Pad2 has added features including all slave
transport functions that can be accessed from the pad, in-
cluding direct record; the time -code generator can be set and
started from the pad; a remote calibration facility has been
added; and a "Mark Master" facility, which permits the
specification of a point of interest on the slave by entering it
into the sync point memory, has been added.

Circle (380) on Reply Card

Hardware/software enhancement
Fairlight Instruments has introduced a hardware/software

upgrade for the Series III digital audio work station, the MFX pack-
age, which incorporates the Cue -List software program and a cus-
tom console for audio post -production sweetening. The Cue -List
software serves as a time -code -based master controller for all the
Series III's functions.

Circle (381) on Reply Card

SCA generator
Broadcast Technology has introduced the model 1000 dual-

channel SCA generator. Its SCA carrier frequency is 67kHz

and 92kHz simultaneously. Optional mute and compressor
modules are available.

Circle (362) on Reply Card

Replacement module and air dryers
Dielectric Communications has introduced the following:

 The nitrogen replacement module can replace nitrogen
tanks as a dry air source. The unit weighs less than 100
pounds, and contains a compressor, storage tank and a dessi-
cant dryer of indicating gel capable of drying up to 4,400 stan-
dard cubic feet of air before color change indicates replace-
ment.
 Dry -Pak air dryers are twin -tower desiccant dryers that can
be integrated into existing compressed air lines or fitted into
an upcoming air system. These dryers are capable of deliver-
ing up to several hundred SCFM of dry air, and provide dew
points down to -100°F.

Nitrogen replacement module
Circle (383) on Reply Card

Processor
Eventide has introduced the H3000 Ultra -Harmonizer pitch

change and effects processor. It features stereo pitch change;
diatonic pitch change; full, high -end signal -processor
capabilities; and complete MIDI implementation. The proces-
sor has a 40 character by two-line backlit LCD display that
shows all parameters and provides dynamic labeling for the
four SOFTKEY buttons.

Circle (364) on Reply Card

Tower anchor
Foresight Products has introduced the Duckbill Manta Ray

Anchor, which is installed at ground level by one man with a
jack hammer and a drive gad. The equipment, which can be
carried in a pickup truck, has an average installation time of
less than 20 minutes in normal soil.

Circle (365) on Reply Card

Remote -control accessories
Gentner RF Products has introduced two accessories for its

VRC-1000 remote -control unit:
 The antenna monitor interface accessory provides an inter-
face to most commonly used directional antenna
array monitors. All monitor outputs are provided continuous-
ly, enabling continuous limit checking and accurate
automatic logging.
 The dc amplifier accessory provides dc isolation for a
sample voltage that is floating, as needed by the unit's
metering inputs. It isolates analog signals up to 1, 000Vdc
above ground.

Circle (388) on Reply Card
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Color filters
The Great American Market has introduced GamColor, a

line of deep-dyed polyester color filters. The filters, for use
with all light sources, feature a scratch -resistant surface,
durability in high -heat applications and even, consistent color.

Circle (367) on Reply Card

Broadcast console
Harrison Systems has announced the AIR -790 on -air broad-

cast production desk. Along with Penny & Giles 3000 series
104mm linear faders and CMOS switching for assignment
buses, features include two main stereo outputs, two
separately derived main mono outputs, an auxiliary send with
level trim and clean -feed bus.

Circle (368) on Reply Card

Time base correctors
Hotronic has introduced the following products:

 The AF71 TBC/frame synchronizer with freeze
frame/field and the AE61 time base corrector are modified to
Y/C input and output, compatible with S -VHS, VHS, U-matic,
with or without 3.58MHz subcarrier feedback. In S -VHS
mode, Y/C output and composite output can be used
simultaneously.
 The AF71B TBC/frame synchronizer with freeze
frame/field (field 1 or field 2 selectable) has two frame
memories, 8 -bit resolution, 4x subcarrier and adaptive comb
filter. It accepts noisy satellite feed and can be updated to
3.58MHz subcarrier feedback and S -VHS.
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Imaging system
IDR has introduced the IDR Imaging System, an integrated

full -color image -processing system that displays multiple still
video images together with graphics and test on an RGB
analog TV monitor. It allows the user to display multiple win-
dows of still video images, graphics or test, along with one
full -motion video window, from any composite video source.
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Transmitter/ receiver
Microwave Radio has introduced the 40MX, 40MR, 40GHz

transmitter and receiver, a compact 28 -channel broadcast -
quality video set with two audio channels capable of
operating over distances up to one mile with the antennas
supplied (one 15dBi, one 25dBi). An optional 1 -foot parabolic
antenna (39dBi) can extend the range.
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JACK
NOISE.
You don't need it.
We don't make it!

No one needs jack noise, and when you
specify Mosses & Mitchell jack sockets and
jackfields you won't get it. What you will get
is immediate noise free operation every
time, plus secure plug retention and long
term reliability. Talk to Penny & Giles about
the world's most advanced jack sockets
and jackfields. If you value
performance don't
settle for
anything
less.
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Penny & Giles Inc
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard #1005
Santa Monica California 90405
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Fax: (213) 450 9860
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STANTRON

 CABINET CONSOLES
 DESK CONSOLES

 VTR/VCR RACKS
 DUBBING RACKS

mailing address: P.O. Bot 9158VC
No. Hollywood, CA 91609 U.S.A.

or can Toll Free: 1-800-8210019
No. Calif. Toll Free: 1-800-821.0020

So. Calif. please call 1-213-87$0800
TWX: 9104994177
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VIDEO CENTERS.
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STANTRON
7 Unit of Zero Corporation

factory:
6900-6918 Beck Aie.

No. Hollywood, CA 91805
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Post -production system
New England Digital has introduced

the PostPro 8 -track direct -to -disk digital
multitrack recording and editing system
for film and video post -production. It of-
fers direct digital transfer to Sony, Mit-
subishi and AES/EBU standard record-
ing formats.
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Inverter
Nova Electric has announced its 2kVA

inverter system, which includes a built-in
solid-state transfer switch. It may be used
as part of an uninterruptible power
system or as an off-line system. The
transfer time in either configuration is
lms.
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Recording system
Pacific Recorders & Engineering has

announced a spectral recording system
designed for the cartridge machine user.
The system gives audio performance
equal to or better than 16 -bit linear PCM
digital recording, on existing analog
audiotape equipment.
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Time base corrector
Prime Image has announced the

DUB  TBC+ , a component dub TBC
available with digital effects, including
posterization, sepia and mosaic. It is
compatible with component Y/C-688
type, component R- Y/B- Y and NTSC
composite video signals in VTRs and
VCRs.
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Audio equipment
Orban Associates has introduced the

following products:
 The 9105A OPTIMOD-SW audio proc-
essing system is designed for interna-
tional short-wave broadcasts (both con-
ventional AM and SSB) to punch through
noise and interference, with 3dB to 4dB
more loudness than OPTIMOD-AM.
 The 222A stereo spacial enhancer
is a tool that detects and enhances
psychoacoustic directional cues present
in all stereo program material-increases
spacial definition, brightness and impact.
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 The 642B parametric equalizer/notch
filter features switchable 4 -band stereo
or 8 -band parametric equalization/notch
filtering and tunable 12dB/octave
Automatic Sliding Besselworth low-pass
filter and tunable 18dB/octave high-pass
filter.
 The 764B programmable parametric
equalizer/notch filter is a stereo analog
parametric equalizer, fully programma-
ble to remember 99 full sets of control
settings for instantaneous recall.
 The 787A programmable mic process-
or is a 3 -band parametric equalizer,
de-esser, noise and compressor gate, in-
tegrated into a system that stores up to
99 different control settings in memory
for instant recall.
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Power conditioners
Topaz has introduced its line of

"Super -Quiet" ESCORT micro power
conditioners. They feature audible noise
of 40dBA. They are available in line-
cord/receptacle models from 70VA to
2kVA.
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PRECISION MAGNETIC
TEST TAPES

T1 ON=
Standard Tape Laboratory. Inc.

261 20 Eden Landing Road *5, Hayward, CA94545
(415) 786-3546
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Maul,
LOW PASS VIDEO FILTERS

914 763 8893
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT ASSOC. INC.
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Broadcasting?
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John Hoffman
Net Administrator

76703, 1036

Stereo module
Total Audio Concepts (TAC) has an-

nounced the S1200 for the SCORPION
range of mixing consoles. It features two
electronically balanced line inputs with
an impedance of 10ka Gain for both in-
puts is controlled from the same rotary
pot, covering -10dB to +30dB.

Circle (378 on Reply Card

Pre-amps/amplifier
Symetrix has introduced the SX200

series of half -rack products that include
the SX202 dual microphone pre -amplifi-
er, featuring two microphone pre -amps
with variable gain; 15dB pad; + 48V
phantom powering; left, right and left
plus right outputs; the SX204 headphone
amplifier, a 1 -in, 4 -out amplifier using
proprietary high -voltage converter
technology to drive high -impedance
phones, while providing ample power
for low -impedance phones; and the
SX201 parametric EQ/pre-amp, featur-
ing + 15dB boost and -30dB notch filter
capability, with unbalanced pre -amp in-
put, balanced/unbalanced line -level in-
put and balanced line driver output.

Circle (379) on Reply Card

Imaging device
Ultimatte has introduced the

Ultimatte-300. It is available in NTSC or
PAL, and has the capability to reproduce
shadows, transparent objects, fine
strands of hair, the color blue and
blurred objects.

Circle (380) on Reply Card

SMPTE/EBU Time Code
Reader & Character Generator

Model DR -1078

41 3:452 -1-1

Unique font, plain or bordered
Easy to read for off line editing
window dubs & video monitor
viewing
Choose Time Code or User -Bit
display
Front panel controls for char-
acter modulation & vertical in-
terval insertion
Drop/non-drop frame indica-
tion

CMARACTUI 0.1INATO.

GRAY ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

504-P West Chapman Avenue
Orange, CA 92668
714-997-4151

5.1.11.1 OAT/.

 Superior code reading using
"The McFadin Window®"

 Reads 1/100 to 100 times play
speed (machine dependent)

 Restored Time Code output for
dubbing

 Parallel BCD output
 13/4" Rack mounting
 5 -Year warranty including

parts and labor

Circle (95) on Reply Card
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MOTORISED
FADERS -THE

WAY AHEAD
Penny & Giles motorised faders - the way
ahead for the new generation of manual
and automated mixing consoles. Just part of
Penny & Giles'
comprehensive
range of audio and
video controllers.

 rapid response
to commands

 sensitive manual control
 digital, VCA or analogue compatible
 update

signalling
incorporated

 positioning
repeatability
0.5mm

For further information and
technical data contact us on
(213) 393 0014

Penny*Gles
,

Penny & Giles
audio and video
controllers are
renowned for
high quality and
reliability. Join
the world's leading
broadcasting and
recording
organisations -
don't settle for
anything less.

Penny & Giles Inc
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard #1005
Santa Monica California 90405 USA
Tel: (213) 393 0014 Telex: 858866
Fax: (213) 450 9860

Oscilloscopes
Tektronix has introduced the 2245A and 2246A PaceSetter

oscilloscopes. They are 100MHz scopes that offer cursors
readout and automatic setup. Also, the 2246A allows users to
store/recall up to 20 front -panel setups. The 2246A offers
more convenience and productivity features than the 2245A,
including store/recall setups, smart cursors and voltmeter
measurements.

Circle (381) on Reply Card

Surge suppressor
Transtector Systems has introduced the ACP500-120MV

surge suppressor, designed to prevent power disturbance
problems frequently experienced in mobile vans equipped
with computer systems or other sensitive electronics. The
14.5"x10"x6" unit features 1MW suppression capability.

Circle (382) on Reply Card

Transmitters
Vector Technology has introduced a line of FM transmitters

from 1kW to 40kW, plus an add-on power amplifier of 25kW.
The line features a solid-state control system, a 12 -phase
power supply, built-in automatic power control and operator -
selected VSWR protection or fold -back operation.

Circle (383) on Reply Card

Grid antenna
The Mark antennas division of Radiation Systems has in-

troduced the Mark Category "A" 6 -foot grid parabolic anten-
na. Users can upgrade their systems from Category "B" with
minimal, low-cost modifications. Because of its small size and
low weight, more antennas can be placed on each
tower and still not exceed maximum specified wind loading
depending on the application.

Circle (384) on Reply Card

Automation system and
audio editing

Soundcraft has introduced the following products:
 The FAME (faders, auxiliaries, mutes and equalizers)
automation system for the TS12 console exploits the console's
flexibility by using the power of a 68000 16 -bit micro-
processor. The system features real time switching of three
auxiliary send on/offs, channel cut and EQ in/out. The con-
sole is SMPTE/EBU time -code based.
 The Digitor records up to six minutes of stereo programs

Circle (102) on Reply Card
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into RAM memory. The program then may be edited in vari-
ous ways, from basic copying, moving and deleting sections.
to pitch transposition. The audio is recorded full 16 -bit,

44.1kHz (switchable) sampling.
Circle (385) on Reply Card

Insulator
Rohn has introduced a 24 -foot, 80,000 -pound guy line in-

sulator for applications requiring high mechanical loads, such
as FM installations needing insulated (invisible) guy wires
near the antenna. The fiber -glass rods are equipped with
galvanized end fittings, shipped in single 24 -foot lengths.

Circle (386) on Reply Card

Software
Microtime has introduced the Version 4.3 system software

for Ani-Maker and Image -Maker 3-D graphics and animation
systems. It includes scene scripting, velocity profiling and
enhanced texture map performance.

Circle (387) on Reply Card

Phase addition management
system

Seven Seas Audio has introduced Audio Image Control,
which allows broadcasters to improve the image, width and
depth of the soundstage of 2 -channel sources. The system
recovers information lost when multitrack mixes are summed
and compressed.

Circle (388) on Reply Card

Tool kit
Jensen Tools has introduced the JTK-11 tool kit, designed

for maintenance of broadcast equipment from control room
to remote transmitting station. It contains more than 50 tools,
and offers an optional 3/8 -inch electric drill, 13 -piece drill set,
portable Vacu-Vise and Fluke 8021 digital multimeter.

Circle (389) on Reply Card

Digital audio work station
WaveFrame has introduced the AudioFrame digital audio

work station. The system includes modules for sound syn-
thesis, storage and editing, signal processing and mixing and
mastering, all housed in one compact unit. The user controls
the system via an IBM PC. All software runs under the
Microsoft windows environment.

Circle (390) on Reply Card

Power line protectors
MCC Electronics has announced the SPC series of heavy-

duty ac power line protectors. The 8"x8"x4" units are de-
signed to protect sensitive electronic equipment against
lightning transients and surges.

Circle (391) on Reply Card

I :I:)))11

/Perfect Timing

PROGRAMMABLE
CLOCKS

750 E SERIES
One or Two Events,

Thumbwheel Programming
$364-452

3.53 53 11NIl....
720 SERIES

10 Events,
Micro -Processor Based

$845-1150

IIM111111017"1""""mmillil\_

RAY r YE 1,100114116

.!

780 SERIES
Up to 96 Events Stored

in Random Access Memory
$1313-1654

ES 790
1000 Events, Microprocessor -
Based, 32 Output Channels

$2300

[4C1'(213) 322-2136
142 Sierra St., El Segundo, CA 90245

Circle (103) on Reply Card



Professional servicesI
VIR JAMES P.C.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219
(303) 937-1900

DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE 8 NAB

FCC ON-LINE DATABASE

Ostswopki
Allocation/Terrain Studies

AM  FM  TV  LPTV  ITFS
P.O. Box 30730

Bethesda. MD 20814
(301) 652-8822 1.800-368-5754

TEKNIMAX
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DENNIS R. CIAPURA
PRESIDENT

11305 PORESTV1EW LN.
SAN DIEGO. CA 92 131 16191 695-2429

Buying Service For Broadcasters
Our Buying Power Will Save

Your Company Significant Dollars
22 Years Broadcast Equipment Purchasing Expertise

(212) 541-6611

BUYGROUP LIMITED
1775 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

CO M MUNiCATIONS N C

 Radio and Television System Design
 Transmitter and Studio Installation
 Microwave and Satellite

Engineering and Installation
12 North Willow St.

201-746-9307 Montclair, NJ 07642

ATT: CHIEF ENGINEERS
61.0414.5g< video maintnonc

LUNAR VIDEO LTD
FAST TURNAROUND ON ENG, EFP, EDIT
SYSTEMS, MONITORS, TEST EQUIP. SONY, JVC,
PANASONIC, TEKTRONIX-UPS & AIR FREIGHT.
PU/DEL DAILY.

CALL
COLLECT

138 E. 26th St, NYC (212)688-4802

Zoomlens Service
 We rebuild your ENG/EFP and Studio Video

Zoomlenses to factory specs. Any make and model
 Fast turnaround.

 We refurbish Battery packs and chargers as well
Media Optical Services Frank Loos
10880 N.F. 6th Ave. (305)751-0880 office
Miami, FL. 33161 (305)685-0123 eves.

PROMOTE YOUR SERVICES
and increase business

for as low as $55 per insertion.
Call 913/888-4664.

International Map Service
PO Box 19037 Derrver, Colorado 80219

f-800-4.26 -TOPO (8676)

Topographic
Geological

Aviation
BLM Surface

D. L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

2401 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61 604

(309) 673-7511
Member AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO
Broadcasting and Telecommunications

Consultants

2033 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20036

(202) 293-7742

JOHN H. BATTISON PE.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

890 Clubview Blvd. North
Columbus, Ohio 43085

614/888-3364

MAILING LABELS
AM, FM & TV

CALL

datawoP16
1-800-368-5754

Consultation Services
Lightning  Power Conditioning - Grounding
Over 40 years experience. work guaranteed

Roy Carpenter
ProsrOont

Lightning Eliminator. and Consultants
130(1r akeland Rd.. Santa Fe Springs. CA 90670

9468888 TWX 910 586-138,

UNUSED
CALL LETTERS

CALL

daiswoplt
1-800-368-5754

YOUR CARD HERE
reaches 88,528 prospects

for as low as $55 per insertion.
Call 913/888-4664.

EVANS ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS

AM-FM-TVCATV-ITFS-LPTV SATELLITE
216 N. Green Bay Road

Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE

CHIPS DAVIS
LEDE DESIGNS, INC.

Acoustics for Stereo
Facility Design
Consultation

(415) 459-2888

BLAIR BENSON
Engineering Consultant

TV Systems Design and Operation

23 Park Lane
Norwalk, CT 06854

203-838-9049

Robert J. Nissen

THE NISSEN GROUP, INC.
Communications Technology Consultants

32 Ridge Drive Port Washington, New York 11050
(516)944-5477

ERIC NEIL ANGEVINE, P.E.
consultant in acoustics

specializing in broadcast studio acoustics

910 Lakeridge Drive

405-624-6043

Stillwater, OK 74075
405-372-3949

PATCHPRINTS Video Tie Linea
In I 2 Aux I 2 Mon A a

Custom Patch Bay Labehng tot the Audio/Video Industries
er

PATCH BAY DESIGNATION COMPANY
Die of GIOnOal Rub., Stamp 6 ',al.'? Co . me

CHARLIE SCHUFER

P.0.Box 6278, Glendale. CA 91205
4742 San Fernando Road Telephone
Glendale. CA 91204 (8181241-55

TOWER DESIGN AND
FABRICATION, INC.

TOWERS, ANTENNAS, STRUCTURES
New Tall Towers, Existing Towers

Studies, Analysis, Design Modifications,
Inspections, Erection, Etc.

Rt. 1, Box 33AA,
Sturgeon, MO 65284 (314) 687-3932

MAILING LABELS AM, FM 8. TV
'Personalized to Manager. Engineer
or Program Director.

Pre-sorted by Zip Code
-Market selection.
-Accurate.
$40.00 per 1,000

StationBase
P.O. Box 24092

Phoenix, AZ 85282
(206) 385-3029 or (602) 899-8916
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NATIONAL CONVENTION

BRoaDcasz
CONFERENCE

Don't miss it:
The third annual SBE National Convention

and Broadcast Engineering Conference
Plan now to attend the working an outstanding line-up of the industry's

engineer's convention. View the latest in best technical experts.
broadcast equipment from leading The SBE National Convention and
manufacturers. Attend technical sessions Broadcast Engineering Conference-the
designed to provide practical answers for must -attend event for this fall.
the problems faced by broadcast
engineers. The 1988 convention will Denver Convention Complex
provide more exclusive exhibit hours and Denver September 22-25

Interested in ordering article
reprints out of this or another
issue?* Reprints can be excellent
learning tools for your technical
staff and great marketing tools for
your sales staff. Call or write
Cynthia Sedier at Intertec
Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212;
(913) 888-4664.
*Minimum order 1,000 copies

Advertising sales offices/
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Tom Nilsen
Telephone: (312) 435-2361
Telefax: (312) 922-1408
55 East Jackson
Ste. 1100
Chicago. IL 60604

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hastwell. Williamson, Rouse Ply. Ltd.
P.O. Box 419
Norwood 5067. Australia
Telephone: 332-3322
Telex: AA87113

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Diane Gottlieb-Klusner OXFORD, ENGLAND
Telephone: (212) 702-3404 Nicholas McGeachin
Telefax: (212) 702-7802 Intertec Publishing Corp.
David W. Frankel Roseleigh House
Telephone: (212) 702-7802 New Street
Telefax: (2 I2) 702-7802 Deddington
866 Third Ave. Oxford OX5 4SP
New York. NY 10022 England

Telephone: (0869) 38794
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA Telefax: (0869) 38040
Herbert A. Schiff Telex: 837469 BES G
Telephone: (213) 393-9285
Telefax: 213/393-2381
Jason Perlman
Telephone: (213) 458-9987 TOKYO, JAPAN
Telefax: 213/393-2381 Haruki Hirayama
Chris Woodbury -Leonard EMS, Inc.
Telephone: (213) 451-8695 Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, ShiTuku
Telefax: 213/393-2381 Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo 160. Japan
Schiff & Associates Telephone: (03) 350-5666
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 504 Cable: EMSINCPERIOD
Santa Monica, CA 90401 Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ

Reconfirm your involvement in the broadcast industry!
Renew your subscription today.
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IProfessional servicesI
Microwave Systems

Rental/Lease/Sell
RF Consulting Inc.
Emmy award staff

(212) 262-2880
114 East 28th Street, Suite 601

LPL New York, New York 10016

COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Engineering Consultant
 Video Systems Design

 Computer Graphics
 Automation
 Editing
 Production

Gene De Sardis
181 Lag Hill Rd.
Lillie Falls, NJ 07424
201-256-8141

BROADCASTING CONSULTANTS
AND ENGINEERS

 FCC Applications and Field Engineering
 Frequency Searches and Coordination
 Tower Erection and Maintenance
 Facility Design and Construction
Contact:
KENNETH W. HOEHN *Talatechanc.
23400 Michigan Avenue .

Dearborn, MI 48124 (313)562-6873

Advertising rates in Classified Section are $1.50 per
word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by
payment to insure publication.

Each Initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $35.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for forward-
ing (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $40.00
per insertion, to cover department number, processing
of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

TRAINING

FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE operators license
through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one
week seminar In Boston, Washington, Detroit or
Philadelphia. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation,
1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266, Telephone
(213) 379-4461. 8-81-tfn

SERVICES

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.

7-71-tf

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE 1941:
3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others. Write
for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS INC., Rt. 7, Box
628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243 or (800)
624-7626. 6-79-tf n

FOR SALE

COPPER!#8 & #10 ground radials; 2, 3, 4, 6, 8" strap;
flyscreen; ground screen. 317-962-8596. Ask for copper
sales. 11-87-6t

COPPER #8 & #10 ground radials; 2, 3, 4, 6, 8" strap;
flyscreen; ground screen. 317-962-8596. Ask for copper
Sales. 11-87-6t

IKEGAMI HL79D, with cannon 151 Lens, Anton Bauer
charger and 2 batteries. Camera was purchased new
April 1986. Asking $13,500.00. Contact Barry Fisher
215-797-4530. 02-88-1t

USED PARTS and tubes for GE 4TT6E3 transmitter
and GE 4TF4AL amplifier BSC 1616 Axtell Clovis, N.M.
88101, 505-763-7685 02-88-1t

UNITED STUDIOS OF AMERICA 3 Hitachi SK 110
Studio Cameras. Fully loaded, ready to go. Plus other
studio equipment. Call: Joe, Vince, Russ 615-386-9495.

2-87-1H

WANTED TO BUY

HIGHEST PRICES for 112 Phase Monitors, vacuum
capacitors and clean, one kw or greater powered AM
and FM Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid.
Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Throncliffe Park Dr., Unit
28, Toronto, Canada M4H 11-12, 416-421-5631. 3-86-tfn

/Classified/
WE PLACE ENGINEERS

ALL CATEGORIES FOR TV, PRODUCTION,

VIDEO, CATV (EXCLUDING OPERATORS)

America's Leading Source for a Decade
a STATIONS. PRODUCTION FACILITIES, CORP TV, MPG. CATVc

For information phone or write Mark Kornish

tzi
Employer
Paid Fees

kEy SYSTEMS
479 Northampton St-eet

Kingston, PA 18704

17171 283-1041
tif

HELP WANTED

CHIEF ENGINEER needed for Miami Christian UHF
Station. Strong on transmitters. Contact Ben Miller.
Vice President, Engineering, Trinity Broadcasting Net-
work, 714-665-2145. E.O.E. 11.87-4t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: for NBC affiliate. Need
technician with experience in RCA VHF transmitters,
Ampex Quads, VPR-2's, and Sony ENG equipment.
Send resume, references and salary history to: KJAC,
P.O. Box 3257, Port Arthur, TX 77643. Attention: Chief
Engineer, EOE 12-87-3t

TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEEER ABEKAS VIDEO
SYSTEMS, manufacturer of broadcast video products
is seeking applicants capable of providing technical
assistance to customers over the phone, as well as in-
house and field servicing of broadcast video products.
Knowledge of NTSC video signal structure required.
Minimum 3 years direct experience. Send resume to
Abekas Video Systems, P.O. Box 3659, Redwood City.
CA 94064. 02-88-1t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER needed. Studio
maintenance with background In Sony 34" tape re-
quired, Beta, Betacart maintenance helpful. Some
UHF transmitter experience a plus. Call John Batson
205-345-1117, or write c/o WDBB-TV, P.O. C-170, Birm-
ingham, AL 35283-0170. EOE. 02-88-1 t

CHIEF ENGINEER Rare opportunity for experienced
person with extensive audio and FM/AM transmitter
background to take charge of the technical operations
of our Louisville, Kentucky CHR giant. Must have DA
experience. Good salary and benefits. Send resume,
references, and salary history to: Great Trails Broad-
casting, Corporate Director of Engineering, 717 East
David Road, Dayton, Ohio 45429. EOE. 02-88-2t

TRANSPORTABLE EARTH STATION OPERATORS
Los Angeles -based IDB Communications Group, Inc..
a leading satellite transmission service provider, is
looking for experienced transportable earth station
operators. Salary commensurate wlexperience.
Resumes only to: IDB Communications Group Inc.,
10525 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232.
Attn: TM 02.88.1t

Don't
wade

through
1000

different
product

brochures

Use BE's
Spec Book

instead!
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IAd indexI
Page

Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Hotline

Page
Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Hotline

Abekas Video Systems 37 22 415/571-1711 Magna Tech 105 61 212/586-7240
Alpha Audio 98 59 804/358-3852 McCurdy Radio Industries 47 29 416/751-6262
Alpha Wire Corp. 29 15 ....800/52A-LPHA Microwave Development
Amber Electro Design Inc. 74 40 514/735-4105 Laboratories, Inc. 118 67 617/655-0060
Amek Systems and Controls

Ltd. 101 57 818/508-9788 Midwest Communications Corp... 1 3 800/543-1584

Ampex Corp. (AVSD) 49 (415) 367-2911 Monroe Electronics, Inc 102 125 .312/358-3330

Ampex Corp. (AVSD) 50-51 31 415/367-2911 NEC Corp 45 27 800/323-6656

Ampex Corp. (MTD) 5 5 415/367-2911 Nova Systems, Inc 127 80 203/693-0238
Arrakis Systems, Inc. 27 14 303/224-2248 Odetics, Inc 43 26 800/243-2001
Arrakis Systems, Inc. 21 12 303/224-2248 Opamp Labs Inc. 141 92 213/934-3566
Audio-Technica U.S., Orban Associates Inc. 7 6 800/227-4498

Inc. 75 42 215/443-0330 Orban Associates Inc. 17 10 800/227.4498
B & B Systems 138 86 805/257-4853 Otari Corp. 15 9 415/592-8311
Basys 106-107
Belden Wire and

62 800/847-0653 Otari Corp. 141 96 415/592-8311

and Cable 85 50 ....800/BEL-DEN4 Paladin Corp 114 64 805/499-0318

Beyer Dynamic Inc 55 34 516/935-8000 Paltex Inc. 131 81 714/838-8833

BJM Electronics Ltd 74 41 ....800/DIAL-BJM Panasonic 123-125
Boonton Electronics Penny & Giles Inc. 143 97 213/393-0014

Corp 79 46 201/584-1077 Penny & Giles Inc. 146 102 .213/393-0014
Broadcast Video Systems Quantel Ltd 99 65 415/856-6226

Ltd. 124 101 .416/764-1584 Rank Cintel, Inc 115 84 312/426-2450
Canare Cable, Inc 134
Centro Corp 53
Chyron Corp. 77

90 818/840-0993
32 619/560-1578
44 516/249-3018

RTS Systems, Inc. 84

Shure Brothers Inc 121

45
83

818/843-7022
312/866-2553

Cipher Digital, Inc 48 30 301/695-0200 Shure Brothers Inc 119 82 312/866-2553

Circuit Research Labs, Siemens-Neve 63 38 203/744-6230

Inc. 13 800/535-7648 Solid State Logic Ltd IBC 2 212/315-1111
Connect Systems, Inc. 124 100 .... 213/373-6803 Sony Corp. of America
Control Concepts Corp. 116 68 607/724-2484 (AV & Pro Aud.) 36 21 .... 800/662 -SONY
Crosspoint Latch Corp 152 104 .... 201/688-1510 Sony Corp. of America
Datatek, Inc. 39 24 201/654-8100 (AV & Pro Aud.) 24-25 13 .... 800/662 -SONY
DKW Systems Inc 133 99 403/426-1551 Sony Corp. of America
ESE 147
Evertz Microsystems

103 .... 914/592-6050 (AV Pro Video) 92-93 55 .... 800/662 -SONY
Sony Corp. of AmericaLtd 44 110 .416/335-3700

Fujinon Inc. 95 56 914/472-9800 (Broadcast) 112-113 66 .... 800/662 -SONY

Full Compass Systems 133 98 800/356-5844 Sony Corp. of America
GE Commercial Indust'I. Broadcast 96-97 57 .... 800/662 -SONY

Light 86-87 51 Sony Corp. of America
Gentner 90 53 801/268-1117 (Broadcast) 56-57 35 .... 800/662 -SONY
Graham -Patten Systems Sony, Mag. Tape Div 61 37 .... 800/662 -SONY

Inc 54
Grass Valley Group,

Inc. 103

33 800/547-2489

60 916/273-8421

Standard Tape Laboratory,
Inc. 145 93 415/786-3546

Grass Valley Group, Stantron/Unit of Zero Corp. .... 144 88 800/821-0019

Inc. 89 52 916/273-8421 Studer Revox America Inc 117 63 615/254-5651

Grass Valley Group, Studer Revox America Inc IFC 1 615/254-5651
Inc. 9 7 916/273-8421 Surcom Associates Inc. 134 89 619/722-6162

Gray Engineering TASCAM Div. TEAC Corp. of
Laboratories 145 95 912/883-2121 America 32 18 213/726-0303

Harris Corp. (Florida) 35 69 800/442-7747 TASCAM Div. TEAC Corp. of
Hedco 139 87 916/273-9524 America 30 16 213/726-0303
Hitachi Denshi America

Ltd. 3 4 800/645-7510 Tech Labs 102 126 ... 201/944-2221

Ikecami Electronics Inc.
(Marcomm) 65-72 201/368-9171

Television Equipment Associates,
Inc. 145 94 914/763-8893

Jam Pro Antennas Inc 60 43 916/383-1177 Telex Communications, Inc. ... 135 85 612/887-5550
Jensen Transformers Thermodyne International Ltd. ..64 39 213/603-1976

Inc. 141 91 213/876-0059 Total Spectrum Manufacturing
JVC Company of America .40-41 25 800/582-5825 Inc. 31 17 914/268-0100
JVC Company of America 19 11 800/582-5825 TVE 145 94 914/763-8893
Leitch Video of America,

Inc. 109
Lenco Electronics 11

128 .804/424-7290
8 314/243-3147

Utah Scientific Inc 128-129
Varian 33

20
19

800/453-8782
415/592-1221

Lexicon Inc. 38 23 617/891-6790 Video Display Corp. 42 28 800/241-5005

3M 80-81 47 800/328-1684 Ward -Beck Systems Ltd BC 416/438-6550

M/A-Com Mac Inc 91 54 617/272-3100 Winsted Corp. 98 58 800/328-2962
Magni Systems, Inc. 59 36 503/626-8400 Yamaha International Corp. ..82-83 48
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THE MAIN INGREDIENT
FOR POST -PRODUCTION

FULL SWITCHER, TWO BUILT-IN TBC'S, AUDIO MIXER, DIGITIAL
4. NIT.

8200
8200C

FULL BANDWIDTH
FORSUPER VHS

The 8200 is a complete system. The standard unit is itself almost an entire
studio. More than that, it is also upward expandable; with additional inputs
which can be used for cameras, VTR's, character generators, graphics
generators, chroma keyers, color bar generator and it even has the ability to
be controlled by an external computer or editor.

A Switcher is essential for post -production. The 8200 has one, complete
with fader arms and positioner to provide the professional touch and feel
that is so necessary for the creation of polished productions.

The 8200 can be fully controlled from the keyboard of editors with the
7282 interface unit. The standard unit can be GPI triggered to perform
automatic effects.

The 8200 operates with both broadcast and industrial machines.

STANDARD FEATURES
RS170A Genlockable sync generator Five input switcher
Mosaic Posterization Linear keyer
Colorizer 12 Bordered Patterns Matte DSK
Push and Pull effects Hard/soft edges 8 Bit TBC's
Colorizer Digital transitions Auto transitions
Mosaic keys Two input audio mixer Key inverter
GPI trigger Blanking Processor Fade to Black

Color bars and tone
Expansion patterns

ACCESSORIES
RGB Chroma Keyer
Serial Editor control

Encoded chroma keyer
7 input Audio mixer

8200C for Super VHS operation
Call for your free copy of "The Impact of SuperVHS"

8200 $9795 8200C $10,995
Circle (104) on Reply Card
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The SL 5000 M Series
The World's Most Advanced Stereo

Broadcast Consoles

he SL 5000 M Series is designed to
meet the demands of today's

broadcasters - offering a new level of
operational and creative flexibility in a
practical format.
Built from a wide range of audio and
control cassettes housed in a variety of
mainframe sizes, the SL 5000 M Series
offers all the advantages of customised
functions and layouts, even for the
smallest consoles. Larger organisations
will also benefit from common operating
procedures, parts stock and maintenance
routines.
The SL 5000 M Series is designed for a
wide diversity of applications - live
radio, continuity, outside broadcasts,
film and video post. It will satisfy your
requirements for many years to come.

SL 5000 M Series
mainframes are
available in 4 depths
and from 8 to
72 channels wide,
allowing consoles of
almost any size and
capacity.

HTV - Bristol a, Film Australia - New South Wales V

Whether you are looking for an eight
input on -air console, or a 72 input
multitrack desk, call us now and join the
growing number of broadcasters
equipped for the 1990s.

Solid State Logic
Oxford  Paris  Milan .New York  Los Angeles

Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 IRU  (08675) 4353
1 rue Michael Faraday, 78180 Montigny le Bretonneaux, France  (1) 34 60 46 66

Via Cesare Cantu' I, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo, Milan  (2) 612 62 81
320 West 46th Street, New York, NY 10036  (212) 315-1111

6255 Sunset Boulevard  Los Angeles, California 90028  (213) 463-4444

Circle (2) on Reply Card
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